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ABSTRACT
This literaturesurveywas conductedto examinethe field of millimeter-
wave remote sensingof the environmentand collectall relevantobservations
made in the atmosphericwindowsnear 90, 140, and 230 GHz of ocean, terrain,
man-made features,and the atmosphere. Over 170 articlesand reportshave
been examined;bibliographicreferencesare providedfor all and abstractsare
quoted when available. Selectedhighlightshave been extractedfrom the
pertinentarticles.
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O INTRODUCTION
Interest in the millimeter-wave region has been increasing because of
potential applicatlous in secure communications links, hlgh-resolutlon radar,
tactical target detection, and surveillance systems, and because of develop-
ments in millimeter-wave system components. Compared to use of the microwave
spectrum, use of the millimeter-wave spectrum permits antennas to be of
smaller size and permits wider information bandwidths to be incorporated.
Millimeter waves also propagate under a wider variety of environmental condi-
tions, relative to optical wavelengths.
The purpose of this literature survey was to examine the field of
millimeter-wave remote sensing of the environment and to collect all relevant
available observations made in the atmospheric windows near 90, 140, and 230
GHz of ocean, terrain, man-made features, and the atmosphere. We have empha-
sized measurements rather than theory and passive rather than radar studies.
Although we strove for completeness in this survey, there are undoubtedly some
O reports that have escaped our attention.
A supplementary classified document contains entries in which the
extracts or the author's abstract is classified.
O
O
ARRANGLMENTOF BIBLIOGRAPHICENTRIES
Every articleexaminedhas an entry in this report. Entriesare listed
alphabeticallyby author'slast name and includethe followinginformation:
I. An asterisk(*) in the upper corner of the page indicatesthat the
articledeals prlnclpallywith theoreticalstudies,radar work, or
frequenciesother than 90, 140, and 230 GHz.
2. The tltle.
3. The author'snameand address.
4. The bibliographicreference.
5. The DTIC number,followedin parenthesesby The AerospaceCorporation
libraryaccess number.
6. If =he referenceddocumentis classified,the level of classification
is indicatedbelow the DTIC number. If the extractsor the author's
abstractis classified,an additionalentry is includedin the A
supplementaryclassifieddocument. (Thereare five classified w
entries.)
7. The author'sabstract.
8. Selectedhighlights(no=mean= to be exhaustive)appearunder
EXTRACTS. For four very pertinententries,the entirearticleis
reproducedin the Appendix.
O
ALTSHULERANDEBEOGLU
O
SECOND DOD WORKSHOP ON MILLIMETERWAVE TERMINALGUIDANCESYSTEMS (ADVERSE
WEATHEREFFECTS)
Edward E. Altshuler
Deputy for ElectronicTechnology
HanscomAFB, MA 01731
David B. Ebeoglu
Air Force Armament Laboratory
Eglin AFB, FL 32542
Report No. RADC-TM-76-9, May 1976
ADA-026 270 (A76 5072)
A one-day workshop was held at the Air Force Cambridge Research
Laboratories (AFCRL) on 28 January 1976, on the subject of Millimeter-Wave
Measurementsin AdverseWeather. This workshopwas organizedby the Air Force
Armament Laboratory (AFATL), Eglin AFB, Florida in conjunctionwith AFCRL,
Hanscom AFB, Massachusetts, and was a part of the DOD Joint Technical
Coordinating Group (JTCG), and Sensors and Seekers Subgroup,coordination
activities.
The objectiveof this workshopwas to extend the level of understanding
of the adverseweather problemwithin the DOD, so that milllmeter-wavesystems
can be designed and tested effectively. The key frequenciesof interestare
O 35 and 95 GHz. Invited papers were presented by nationally recognized
researchers from laboratoriesthat had investigatedthe effects of adverse
weather on the point-to-point propagation of microwaves. These papers
reviewed measurements, described measurement techniques, and reviewed and
recommended instrumentation. It was concluded that a broad program of
controlled experiments to measure the effects that precipitationand wet
backgroundwould have on systemperformanceshould be conducted. In addition,
it was recommendedthat flight tests of millimeter-wavesystemsunder actual
adverseweatherconditionsbe carriedout. (Authors)
EXTRACTS:
This document contains brief summaries of the 9 papers given at the
workshop.
The following relevant paper from this workshop has a separate entry in
this survey:
Cloud Attenuation at 35 and 95 GHz and Attenuation Diversity Measurements at
30 GHz, by A. W. Straiton,Universityof Texas, Austin,TX 78731.
O
APLETALIN,KRAFT_tACHER,MERIAKRI, A
USHATKIN,AND CHIGRIAI
MATERIALRESEARCHAT SUBMILLLMETERWAVELENGTHSWITH THE HELP OF BEAM WAVEGUIDE
SPECTROSCOPYMETHODS
S. N. Aple=alin,G. A. Kraftmacher,V. V. Meriakrl,E. F. Ushatkin,
and E. E. Chigriai
Instituteof Kadioenglneerlngand Electronics
Academy of Sciencesof the USSR, Moscow
Anglo-SovietSeminaron AtmosphericPropagaclonat Millimeterand Submilli-
meter Wavelengths,Nov. 28-Dec.3, 1977, GI-Gg, Instituteof Radio-
engineeringand Electronics,Moscow.
The determinationof dielectricpropertiesof water and ocher materials
at submillimeterwavelengths is very important for propagationproblems as
well as for some other applications. We have investigatedat submilllme_er
wavelenEths some materials - liquids, low loss solid materials, and
ferri_es. (Authors)
EXTRACTS: O
Primarilysubmillimeterdata. The only millimeterdata are:
Dielectricconstant- E' + iE'"
Compound E' E" Frequency(GHz)
propaneiodide 47 428 230
iso-propyliodide 44 552 230
benzyl chloride 46 220 140
benzyl iodide 57 115 140
mixtureof benzyl
bromideand chloride 51 161 140
water 73 89 140
NOTE: All valuesmeasuredat 20°C.
O
ARPA
O
RKPORT OF THE ARPA/TRI-SERVICE MILLIMETER WAVE WORKSHOP
APL/JHU QM-75-009,ARPA TI0-75-3,January 1975
Naval ElectronicsLaboratoryCenter
Compiled by: Applied PhysicsLaboratory,The Johns HopkinsUniversity,
8621 GeorgiaAvenue, Silver Spring,MD 20920
ADA 089 512 (A79 06241VI)
An ARPA/Tri-ServiceWorkshop to define an integrated program for the
developmentand military utilizationof the millimeter (i mm to I cm) portion
of the electromagneticspectrumwas held at the Applied Physics Laboratoryon
December 16-18, 1974. (L. D. Strom,DARPA)
EXTRACTS:
The following pertinent article is entered separately in this document:
F. B. Dyer, Radar Clutterat MillimeterWave Frequencies.
0
0
, AU, KENNE;Y, AND KERR* @
MICROWAVERADIOMETRICTEMPERATURESOF AIRCRAFT
BenjaminD. Au, James E. Kenney,and David W. Kerr
Airborne Radar Branch, Radar Division
Naval Research Laborat:ory
Washlngtou,DC 20375
NRL MemorandumRepor_ 2801, May 1974
AD-530 3&2L (A78 0528)
CONFIDE2_TIAL
Microwaveradiometrywas investigatedas a possiblesensor techniquefor
de_ectlnglow-flyingaircraf_from shipboard. If feasible,it would have the
advantage of being all weather, day-nlght,and passive. Radlometrictarget
size of B-727, B-737, and DC-9 commercial Jets, a P-3 turbo-propmilitary
aircraft,and A6 and F4 Jet fighterswere measuredusing a ground-basedX-band
radiometer. Radiometric_arge_ sizes of the a_ack-slzed aircraft were so
smallthat it was Judged unlikely that microwave radiometrycouldformthe
basis of a practicalpassivesystem for detectingaircraftattackingan EMCOM A
ship. (Authors) w
@
6
A_ILLER*
O
AN AIRBORNE 90-GHzRADIOMETER
B. Aumiller
DeutscheForchungs-und Versuchsanstaltfuer Luft- und Kaumfahrt
_nstltutfuer Flugfunkund Mikrowellen
Oberpfaffenhofen,West Germany
Translationof DLK-Mitt74-05, 1974 (EuropeanSpace ResearchOrganization)
(A76 02054)
This report describes the development, construction,and performance
tests of an airborne 90-GHz radiometryreceiver for thermalmillimeterwave
radiationmeasurement. A modified Dicke principal havinE 2 referencenoise
sources is used in the receiver, thus ensurinE reproducible absolute
calibration. The design of the circuit is dealt with hereinafter,with the
exceptionof the theory of the thermal milllmeterwaveradiationand antenna
problems. The description of the individual units is intended to explain
their mode of operationand to make signal traclnEpossible. The chapterson
alignment, performancetest, and calibrationEive instructionsfor operating
the radiometer and for quantitative analysis of the measurement results.
(Author)
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l
MILLIMETERAND INFRAREDIMAGE SCANS OF REENTRYVEHICLETARGETS
J, M. Baird
Hughes Research Laboratories
3011 Malibu CanyonRoad
Malibu,CA 90265
TechnlcalReportCalspan23963,September1976
(AS0 01114)
This report describes_he me_hodsand equipmentused _o _ake image data
on reentry vehicle _arge_s at 3.2-,=nand lO.6-_mwavelengths. The work was
sponsoredby _he Calspan Corporationof Buffalo,N. Y., within the framework
of programs orlglnarlngwi_h Ballis_Ic Missile Defense Advanced Technology
Center (BMDATC),Huntsville,Alabama. The measurementswere made using Hughes
image scanning equipment. (Author)
EXTRACTS:
This report describesdata tapes;no sample data were presented.
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BASHARINOV,BORODIN,EGOROV,
AND SHUTKO
MICROWAVERADIATIONCHARACTERISTICSOF.DRY ANDMOISTGROUNDCOVERS
O A.E. Basharlnov,L. F. Borodin,S. T. Egorov,and A. M. Shutko
Instituteof SpaceResearch
Academyof Sciences,Moscow
Meetingof the Sovlet-AmerlcanWorkingGroupon RemoteSensingof Natural
EnvironmentfromSpace,Feb.12-17,1973
NASA TechnicalTranslationF-14975
N73-26153(A7906610)
Microwavemeasurementsfrom spacecan be used to detectfires,measure
soil moistureand temperature,measure sub-lcesoll temperaturesand the
thicknessof ice cover, as well as in the searchfor subsurfacewater.
(Authors)
EXTRACTS:
)_) Observations made above dry, uniform covet devoid of dense
vegetation permit measurement of the monthly mean ground temperaturesfrom
radlo-brightnessmeasurements in a single centimeter-wavechannel. Thus,
latitudinal changes in temperatureof the surfaces of Australia and North
Africa were established from measurements made by radiometers aboard
satellites. The findings were in agreement with the monthly mean air
temperaturesin these regions.
The latitude trend of the temperature is less well-expressedfor the
O Sahara;this is completelyin accordwith the known pictureof the temperatureregime in th region. Spectralcontras m asurementsshow that he diurnal
thermaltrend has a marked effect on the brightnesstemperatureas measured in
the short-waveregion of the centimeterband.
2) Pronounced contrast characteristicsare to be expected in the
presence of fires. Observationsof radlo-brlghtnesscontrast in areas of
burning peatbogsand forest fires yielded abrupt increasesof I00°-300° above
the backgroundtemperatureat 8 mm wavelength.
3) Measurements of the radio brightness characteristics of moist
surfaces in the Soviet Union (cm-band)and in the United States (cm- and dm-
bands) have shown that the brightnesstemperatureand the moisture contentof
the soll are correlated. "
Measurements above salt-marshes showed considerable variation in
brightness--byas much as tens of degreesKelvln--lnthe absenceof patchesof
open water on the surface. Estimatesshow that such variationsin brightness
correspondto fluctuationsin moisture contentof 7-10%. The accuracyof the
ground moisture estimate made from microwave radiometer data was 3-5% for
surfaces lacking vegetation cover. The influence of vegetation was
significantin the centimeterrange and was at times evident in the decimeter
range.
4) Satellitemeasurementsmade over Antarctica revealed a correlation
between the monthly mean glacier temperatures and the radlometrlc
temperatures.
Due to the weak absorption of microwaves in snow cover, brightness
temperatureobservationscan be used to estimateground temperature.
5) The authors recommendusing centimeterwavelengthsto determinethe
O temperature of the ground cover in the absence of a vegetative cover.However, with a vegetativecover, or for measurementson snow-coveredground,
they recommendwavelengthsof I0 - 30 cm.
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BAUEKLE @
NEAREARTHRADIOMETRICMEASUREMENTSAT 2.17MILLIMETERS(138GHz)
D. G. Bauerle
BallisticResearchLaboratories
AberdeenProvingGround,MD 21005
BRLMemorandumReportNo. 1658,June1965
AD-366497(A6600668)
CONFIDENTIAL
Radiometrlccharacteristicsof ground targetsand near-earthmillimeter
wave propagationin the 138 GHz "atmosphericwindow" are examined. A Dicke
type radiometer is used to measure the radlometrlctemperaturedifference
between certain ground based targets and their natural background. The
variationsin radlometrictemperaturecontrastsare noted for gross chanEesin
atmosphericweather. (Author)
EXTRACTS:
I. Dr_ snowfall does not change the target-t0-backgroundtemperature
contrast,but heavywet snow can eliminateall temperaturecontrasts.
2. Any amount of rainfall, from a light drizzle to a heavy thunderstorm,
will completelyeliminateall tarEet-to-backEroundcontrast.
3. Ground fog and light cloud cover will reduce on17 slightlythe target-to-
backgroundcontrast.
4. Heavy rain clouds can raise the apparent sky temperatureto the ambient
backgroundtemperature,eliminatingtarEet-toJbackgroundcontrast.
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BECHIS
ATMOSPHERIC INFLUENCES ON PASSIVE MILLLMETER-WAVE SEEKERS: MEASUREMENTS,
MODELING, AND SYSTEMS APPLICATIONS
K. P. Bechis
The Analytic Sciences Corporation
Reading, MA 01867
Proceedings of the Workshop on Millimeter and Submillimeter Atmospheric
Propagation Applicable to Radar and Missile Systems
Technical Report RR-80-3, 143-148, February 1980
The overall effectiveness of millimeter wave radiometry in passive
missile guidance and target detection systems is influenced principally by
atmospheric effects on signal propagation and on the contrast brightness
temperatures between targets and their surroundings. The attenuating effects
of clouds, rain, and other aerosols, along with atmospheric molecular resonant
absorption lines, must be considered in predicting the effectiveness of both
up- or down-looking mm-wave radiometric systems. This paper presents
measurements of various sky brightness temperatures and attenuations through
clear sky, various cloud overs, and precipitation (made with the University of
Massachusetts 13.7-m mm-wave radio telescope). This paper also describes a
O very flexible mathematical model and programFORTRAN (atthe AnalyticSciences
Corporation(TASC))capableof predictingthe performanceof a passive up- or
down-lookingradiometerat any altitude,zenithor nadir angle, in any weather
environment,and for any postulatedtarget. (Author)
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BF..EBE et a.]._ * @
94-GHzSENSORTOWER TEST PROGRAM: FINAL REPORT
M. E. Beebe,J. Salsman,e_._al.
Missile SystemsGroup
HuEhesAircraftCo.
Canoga Park, CA(213) 883-2400, Ex:. 1053
Report No. HSG6507R, Februar7 1976
Done for MOMT at Eglin AFB. Comments by Beebe on September 12, 1979:
"An old reportwith very limiteddata. GeorgiaTech now has far betterdata."
Report not ob_alned.
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BLUE
Q
PERMITIVITY OF SEA WATER AT MILLIMETER WAVELENGTHS
M. D. Blue
Georgia Instituteof Technology
Atlanta, GA 30332
Project #A-178&,August 1976
NASA-CR-148719
N76 30911 (A79 06609)
Measurementsof reflectivltyof sea water and ice at I00, 140 and 180 GHz
are reported. Measurements on water covered the temperature range 0 to
50°C. No anomalies in the dielectricpropertiesof water due to the presence
of either salts or organicmatter were found. The reflectivityof water and
its temperature dependence are consistentwith recent dielectric properties
models derived from data at other wavelengths. The index of refractionof ice
is constantat 1.78 throughoutthis region. (Author)
EXTRACTS:
5ca Water Tap Water Tap Water Tap Water
O Temperature -5 to -20"C 20"C 20"C "I0°C
Frequency(GHz) 99 103.8 135.6 135.6
Reflectlvity 0.0785• 0.0112 0.392_ 0.OIA 0.341_ 0.002 ---
Changein reflectlvltywith
temperaturenear 20°C --- 0.0036/"C 0.0042/"C ---
Indexof refraction _1.78_ 0.08 3.24- i 1.625 2.94- i 1.52 1.78= 0.02
Dielectricconstant _3.17_ 0.27 7.16 - i 11.825 6.33 - i 8.96 --
The 103.8-GHzreflectlvitlesat 20"C of Gulf of Mexicosea waterand tapwater
are not measurablydifferent.
_Imaginarycomponen:has not beendetermined.
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BLUEAND PERKOWITZ* ' O
REFLECTIVITYOF COMMONMATERIALSIN THESUBMILLIMETERREGION
M. D. Blue
Georgia _nsti_uteof TechnoloEy
Atlanta,GA 30332
S.Perkowltz
Emor7 University
Atlanta,GA 30332
IEEE TransactionsMTT-25,No. 5, June 1977, 491-493.
The appearance of an illuminatedscene at submillimeterwavelengthsis
de_ez_zinedby surface reflec_ivity. Reflec_ivltlesof some man-made and
natural materials have been measured. The results provide some insight for
evaluatingpossibleapplicationsof submillimeterradiation. (Authors)
EXTRACTS:
NaTural and man-made samples' reflectlvi_leswere maasured at 20 to
200 cm-_ (600 to 6000 GHz, or 0.5 to 0.05 ann).
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BOMMARITO,STOGRYN,POE, DICKEY,
AND OLSON
e
MICROWAVEII_GI_ SENSORSTUDY
J. J. Bommarito, A. P. Stogryn, G. A. Foe, R. D. Dickey, and B. C. Olson
AeroJet ElectroSystems Co.
1100 West Hollyvale Street
Azusa, CA 91702
Volume I - ExecutiveSummary,Volume II - Final Report
June 1976
ADB-OI2 514L (A78 05315)
This final report details the work performed on a study to develop an
approach to the detection and quantificationof precipitationover land and
water backgroundsand to determine the accuracy to which sea surface winds
could be measuredutilizingsatelllte-bornepassivemicrowaveradiometry.
Prior work had indicated that detection of precipitalactivity might be
restrictedto ocean surfacebackgrounds. A major breakthroughin the modeling
of precipitation signatures was realized by the incorporation of the
scattering effects from rain particles into the analytical model which
previously considered only absorption and reradiatlon effects. It was
determined that precipitationcan be effectivelydetected over both land and
ocean backgroundsand classifiedinto light (2 mm/hr),medium (2-10mm/hr)and
heavy (I0 mm/hr) rainfall rates with a combined 37- and 94-GHz imaging
microwave radiometer. The results of the theoreticalmodel were verified at
O 37 GHz using data obtained from the Electronically Scanned MicrowaveRadiometeron Nimbus 6 and extenslveground truth data.
It was determinedby theoreticalanalysis that sea surfacewind speed may
be inferred from microwave data over a large range of conditions with an
accuracy of better than 2 meters per second with a combined 19.35-and 37-GHz
sensor.
A hardware study was performed and a preliminary design of a dual-
polarized mechanicallyscanned System operating at 19.35, 37 and 94 GHz was
generated. This design is compatible with the measurement accuracy
requirement for precipitation detection and quantification, sea surface
measurement, and sea ice mapping. The system is also compatible with the
physical constraintsimposed by the DMSP Block 5D-2 vehicle and utilizesnear
term (1976-1980)hardware technology. Concepts for next generation systems
utilizingfar term technology(mid 1980's)were also investigated. (Authors)
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SORDZZ*
MILLZMET_WAVERADZOMETRICTARGETACQUISZTZONSYSTEM
Robert Lo Border
AeroJet-GeneraZ Corporation
9200 East Flair Drive
E1 Monte, CA 91734
AFAL-TR-70-31_ March 1970
AD 512 228 (AY0 06022)
CONFZDENTZAL
Description of a 19.35-GHz passive radiometer.
O
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CHANTRY*
0
DIELECTRICMEASUREMENTSIN THE SUBMILLIMETERREGIONAND'ASUGGESTED
INTERPRETATIONOF THE POLEYABSORPTION
G. W. Chantry
Division of ElectricalScience
National PhysicalLaboratory
Teddington,Middlesex,England
IEEE MTT-25,No. 6, 496-500,June 1977
Modern activity in the field of extra-high-frequencydielectricmeasure-
ments on polar liquidsis brieflyreviewedand the means for carryingthem out
briefly described. It is now possible to determinethe complex Relmittivity
(and l_encethe complex refractive index) over the range i0_ - i0I_ Kz to an
absolute precisionof 1 percent and it is thereforeworthwhile to reexamine
the "liquid-lattice"theorywhich was put forwardsome time ago as an explana-
tion for the additionalPoley absorption. This theory is found to give a good
account of the absorption spectrumof liquid chlorobenzenein the microwave,
millimeter,and submillimeterregions. (Author)
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CIOTTI, SOLIMINI & BASILI*
' 0
SPECTRAOF ATMOSPHERICVARIABLESAS DEDUCEDFROM GROUND-BASEDRADIOMETRY
P. Cio=tl,D. Sollmlnl,and P. Basili
Isti=u=odl Elet=ronica
Facoltadi Ingegneria
Universi=adl Roma
Via Eudosslana18
00184 Rome, l=aly
1978 InternationalIEEE/AP-SSymposiumand USNC/URSISpringMeeting,
Washing=on,D.C.p May 1978
Ground-basedradiometricobservationshave proven =o be effectivemeans
for remotely determiningboth =he static and the dynamic thermal vertical
structureof the lower troposhere. Since the _eteorologlcalparametersare
random fields,the aEmosphericradiancemeasured by a ground-basedradiometer
fluctuates randomly in time, and, under suitable conditions,these fluctua-
tions result essentiallyfrom atmospherictemperaturefluc=uatlons. A rela-
tlonshlpbetweenthe spectraldensityof the outputof =he radiometerand the
spectrum of =he atmospherictemperatureis ob=alned,and in particular the
specialcase of frozenturbulenceis investigated.
In =he experlmen= which is reported the downgolng radiance has been
measured in several bands of =he infrared in which the atmosphereexhibits w
differentabsorptions. The low-frequencyspectraldensityof =he fluctuating
radiancehas been computedbo_h by a suitablywindowed fast Fouriertransform
and by the maxlmum-en=ropymethod. The latter techniqueis shown to yield
eitherhigh spectral resolutionor enhanced smoothingaccordingto the order
of the predictionfilter which controlledthe spectrales=Imatlonprocedure.
Data are presentedon two classesof spectracorresponding=o differentsea-
bili=yconditionsof the a=mospherlcboundary-layer. (Authors)
EXTRACTS:
Atmosphericmodelingand comparisonwithda=a takenaround=heabsorption
peaksof CO2 (4.5micrometers)and H20 (6.4micrometers).
\
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COFFRIN*
o
MILLIMETERRADIO TRANSMISSIONFOR INTRA-BASECOMMUNICATIONS
W. E. Coffrln
RaytheonCompany
CommunicationsSystemsLaboratory
141 Spring Street
Lexington,MA 02173
CR-13, 15 July 1971
AD-901 371
The multiple pair cable used in current intra-basecommunicationstends
to complicate system installation,operation_ and maintenance. An exchange
area radio net using a low cost and lightweighttransceiverwould be a major
improvement. This study investigatesthe suitabilityof digitaltransmission
on millimeterradio for the intra-basesystem.
A base communication model is derived to illustrate the telephone
transmissionrequirement and the physical characteristicsof the intra-base
system. A radio system concept is developed and evaluated. Background
studies cover design questions in the areas of propagation, system
installation, system self-lnterferenceand radio design. A cost analysis
indicates the economic practicalityof the system by comparison to multiple
O pair cable system costs. (Author)
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CONCORAN O
FAR-INFRARED-SUBMILLIMETERPI{AS_DARRAYSAND APPLICATIONS
Wo J, Concoran
InstituteforDefenseAnalyses
ArlinE_on,VA 22202
IEEEMTT-22,ii03-1107sDec. 1974
The conceptof a phasedarrayof far-infrared(FIR)or submi111meter
(SMM) wavesuidelasers tha_ can be scannedelectronlcallyis presented.
Gra_inElobereductionby computeranalysisis shown. Possibleapplications
of SMHarraysareconsidered.(Author)
O
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CORSI, DALL'OGLIO,FONTI,GUIDI, MELCHIORRI,MELCHIORRI,
AND NATALE
• '
ATMOSPHERICNOISE IN THE FAR INFRARED (300-3000MICROMETERS)
S. Corsi, G. Dall'Ogllo,S. Fontl, I. Guidi, B. Melchiorri,F. Melchiorri,and
V. Natale
Infrared Section of FlorenceTESKE Laboratory
ConsiglioNazionaledelle Kicerche
Florence, Italy
F. Mencaraglia
Cattedra di Fisica dello Spazio
University of Florence
Florence, Italy
P. Lombardini and P. Trivero
Laboratorio di Cosmogeofisica
Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche
Torino, Italy
S. Sivertsen
Auroral Observatory
Tromsoe, Norway
IEEE MTT-22,No. 12, 1036-1041,December 1974
O Noise_measurementsin the frequency regions 5-200 Hz and 5.2 x i0"4 to
8.3 x 10-3 Hz have been performedin the wavelength region between 300 and
3000 micrometers from the high altitude observatory of Testa Griga, Italy
(3,500 m). In the high frequency region a specially designed Ge bolometer
operating in background-limited-infrared-photoconductorconditionsmatched to
a 1.5-m telescope has been used, while at low frequencies a radiometer
designed for atmospheric transmittancemeasurementswas employed. In both
regions no excess noise with respect to the photon noise relative to 300° K
blackbodyhas been detected. (Authors)
CRANE* 0
ATTENUATION DUE TO I_AZN--A_NZ-REVIEM
RobertK. Crane
LincolnLaboratory
MassachusettsInstituteof Technology
Lexington,MA 02173
ZEEEAP-23,750-752,September1975.
Thisis a briefreviewpaperon rain-causeda_tenuatlon.The paperis a
minl-revlewsponsoredby _he Wave PropagationStandardsCommitteeof the
IEEE. The paperreviewsprogresson _he developmen_and verificationof a
theoryof raln-causedattenuation.The paperalso considersthe statistical
modelsrequiredto predictattenuation.(Author)
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: CRANE
RAiNEFFECTSIN THE 10 TO I00GRz FREQUENCYRANGE
R. K. Crane
Environmental Research and Technology, Inc.
696 Virginia Road
Concord, MA 01742
Proceedingsof theWorkshopon Millimeterand SubmillimeterAtmospheric
PropagationApplicableto RadarandMissileSystems,RedstoneArsenal,
AL 38509,O. M. EssenwangerandD. A. Stewart(editors)
TechnicalReportRR-80-3,24-31,February1980
Rain can significantlyaffectthe operationof activeor passivesensor
systemsoperatingwith I0 to I00GHz or higherfrequencies.Reasonablemodels
are availablefor the estimationof the magnitudeof the specificattenuation
and backscattercrosssectionper unitvolumeproducedby rainof knowninten-
sity. Occurrencepredictionmodelsare also available.Modelcalculations
are presentedand combinedwithobservations.(Author)
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CURRIE,DYER, AND EWELL*
CHARACTEKISTICSOF SNOWAT M_LLIHETEEWAVELENGTHS
N. C. Currie,F. B.Dyer,andG. W. Ewell
EngineeringExperimentStation
GeorEiaInstituteof Technology
A_lanta,GA 30332
AP-S Digest,October 1976
A series of radar ._asurementswere performedat 35 and 95 GHz in order
to determinethe penetrationand backscatterpropertiesof snow. The radars
ucillzed for these measurementswere relatively short pulse (approximately
50 us) systems employingrelativelynarrow antenna beamwidths(approximately
1 degree). Both of the systems were dual polarized, that is, either
horizontalor verticalpolarizationcould be transmitted,and the paralleland
cross-polarlzedcomponentreceived. Both of the radar systemswere triggered
simultaneously,and the antennascould be accuratelyaimed using boresighted
riflescopes;these featurespermittedtruly simul=aneouspulse-by-pulsedata
to be obtained. Both of the systems employed logarithmic receivers and
suitable sample-and-holdcircuits so that true pulse-by-pulseda_a were
recorded, The systemswere installedin a _ruck-mountedinstrumentationvan
with a temporaryshelter erected on _op for protectionof exposed equipment
from the environment;mylar windowswere provided for each of the systemsto
view the measuremen_area, (Authors)
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CURRIE, DYER, AND HAYES
'0
/
RADAR LAND CLUTTERMEASUREMENTS AT FREQUENCIES OF 9.5, 16, 35, AND 95 GHz
N. C. ¢urrie, F. B. Dyer, and R. D. Hayes
EngineeringExperimentStation
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta,GA 30332
ContractDAAA-25-73-C-0256,2 April1975
AD-A012 709 (A76 01485)
A series of measurements of radar backscatter from foliage and other
natural objects have been made at frequencies of 9.5, 16.5, 35, and 95 GHz.
The geometry of the experiments and the equipment were chosen so as to provide
data useful to the equipment designer in the choice of operating frequency for
his particular mission. Amplitude statistics for both horizontal and vertical
polarizations were obtained. Noncoherent spectral measurements and
correlation properties were investigated in detail as functions of frequency,
incident angle, and windspeed. Limited comparisons are made between previous
measurements and analyses and the current experimental results, and certain
properties of the results are discussed in relation to the phenomenology of
land clutter. Extensive summaries of the data obtained are included as a part
of the report. (Authors)
O
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CURRIE,HAYES,BOMAR, APPLEGATE,
HOOVER,AND DYER ° w
RADAR MILLIMETERBACKSCATTERMEASUREMENTS,VOLUME If, TARGET SIGNATURES
NicholasC. Cuttle,Robert D. Hayes, LucienC. Bomar,MarshallS. Applegate,
Ralph A..Hoover,and FrederickB. Dyer
EngineeringExperimentStation
GeorgiaInstituteof Technology
Atlanta,GA 30332
Report No. AFAL-TR-77-92,Vol. 2, July 1977
ADC 015 118 (A7907104 V2)
CONFIDENTIAL
A seriesof radar backscattermeasurementsof the reflectivityproperties
of snow, wet/dry foliage, and man-made targets have been made at K-band
(35 GHz) and M-band (94 GHz) in support of the Millimeter-waveContrast
Guidance (HCG) Seeker program. The results are presented in two volumes:
Volume I gives the snow and wet/dry foliage reflectivi_yresults and Volume
If, presented here, summarizes the signature measurements on man-made
targets. The measurementsof the radar and radiometricsignaturesof man-made
targetswere conductedat 35 GHz and 93 GHz. Radar cross-sectlonazimuthcuts
were performedfor depressionangles of 20 degrees, 29 degrees, 40 degrees,
and 49 degrees,for horizontaland verticalpolarization. Passiveradlometric A
cuts were also performedbut for a limitedsubsetof the targets. The results
of these tests are discussed along with descriptions of the test site,
measurementprocedures,and the targets on which the measurementswere per-
formed. The resultsincludecomparisonsof the data for similartargets,dis-
tributlons of the cross-sectlonvalues, polar presentationof the target
responses,spectral properties, and a descriptionof a brief _arge_ modeling
effort for one target. Recommendationsare made as to further testing and
analysis which are needed to fully characterize the target slgnatures.
(Authors)
See also the extractin the supplementaryclassifieddocument.
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CURRIE,HAYES, AND WARNER
O MILLIMETERTARGET SIGNATUREMEASUREMENTS
N. C. Currie and R. D. Hayes
EngineeringExperimentStation
Georgia Instituteof Technology
Atlanta, GA 30332
C. Lo Warner
Air Force Armament Laboratory
Eglln Air Force Base, FL 32542
Proceedingsof the Sixth DARPA!Tri-ServiceMillimeterWave Conference
TacticalTechnologyOffice (Editors),DefenseAdvancedResearchProjects
Agency, 1400 Wilson Blvd.,Arlington,VA 22209, p. 225-237,November 1977
(A78 01438)
SECRET
Previousprograms aimed at determiningthe military usefulnessof passive
milllmeter-waveradlometricguidance techniqueshave concluded that a severe
range limitation exists due to the small target-to-backgroundcontrast.
Various signal processing techniques have been explored to enhance the
probabilityof detection;however, it presentlyappears that the active radar
mode of operationis necessary to achieve adequate detectionranges with the
limited aperturesavailablein small missile airframes. Design for operation
O in this mode evaluation of target and backgroundrequires a thorough
signatures for the frequency regions of interest. These signature
measurementsare necessary to generate target detectionalgorithms,evaluate
effects of target scintillationon guidance aimpoint accuracy,determinethe
minimum dynamic receiver signal range necessary for proper performance,and
predictprobable target-to-backgroundsignalratios. (Authors)
See also the extractin the supplementaryclassifieddocument.
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CURRIE,HOOVER,BOMAR,ANDWARNER" @
RADARMILLIMETERBACKSCATTERMEASUREMENTSON HARDTARGETS
N. C. Cuttle,R. A. Hoover,L. C. Bomar,and C. L. Warner, II
EngineeringExperimentStation
GeorgiaInstituteof Technology
Atlanta,GA 30332
AFAL-TR-77-13
AD-COI 261L (A78 00461)
CONFIDENTIAL
A series of measurementson the active cross-sectlonof armored targets
has been made at 35 and 93 GHz. Radar cross-sectionand passiveradiometric
contrast azimuthalcuts have been performedfor depressionangles of 20, 29,
40 and 49° for horizontaland verticalpolarizations.These data are discuss-
ed in the report along with descriptionsof the test site, the measurements
procedure, and the targets on which the measurementsare performed. Data
analysisincludescomparisonof the resultsof si_Lilar_arge_sand preliminary
distributionsof the cross-sectlonvalues. Recommendationsare made as to
further data analysiswhich should be performedon the data collectedduring
the tests. (Authors)
See also _he extractin _he supplementaryclassifieddocument.
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CURRIE,MARTIN,AND DYER*
o
RADAR FOLIAGEPENETRATIONMEASUREMENTSAT MILLIMETERWAVELENGTHS
N. C. Cuttle,E. E. Martin and F. B. Dyer
EngineeringExperimentStation
Georgia Instituteof Technology
Atlanta, GA 30332
Georgia Instituteof TechnologyProjectNo. A-1485-I00,31 December 1975
AD-A023838 (A79 06021)
A series of radar measurementson the penetrationof foliagehas been
made at frequenciesof 9.4, 16.2, 35, and 95 GHz. Comparison measurements
were made using both one-way and two-way techniquesat 9.4 and 16.4 GHz, and
two-waytechniquesonly at 35 and 95 GHz for similar foliageareas. The bulk
of the measurementswere made at depressionangles below 3°, although a few
one-waymeasurementswere made at 9.4 and 16.2 GHz for depressionangles near
30°. Attenuation properties,polarizationratios, and noncoherentspectral
and correlation properties were investigated as a function of frequency,
polarization,depth of foliage,and wind speed. Limited comparisonsare made
with publisheddata for the lower frequencies. (Authors)
EXTRACTS:
O 95-GHz experimentalmeasurementsof radar foliagepenetration:i. Attenuationvaries as a functionof foliagedepth. Maximum depth of
radar penetrationwas about 4 meters at 95 GHz.
For a single oak tree the averagedry attenuationwas 4.5 (±1.6)dB/m and
the averagewet attenuationwas 12.2 dB/m.
2. Dry measurements indicate that the attenuation constant varies
directly with the log of the frequency, and is essentiallyindependentof
polarization....
The foliage examined was deciduous: oak, dogwood, hickory, maple and
sweetgum.
O
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O
PROCEEDINGSOF THE EIGHTH DAKPA/TRI-SEKVICEMILLIMETERWAVE CONFERENCE -,,_
SystemPlanningCorporation
1500Wilson Boulevard
Arllnston, VA 22209
August 1979
(A80 00326)
SECRET
These Proceedings con_aln papers presented at the Eighth DAEPA/Trl-
Service MillimeterWave Symposium,held on 3 to 5 April 1979, at Eglln Air
Force Base, Florida. Papers were presented on millimeter wave guidance,
surveillance,targetacquisition,and fire controlsystems,and on components_
phenomenoloEy,simulation,and modeling.
The followingpertinentarticleshave separateentriesin this survey:
I. ReflectlvityCharacteristicsof Clutter and Targets at 35 and 95 GHz by
J. A. Scheer,D. L. 0dom, and R. C. Haraway.
2. MillimeterWave PropagatlonMeasurementsOver Snow by D. T. Hayes et el.
3. Reflectivi_yand EmissivityCharacteristicsof Snow, Ice and Wet Ground O
at MillimeterWave Frequenciesby R. D. Hayes,J. A. Scheer,and R. Lane.
4. Multlfrequency Millimeter Radar Sea Clutter Measurements by R. N.
Trsbits,N. C. Cuttle,F. B. Dyer, and J. J. Tetl.
5. Results of MIRADCOHWorkshopon Millimeterand SubmilllmeterAtmospheric
PropagationApplied to Radar and Missile Systems by R. L. Morgan, J. D.
Stettler,and G. A. Tanton.
6. Effects of Smoke Obscurantson MillimeterWaves by J. E. Knox.
7. Millimeter Wave Radar Transmission Through High Explosive ArTillery
Barragesby F. C. Petitioand R. Harris.
8. Near-FieldTargetMeasurementby E. L. Johansenand A. Hoffet.
9. Milllme_er-WaveHigh-Resolutlon Plan Poslti_n Indicator and Azimuth-
ElevationImageryfor Surveillanceand Classifica_ionby J. H. Parkerand
L. P. Johnson.
I0. Covert SensingFrom Space by R. F. 0grodni).
II. Millimeter Wave Measurementsof Targets and Clut_er by B. S. Yaplee,
J. P. Holllngerand B. E. Troy.
12. 140 and 220 GHz DevelopmentWork at BRL by R. A. McGee. O
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DAR_A
O
PROCEEDINGSOF THE S_XTH DARPA/TEI-SEEVICEM_LLL_ETERWAVE CONFERENCE
TactlcalTechnologyOffice
DefenseAdvanced ResearchProjectsAgency
1400 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington,VA 22209
November 1977
(A78 01438)
SECRET
These Proceedingscontainpaperspresentedat the Sixth DARPA/Tri-Service
Millimeter Wave Symposium,held on 29 and 30 November 1977, at Harry Diamond
Laboratories, Adelphl, Maryland. Papers were presented in four sessions:
TacticalSystems,StrategicSystems,Phenomenology,and Components.
The followingpertinentarticleshave separateentriesin this survey:
I. Detectionof StrategicTargetswith a NMMW Satelliteby G. A. Gordon.
2. Radar Tracklngof an M-48 Tank at 94 and 140 GHz by R. A. McGee and J. M.
Loomis.
O 3. Target Detection by Millimeter Wave Radiometry by R. S. Roeder, R. E.Wilt, and M. M. Milstead.
&. Propagation Effects for Millimeter Wave Fire Control System by T. N.
Patton,J. J. Petrovic,and J. Teti.
5. ScatteringMeasurementsat 35, 94, and 140 GHz From MetamorphicSnow by
D. T. Hayes e.__tal.
6. Millimeter Target SignatureMeasurementsby N. C. Currie, R. D. Hayes,
and C. L. Warner.
7. Passive RadiometerPerformancein Foul Weather by M. West, Jr. and J. R.
Ashwell.
O
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DAVIES, PARDOEpC_ERLAIN, ANDGEBBIE
. •
SUBM_LL_METRE-AND MILLIMETRE-WAVEABSORPTIONS(_ SOME POLAR AND NON-POLAK
LIQUIDSMEASUREDBY FOURIERTRANSFORMSPECTROSCOPY
M. Davies and G. W. F. Pardoe
Edward DaviesChemicalLaboratory
UniversityCollegeof Wales
Aberystwyth,Cardlganshlre,England
John Chamberlain
Divisionof ElectricalScience
NationalPhysicalLaboratory
Teddington,Middlesex,England
H. A. Gebbie
NationalBureau of Standards
Boulder,CO 80302
Transactionsof the FaradaySoclety66, 273, 1970
An assessmentof the Fourier transformspectrometerindicatesthe advan-
tages to be gained from its applicationto the millimetre-waveregion (i0 to
2 cm-l). The attainableresolvingpower is adequate for the study of broad
absorptionswhich occur in liquldsbelow I00 cm- . With a mercuryarc source,
appropriatebeam dividers,and an indiumantimonidedetectorat I K contlnuo_s lrefractionand absorptionspectrahave been obtainedbelow 50 cm-I (to 2 cm-_)
for some typicalpolar and non-polarliquids.
Results for water, aniline, 1,4-dioan,cyclohexane,decahydronapthalene,
dimethylacetylene(2-butyne)and 1-octyneare reportedand consideredin re-
lation to earlier microwavedielectricdata and far infra-redmeasurements.
Water and anilineshow strong,almosu featureless,absorptionswhich are pro-
bably due to the superposltlonof .threeor four processes. The non-polarand
weakly polar liquidsshow much smallerabsorptions: 1,4-dioxanhas a profile
consistentwith a zero permanentelectrlcdipolemoment_2-butyneand l-octyne
show a rising linearly with u over the range 5-50 cm- . The origin of the
absorption in non-polarllqulds is dlfferen_ from the dominant mechanism in
polar liquidsalthoughthe peak values for both lle in the submilllmetre-wave
regions. The non-polarabsorptlonpeaks occur a£ frequencieswhich correlate
with _hose calculatedfor molecularcollisionsin the liquidsusing the formu-
lationsof Mie and Bradley. (Authors)
O
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DEIRMENDJIAN
O FAR INFKARED.'ANDSUBMILLIMETERWAVY'ATTENUATIONBY CLOUDS AND RAIN
D. Delrmendjian
The Rand Corporation
Santa Monlca,CA 90406
April1975
ADA-021942 (A76 00650)
Newly determined optical constants for water at far infrared and
submillimeter wavelengths, as revealed by a recent survey, are used to
estimate water cloud and rain attenuationover the wavelength range between
12 Bm and 2 cm. For this purpose new analytic dropslze distributionmodels
simulatingfog, nlmbostratusclouds,and rain correspondingto rainfallrates
of i0 and 50 mm/hr, are set up. The correspondingvolume extinction and
absorption coefficientsare computedaccordingto polydlsperseMie scattering
theory at specific wavelengths and presented in tables and graphically in
plots for purposesof interpolation.
It is found that cloud extinctionmay exceed 50 nepers per kilometer in
the k< i00 _m region whereas for wavelengths longer than 200 _m, under near
..................... saturation conditions, water vapor absorption should be the dominant
attenuator. The greatest attenuationby heavy rain may be expected around
5 mm with a value of about 5 nepers per kilometer. The resultsalso suggest
that, in the presence of non-preclpitatingwater clouds or fog there may be a
relativetransmission"window"centeredaround 1.3 mm. (Author)
EXTRACTS:.....
Complex indicesof refraction of water - 2.50 - 1.09i at 1 mm
- 2.5604 - 0.8947i at 2 mm
O .........
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DIGEST O
DIGESTOF LITERATUREON DIELECTRICS,VOLS. 36 & 37 (1972-3)
Libraryof Congress45-33864
45-33582B
45-335.818
EXTRACTS:
Frequenciesof measurementwererarelyindicated,but when specifiedthey
were 0.i or I0 GHz.
O
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O , DOWNS
A REVI_ OF ATMOSPHERICTRANSMISSIONINFORMATIONIN THE OPTICALAND MICROWAVE
SPECTRALR_IQNS
A. R. Downs "
Ballistics Research Laboratory
Aberdeen Proving_round,MD 21005
BRL MemorandumReportNo. 2710,December1976
ADA 035 059 (A79 06032)
Much informationhas been generatedover a long period of time on the
transmissionthroughthe atmosphereof radiationof variouswavelengths. This
report representsan attemptto consolidatesome of the availableinformation
into a single report. This report addresses five wavelengthseach in the
opticaland microwaveregions. Attenuationmechanismsconsideredare Rayleigh
and Mie scattering and absorption by both water vapor and water drops.
Atmospheres characterizedby visibilitiesbetween 0.1 km (fog) and 325 km
(clear air) and by rainfalls at rates up to 64 mm/hr are considered.
Pertinent formulations and tables are provided to assist in calculating
attenuationcoefficientscharacteristicof a wide variety of atmospheresjand
the adequacy of the data bases upon which such calculations rest is
assessed. A limitedamount of informationis also providedon the attenuation
O characteristicsof smoke and dust. (Author)
EXTRACTS:
The wavelengthsof 0.55, 1.06, 2., 3.8, and 10.6 micrometersare exam-
ined. Computed rain absorptionand transmissioncoefficientsfor frequencies
of 9.375, 35, 94, 140, and 240 GHz are tabulated.
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DUDZINSKY* O
ATMOSPHERICEFFECTSON TERRESTRIALMILLIMETEKWAVE COMMUNICATIONS
S. J. Dudzlnsky
Rand Corpora_ion
SantaMonlca,CA 90606
ReportNo. R-1335-AR2A,March 1974
AD-780602 (A7405916)
This report, prepared as a contribution to the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency's study on Millimeter Wave Technology, combines the most
current information on the transmission properties of millimeter waves with
currently available meteorological data to derive a methodology that may be
used by the design engineer in estimating the performance of millimeter-wave
systems in the a_mosphere and in the presence of rainfall. An understanding
of a_mospheric transmission losses, especially losses due to rainfall attenua-
tion, is required to properly design reliable millimeter-wave communication
links and other millimeter-wave systems that rely on propagation through _he
atmosphere. The emphasis here is on high-reliability communications in which
outagesare 0.I percent (530 mln of outage per year) or less, but the method-
ology describedappliedto higher outage systemsas well. (Author)
@
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DYER*
RADA_ CLUTTER AT MILLIMETER WAVE FREQUENCIES
F. B. Dyer
Sensor Systems Division
EngineeringExperimentStation
GeorgiaInstituteof Technology
Atlanta,GA 30392
Reportof theARPA!Tri-Servlce°Milllmeter WaveWorkshop
APL/JHUQM-75-009,ARPATI0-75-3,January1975
Compiledby AppliedPhysicsLaboratory,The JohnsHopkinsUniversity,
SilverSpring,MD 20920
The purposeof the discussionspresentedhere is to providean overview
of thecurrentstatusof cluttermeasurementsat millimeterwavelengthsand to
suggestsome areaswhere additionalmeasurementsmightbe fruitful. Back-
scatterfrom rain,landclutter,and sea clutterat the principalmillimeter
radar bands is reviewedand relatedto benchmarkdata obtainedat X band.
Althoughonlydataobtainedby GeorgiaTechinvestigatorsare presented,it is
believedthat they representan importantarea of currentinterest.Because
the investigationsare actuallystillbeing activelypursued,many of the
resultsreportedare preliminaryin natureand shouldbe consideredas subject
tO change. (Author)
O
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ATMOSPHERICABSORPTIONMEASUREMENTSIN THE REGION OF l mm WAVELENGTH
R. Emery
Goddard Inscltucefor Space S_udies
NewYork,NY 10025
InfraredPhysics12, 65-79,March 1972.
Using a Froome-_ypeplasma-metalJunctionharmonicgenerator,high resolu-
tion transmissionmeasurementshave been made on the atmospherein the wave-
length!range0.5-3.0 _m. Theoreticalspectrahave been computedfor submil-
limetre-milllmetrewavelengthatmosphericabsorptiondue to water vapor using
the kineticequationform for the line shape.
Measurementswere made on the basic parameters of the main water vapor
absorption lines occurring in the wavelength range 0.65-3.0 mm. The pure
water vapor llne width parametersare found to be constantfor__hethree main
absorption lines in this range and equal to 0.55 ± 0.05 cm -. The water
vapor-nltrogen line width parameter for the 1.64--,,wavelength llne is
measured to be 16 per cent larger than theory, having a value of 0.111
0.005 cm"L, and is constantover a range of pressures.
Comparisonbetween theory and observationfor the absorptionin _wo sub-
millimeterwavelengthwindowsstronglyfavors the kineticequationform of the
llne shape ratherthan the more usual Loren_zshape. (Author)
L
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EMERY,MOFFAT,BOHLANDER,AND GEBBIE
e
MKASUR_E_ENTSOF ANgMALOUS ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION IN THE WAVE NUMBER RANGE
4 cm"_ TO 15 cm-_
R. J. Emery, P. Moffat, R. A. Bohlander, and H. A. Gebbie
Appleton Laboratory
Ditton Park
Slough S13 9JX, England
Journal of Atmospherlc and Terrestrial Physlcs 37, No. 4, 587-594, April 1975
Field measurements have b_en made of atmospheric absorption in the wave-
number range 4 cm-* to 15 cm-_ [2.5 -,, to 0.7 --,], usl g a 200-meter hori-
zontal transmission path and at a resolution of 0.2 cm55. The results are
compared with theoretical spectra based on water vapor monomer absorption, and
anomalous absorption spectra are presented. There is support from some pre-
liminary laboratory work. A binding energy of between 0.4 and 0,8 electron
volts per molecule is derived for the water vapor complex responsible for the
absorption. (Author)
O
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ESSEb_ANGERANDSTEWART
o
PROCEEDINGSOF THEWORKSHOPON MILLIMETERAND SUBMILLIMETERATHOSPH£RIC ....
PROPAGATIONAPPLICABLETO RADARAND MISSILESYSTEMS,RedstoneArsenal,
20-22March1979
O. M. Essenwangerand D. A. Stewart,editors
ResearchDirectorate
U.S. Army MissileLaboratory
RedstoneArsenal,AL 35809
TechnicalReportRR-80-3,February1980
A workshop on milllmeterand submilllmeterwave propagationthrough the
atmospherewas held on 20-22 March 1979 at Redstone Arsenal,Alabama. This
workshop served as a forum where scientists in diversifiedfields exchanged
informationon the la_es_resultsand discussedcon_roverslalissuesand unre-
solved problems.
The first few paperswere concernedwith MICOM needs. They specifiedthe
operating regions of interest for tactical applicationsand explained the
rationale for the selectionof these regions• The Terminal Homing Measure-
menns Programwas described.
Several papers discussedabsorptionby water vapor. Classicaltheories
do not adequatelydescribe the measured absorptionin window regions between
strong absgrption lines. Alternate methods of explainingthe discrepancies
are to introducereasonablemodificationsto existin8models of llne shapesor
to considerthe effect of waker vapor dlmers. w
Other effects on atmospheric propagation and instrumentation for
measuring these effects were also discussed. Absorption and scatteringby
hydrometeors, dust and smoke were considered. Additional papers were
concerned with terrain effects, turbulence,natural atmospheric emissions,
refractivitygradien=s_and the relativelynew method of pulse genera=ionby
swept-gainsuperradiance. (Authors)
EXTRACTS:
Pertinentarticleshave been enteredseparatelyin this document:
i. Rain Effectsin _he i0 to I00 GHz FrequencyRange, R. K. Crane.
2. Seasonal Atmospheric Emission at 94 GHz, J. H. Rainwater, J. J.
Gallagher,and P. B. Reinhart.
3. Measurementsof A_tenuationDue to SimulatedBattlefieldDust at 94
and 140 GHz, J. J. Gallagher,R. W. McMillan,R. C. Rogers,and D. E.
Snider.
4. AtmosphericInfluenceson PassiveMillimeter-WaveSeekers: _asure-
ments,Modeling,and SystemsApplications,K. P. Bechis.
5. MillimeterWave Attenuationin Moist Air--A Review,H. J. Liebe.
6. Dust Clouds--Modelsand PropagationEffects,J. H. Thompson.
O
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O ESSIG
A SAMPLINGOF MILLIMETERWAVE TECHNOLOGYIN EUROPE--FALL1977
F. C. Essig
Physics Division
Naval WeaponsCenter,China Lake
ADB 026 692L
EXTRACTS:
A survey of experimentalEuropean research sites in the milllmeter-wave
region.
O
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FORAL* O
MILLIMETERADARINVESTIGATION
Marvin J. Foral
Aero-electronic Technology Department
Naval Air Developmeut Center
Warminster, PA 18974
AirtaskNo. A370370E/OOI8/3F34371709,26 March 1973
AD-910 157L (A7906629)
The first effectiveradar system operatinEat 95 GHz was constructedand
tested at NAVAIEDEVCEN,Hanover, New Hampshire, Boca Raton, Florida, and
Montauk Point, Long Island. The tests were conductedwith various targets
over land, snow and water. These results and possible applicationsof the
radar systemare discussed. (Author)
O
GALLAGHER,McMILLAN,ROGERS,AND SNIDER
o
• '
MEASUREMENTSOF ATTENUATIONDUE TO SIMULATEDBATTLEFIELDDUST AT 94 AND 140 GHz
J. J. Gallagher,R. W. McMillan,and R. C. Rogers
Georgia Instituteof Technology
EngineeringExperimentStation
Atlanta, GA 30332
D. E. Snlder
U. S. Army AtmosphericSciencesLaboratory
White Sands MissileRange, _ 88002
Proceedingsof the Workshopon Millimeterand SubmilllmeterAtmospheric
PropagationApplicableto Radar and Missile Systems,RedstoneArsenal, AL 35809
O. M. Essenwangerand D. A. Stewart(editors)
TechnicalReport RR-80-3, 100-108,February 1980
During the fall of 1978, a series of measurements, called DIRT I, of
electro-magneticwave propagation through simulated battlefielddust were con-
ducted at White Sands Missile Range. This paper gives an overviewof the entire
DIRT I test as well as detailed results of those tests for millimeterwave (94
and 140 GHz) frequencies.
Attenuationmeasurementswere made over an instrumented2 km range. In the
center of the range, explosivechargesof differentsizes were detonated,and the
resulting signal level was compared to that existing before the explosive
O event. Measurementswere also made of attenuationcaused by artilleryshellsfired into the center of the range, and of hat caused by burningdiesel oil and
rubber.
Both magnitude and duration of attenuation were found to vary with the
amount of the explosive, sometimesreaching 30 dB and 20 seconds respectively.
Copies of chart recorder tracings showing attenuationof both explosionproducts
and oil smoke are presented. Oil smoke propagation measurements show
scintillationsof 3 to 5 dB. (Authors)
EXTRACTS:
Additionalreportson the DIRT'Imeasurementsare:
i) Measured Effects of BattlefieldDust and Smoke on Visible, Infrared,and
Millimeter Wavelength Propagationcompiledby J. D. Lindberg. An entry for this
report is under Snlder,McMillanand Gallagher.
2) Millimeter Wave PropagationThrough BattlefieldDust by R. W. McMillan,
R. Rogers, R. Plait, D. Guillory,J. J. Gallagherand D. E. Snider. This report
is enteredunder McMillanet al.
O
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GAMBLE AND HODGENS
o
PROPAGATIONOF MILLNTER AND SUBMILLIMETERWAVES
\
WilllamL. Gamble and Tony D. Hodgens
U,S. Army MissileResearchand DevelopmentCommand
RedstoneArsenal,AL 36809
U.S. Army MissileResearchand DevelopmentCommandReport No. TE-77-14
22 June 1977
AD-023 662L (A79 06507)
This reportpresentsthe resultsof a literaturesurveyof the effectsof
the atmosphereon millimeterand submilllmeterwave propagation. The regions
investigatedwere confinedto a range of 35 to 408 GHz (8.570 to 0.835 mm). A
summaryof existingtheoreticaland experimentaldata is presentedfor various
atmosphericconditions. Meteorologicaluncertaintiesand their effects on
attenuationmeasurementsare described. Areas where supplementaldata are
required for an understandingsufficientto the needs of systemsdesignersare
presented. (Authors)
EXTRACTS:
Clear air: Considerable differences exist in experimental (and
theoretical)data.
Inclement weather: Attenuation through standard atmosphereswi_h fog
(visi6ility= I00 m, T - 18-24°c)and with rain (T - 23°C) are comparedwi_h Q
theoreticalvalues.
Rain: Almost no experimentaldata exist on _he volume reflec_ivi_yof
rain abovei00 GHz. Graphs of average backsca_terand measured attenuation
vs. rain ra_e.
Fo_ and haze: Characteristicsof advectionand radiationfog vs. liquid
water con_ent.
Smoke_ dus_I plumes: Experimentalda_a virtuallynon-existent. BRL made
94- and 140-GHzmeasurementsthroughfog, oil, and hexachloroethanesmoke dust
from 155-mmhowitzerwhite phosphorusrounds and a moving vehicle. No measur-
able attenuationrecorded.
Snow and hail: Experimentalda_a practicallynon-existent(some work
performedin USSK). A_enuation of we_ snow was 2.5 times greater than that
of an equivalentrainfall (wet snow has 30-40% greaterwater contentthan dry
snow). Overall, propagationthroughsnow is expected to be excellen_unless
heavy wet snows are encountered°
Weatherconditions: Weatherconditionsare dividedand averaged,separa-
tlng the four seasons. Charts for W. Germany and central NATO of rainfall
ra_e, _empera_ure,frequencyand durationof fog, and averagecloud ceilings.
Severalof _he authors'figuresfollow.
O
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Figure27. 140-GHzone-wayattenuationin fog versusvisibility[38].
(140-GHzattenuationmay be correlatedwith liquidwater
vapor contentwith the aid of Fig. 23.)
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Figure23. Correlaclonof visibilityin foE co liquid
water con_ent [3]o
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Fi gure 24. One-way attenuation in fog as a function of
liquid water content [32].
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GAUT AND REIFENSTEIN* i
i
INTERACTIONMODEL OF MICROWAVEENERGYAND ATMOSPHERICVARIABLES •
Norman E. Gaut and EdwardC.Relfenstein,_I_
EnvironmentalResearchand TechnoloEy,Inc.
58 Guinan Street
Waltham,MA 02154
NASA CR-61348,April 10, 1971
N71-25079(A79 03037)
Results are presentedfor a study of the effectsof water vapor, liquid
water and ice upon radiativetransferprocessesa_ microwavefrequenciesand
in the far infrared. The fundamental processes by which these species
interac_with m!crowaveenergy are discussed,and their statisticsanalyzedin
_erms of theirapplicationto a ranEe of remote sensinEproblems.
Theoretical expressions for the water vapor absorption coefflcent at
microwave frequencies are reviewed, and an efficient computer eriented
algorithm is presentedfor its computation.• The Mie theory is reviewed,and
uhe unit volumeeffectsof typicalliquidwater and ice cloud distrlbu_ionsof
the spectralreEionfrom I0 cm _o I0 mlcronsare examined. Characteristicsof
_he _wo dimensionaldistributionsof water vapor, liquidwa_er,and ice in the
atmospherehave been collectedon planetary,synoptic,meso and microscales,
and are examined in _erms of remote sensinE applications. Extremevalues of
each are established as a function of scale size and related to the A
attenuationand noise energy producedand their fluc_uatlonsin time. w
The informationcontentof radiosondeand cloud data has been used in the
4-D Atmospheric_odel and Cloud Sta_IstlcsProgram. This model is examined
for its utility in simulatlngand predictingthe influenceof the a_mosphere
on surfaceobservationsfrom a space observer. (Authors)
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O GENERALPRECISION*
FINALREPORTON A MILLIMET_WAVERADIOMETERGUIDANCEMEASUR_ENTPROGRAM
SystemsDivision
GeneralPrecision,Inc.
AerospaceGroup
Wayne,NJ 07470
ContractNo. DA-30-069-AMC-621(R),October1964
K2091014(A6505284)
CONFIDENTIAL
A field measurementsprogramwas conductedto evaluatethe performanceof
a closed-loop35-gc passive radiometersystem. This work, under the sponsor-
ship of Ball_stic Research Laboratories,Aberdeen, Maryland, was performed
using an experlmental radiometer guidance system developed by Aerospace
SystemsDivision,GeneralPrecision,Inc.
This reportcorrelatesactualdata with system performancepredictedby a
theoreticalmodel. The data supports the theoreticalmodel, within the con-
straintsimposedby characteristicsof the experimentalequipmentand the test
sites.
This measurementsprogramhas resultedin severalsignificantaccomplish-
ments:
O - Effective passive tracking of stationaryand moving targets in their
naturalenvironmenthave been demonstrated.
- Tracking ranges and angular rates approachlngpredicted values were
achieved.
- Specificimprovementsin equipmentparametersto improvesystem perfor-
mance have been identified. These parameter improvementsare well
within the state-of-the-art.
- Successfulsemi-activetrackingwas also demonstrated.
Recommendationsare made for additionaleffortwhich will demonstratethe
full potential of passive millimeter-wave tracking. Such an effort would
require the use of improvedequipmentin a test site affordingvisibilityfrom
an elevatedvantagepoint. (Author)
O
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GEOPRYSICS* O
HANDBOOKOF GEOPHYSICS
RevisedEdition,1960
United StatesAir Force
Air Researchand DevelopmentCommand
Air Force ResearchDivision
GeophysicsResearchDirectorate
O
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GIBBINS,WRENCH,AND CROOM
ATMOSPHERICEMISSIONMEASUREMENTSBEIq_EEN22 AND 150GHz
C. J. Gibblns, C. L. Wrench, and D. L. CROON
Science Research Council
Appleton Laboratory
Slough, Great Britain
Anglo-Soviet Seminar on Atmospheric Propagation at Millimeter and
SubmillimeterWavelengths,Nov.28 - Dec.3, 1977,KI-K5
Instituteof Radioengineeringand Electronics,Moscow
Atmosphericemission measurementshave been made under clear sky
conditionsat frequenciesbetween22 and 150 GHz. _hesemeasurementshave
been used to determinethe total one-wayatmosphericattenuationat the
zenith. Comparisonbetweenexperimentalresultsand theoreticalcalculations
indicatethatat thehigherfrequencies,theattenuationdue to watervaporis
in excessof thatpredictedby up to about60%. (Authors)
EXTRACTS:
95 GHz: Zenithattenuationversustotalprecipitablewater(W,in cm):
A (dB)= 0.41 (± 0.04)+ 0.35(_0.02)W
Comparedto the 90-GHzmeasurementsof ShlmabukuroandEpstein:
A (dB)= 0.16+ 0.40W [Std.Dev.= 0.18]
150GHz: Zenithattenuationversustotalprecipitablewater(W):A (dB)= 0.28 (_0.25)+ 1.19(_0.14)W
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GNISS AND MAGUEA* O
MILLIMETERWAVE LMAGINGOF GROUND BASED OBJECTS
H. Gniss and K. Magura
Forschungsinstitut fuer Hochfrequenzphysik
Forschungsgesellschaft fuer Angewandte Naturwissenschaften e. V.
Forshungsbericht Nr. 1-78
Lfd.Nr. 153
Wachtberg-Werthoven,January 1978
(ABO 00444)
This report deals with the problems concerning the recognizability of
millimeter wave images, which were obtained from various targets (models of
ground based objects) at 36 GHz in laborator7 experiments. Of special
interest is the dependence of the image fidelity on lateral resolution of the
mapping aperture and the form, orientation and depolarization properties of
the _arge_. Because of the spatial distribution of only a limited number of
scattering centers on the object, which depend on aspect angle and
polarization generally, the image fidelity is affected strongly. Smoothing of
the resulting image intensity fluctuations is obtained through incoherent
superposition of independent partial images. Finally, the image disturbances
resulting from ground and environment clutter are investigated. (Authors)
0
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GOLDHIRSCH*
0
PREDICTIONMETHODSFOR RAIN ATTENUATIONSTATISTICSAT VARIABLEPATH ANGLESAND
CARRIER
Julius Goldhirsch
Applied Physics Laboratory
Johns HopkinsUniversity
Laurel,MD 20810
IEEEAP-23_No.6, 786-791,November1975
Fade depth and space diversity statistics of propagationalong earth-
satellite paths have been calculated from radar reflectivitydata of rain
using modelingprocedures. The reflectivitydata base was obtainedduring the
summer of 1973 at Wallops Island,VA, using a high resolution S-band radar
interfacedwith a computer and digital processing system. Fade statistics
have been calculatedat variouspath angles at severalfrequenciesbetween13
and I00 GHz. Subsequentanalysishas demonstratedthe ability to predictthe
following: I) fade statisticsat other path elevationangles given similar
type statisticsat a particularpath angle, 2) space diversitystatisticsat
other frequencies,given similar type statistics at a particular frequency,
and 3) fade statisticsat a third frequencygiven similar type statisticsat
two other frequencies. Although a specific data base was used pertainingto
the climatologyat Wallops Island, the techniques developedare general and
O may be applied to existingor future "fade measurements"at other climatologi-c l _oc tions. (Author)
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GOLDSMITH,PLAMBECK,AND CHIAO o
w
MEASUREMENTOF ATMOSP_EKICATT_JATION AT 1.3 AND 0.87 _m WITHAN HARMONIC
MIXING KAD_OMETEK
P. F. Goldsmith,R. L. Plambeck,and R. Y. Chiao
Departmentof Physics
Universityof California
Berkeley, CA 94720
_EEE MTT-22, 1115-1116, December 1974
The atmospheric attenuation at 1.3 and 0.87 mm was measured above Mount
Hamilton, California in the period December 5 to December 9, 1973. The total
beamwidthof the 120" Lick Observatorytelescopeused in the Coude conflgu-
rationwas measuredto be 3' at 1.3 ,,,. (Authors)
EXTRACTS:
The attenuation at 1.3 and 0.87 ,_, is due primarily to water vapor
absorptionlines at 2.25 _- (183.3GHz), 0,926 mm (323.8GHz), and 0.795 mm
(377.4GHz). The authorsstate "thepresentmeasurementsconfirmthe expecta-
tion of Ulaby and Stra_tonthat their predictedattenuationbetweenthe lines
[i.e., at 230 GHz] is too low compared to the attenuation near the llne
centers," but give no predicted attenuation values to compare with their
measurements. OCalibrationmeasurementswere taken as the temperaturedifferencebetween
an absorber (EccosorbAN-72) at llquld nitrogen temperatureand at ambient
temperature.
GORDON*
o
DETECTIONOF STRATEGICTARGETSWITHA R_MWSATELLITERADIOMETER
G. A. Gordon
R & D Associates
PostOfficeBox9695
MarinadelRey,CA 90291
August1977
(A7705360)
SECRET
New analyses of aircraft and ship detection performance of a passive
radiometeroperatingin the bR_ region.
EXTRACTS:
This document is a rough draft of the articlewhich appears in Proceed-
ings of the Sixth DARPA/Tri-ServiceMillimeter Wave Conference by the same
author and title,
At 1.3 mm wavelength,even a cloud with extremeice density(0.3 g/m3) and
maximum thickness(7 km) has negligibleeffect on target visibility. For 0.I
g/ms ice crystal density the attenuationrate is estimatedat 0.04 dB/km at
1.3-mm wavelength.
kO
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GORDON* O
DETECTIONOF STRATEGICTARGETSWITHA R_TNSATELLITERADIOMETER
G. A. Gordon
R & D Associates
Post Office Box 9695
Marina del Rey, CA 90291
Proceedingsof the Sixth DARPA/Tri-ServiceMillimeterWave Conference
TacticalTechnologyOffice (editor),DefensedAdvancedResearchProjects
Agency_ 1400Wilson Blvd.,Arlington,VA 22209, p. 63-71,November 1977
(A78 01A38)
SECRET
This paper considers the performance of a satellite-basedradiometer
operatingat near-milllmeterwavelengthsfor detectingstrategictargetssuch
as large aircraft. (Author)
Extractsare in the supplementaryclassifieddocument. O
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• GREENEBAUMAND KOPPEL*
O ,, |
A STUDY OF MILLIMETERAND SUBMILLIMETERWAVE ATTENUATIONAND DISPERSIONIN THE
EARTH'SATMOSPHERE
M. Greenebaumand D. Koppel
RiversideResearchInstlcute
80 West End Avenue
New York, NY 10023
ADA-015 544 (A79 07630)
A summaryis presentedof new calculationsof atmosphericabsorptionllne
parameters and of a slant-pathabsorptionllne model intended for use in the
millimeter and submilllmeterwave spectral regions. Results of a literature
survey concerningaltitude-dependentattenuationand dispersionin this spec-
tral region,as well as weather-dependentscatteringand fadingstrengths,are
also summarized. Recommendationsare given for improving the data base and
for reducingthe uncertaintiesin the model predictions.
A list of the 318 absorption lines of the molecularoxygen isotopes of
principal concern in atmospheric transmissionbelow 300 cm-_ is included,
together with their integrated strengthsat 296 K, llne widths, lower-state
energies, and identifyingquantum numbers, in the format of the AFCRL Atmos-
pheric AbsorptionLine ParametersCompilation. Referenceis made to a series
of Technical Reports which give complete documentationof the calculations
O leading to these values and to similar calculationsfor carbon monoxide,as
wellas ofa detaileddescriptionof the SLAM program. (Authors)
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GRUENER O
SIMULTANEOUSKADIOMETRICMEASUREMENTSAT 32 GHzAND 90 GHz
K. Gruener
DeutscheForschungs-und Versuchsanstal_fuerLuf_-undRaumfahrt
D 80310berpfaffenhoffen,FederalRepublicof Germany
Proceedings of the 9th InternationalSymposium on Remote Sensing of the
Environment,15-19 April 1974, 151-157,EnvironmentalResearch Institute,
Universityof Michigan,Ann Arbor,HI 48104
ADA 008 469 (A77 00616)
The paper gives an insight upon a part of the present experimental
activitiesin the area of microwave radiometry. A preliminaryselectionof
measurementswhich were made from a stationaryplatform21 meters above ground
is discussed. (Authors)
The entire articlehas been reproducedin the Appendix.
O
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GUENTHER
e
INDEX OF 3.2-I,,,,AND 10.6-_m IMAGE DATA TAPES
B. D. Guenther
Physical Sciences Directorate
Technology Laboratory
U.S. Army Missile Research and Development Command
Redstone Arsenal, AL 35809
Technical Report TR-77-2, I February 1977
This report describes radar image data of milltary vehlcles at wave-
lengths of 3.2 mm and 10.6 um available on magnetic tape from the Physical
Sciences Directorate. This report is to provide an index of the available
images for prospective users. Additional study of the images and methods of
processing them will be carried out at Hughes Research Laboratories and the
U.S. Army Missile Research and Development Command. (Author)
O
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GUENTHER* , O
SUBMILLIMETERRESEARCH:PRELIMINARYREPORTON MILLIMETERAND INFRAREDIMAGES
OF MILITAE¥VEHICLES
B. D. Guenther
Physical SciencesDirectorate
U.S° Army MissileResearch,Developmentand EngineeringLabora[ory
U°S. Army MissileCommand
RedstoneArsenal,AL 35809
TechnicalReport RR-77-4,10 November1976
A summaryof the typesof radar imagesobtainedat 3.2 ,-,and 10.6_m are
presen[edalong with samplesof some of the images. (Author)
O
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GUENTHER,BENNETT,GAMBLE,AND HARTMAN
o
SUBMILLIMET_.RESEARCH:A PROPAGATIONBIBLIOGRAPHY
B. D. Guenther,J. S. Bennett,W. L. Gamble,and R. L. Hartman
PhysicalSciencesDirectorate
U.S.Army MissileResearch,Developmentand EngineeringLaboratory
U.S.ArmyMissileCommand
RedstoneArsenal,AL 35809
TechnicalReportRR-77-3,November1976
This report is an annotatedbibliographygiven on the subject of
submillimeterpropagation. Severalarticles are recommendedas a good
startingpointfor reviewingthe currentstate-of-the-art.(Authors)
O
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HAYES, LAMMERS, MARR, AND McNALLY 0
MILLIMETERWAVE PROPAGAT_0NMEASUREMENTSOVER SNOW
D. T. Hayes, U. U. W. Lammers,R. A Mart, and Ist LI:.J. J. M=Nally
Rome Air DevelopmentCenter
HanscomAFB,MA 01731
Proceedingsof =he EighthDARPK/Tri-ServlceMillimeterWave Conference
System PlannlngCorporation(editor),1500Wilson Blvd.,Arlington,VA 22209,
p. 91-100,April 1979(AS000206)
SECRET
Data are presentedshowingthe scatteringpropertiesof snow as a func-
tion of frequency(35, 98, and 140 GRz),incidentangle,polarizatlon,snow
typeand freewatercontent.Data arealsoincluded=o demons=rare=heeffect
of snowcoveron multipa=hpropagationat the samefrequencies.(Authors)
O
HAYES, LAMMERS, MARR, AND McNALLY
0
SCATTERING MEASUREME2_TSAT 35, 94 AND 140 GRz FROM METAMORPHIC SNOW
D. T. Hayes,U. R. W. Lammers,R. A. Marr,and J. J. McNally
Rome Air DevelopmentCenter
Electromagnetic Sciences DiVision
I_nscom AFB,MA 01731
Proceedings of the Sixth DARPA/Tri-Service Millimeter Wave Conference
Tactical Technology O£flce (editors) Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency, 1400 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, VA 22209, p. 216-224, November 1977
(A7801438)
SECRET
The normalized backscatter coefficient from metamorphic snow has been
measured as a function of incidence angle. Measurements were also made for
various bistatic angles. Among other factors the effect on the normalized
backscatter coefficient of free water in the snow was determined. (Authors)
O
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HAYES,SCHEER,ANDLANE @
REFLECTZVITYAND EMZSSZVlTYCHARACTERISTICSOF SNOW, ICE AND WET GROUND AT
MILLZMETERWAVE FR_UENCIES
R. D. Hayes and J. Ao Scheer
EngineeringExperimentStation
GeorgiaInstituteof Technology
Atlanta,GA 30332
CaptainT. Lane
Air Force ArmamentTechnologyLaboratory
Eglin AFB, FL 32542
Proceedingsof the F/ghthDARPA/Tri-ServlceMillimeterWave Conference
SystemPlanningCorporation(editor),1500Wilson Blvd.,Arlington,VA 22209,
p. I01-I08,April 1979(AgO00206)
SECRET
The data presentedin this paper will assist in determiningthe potential
for the capabilityof processingtechniquesto enhancethe target in the clut-
ter background. (Authors)
EXTRACTS: @
EmissivityCalculatedfrom RadlometrlcData
94 GHz 94 GRz
VerticalPolarization HorizontalPolarization
2' tallgrass
(wa_eron the ground) 0.86 0.78
4" grass
(75% soll moisture) 0.98 0.96
Snow falllng(l"lhour) ---- 0.73
@
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HILLS, WEBSTER,ALSTON,MORSE, ZA}_IT,
O MARTIN,RICE, AND ROBSON
ABSOLUTEMEASUREMENTSOF ATMOSPHERICEMISSIONAND ABSORPTIONIN THE RANGE
100-I000 Gl:iz
Infrared Physics 18, 819-825, September 1978
R. E. Hills and A. S. Webster
CavendishLaboratory
MadingleyRoad
CambridgeCB30HE, U.K.
D. A. Alston,P. L. R. Mmrse and C. C. Zammit
Polytechnicof CentralLondon
115NewCavendlshSt.
London WIM 8JS, U.K.
D. H. Martin and D. P. Rice
Queen Mary College
Mile End Road
London El 4NS, U.K.
E. I. Robson
Preston Polytechnic
CorporationStreet
Preston, PRI 2TQ, U.K.
O A spectrometer has been constructed which consists of a polarizing
Michelson interferometerwith a cooled detector, hot and cold reference
bodies, a tilting mirror and a computerized control and data handling
system. It has been used to obtain well-calibratedspectra of atmospheric
emission as a functionof water vapor contentand zenith angle. Preliminary
analysis of spectra taken at 2400 m on Tenerifeshows that the opacityin the
millimeter wavelength windows is low, is proportionalto the secant of the
zenith angle under stable conditions,and is well correlatedwith the readings
of near-IRhygrometers. (Authors)
EXTRACTS:
Preliminaryresultsonly.
No reduceddatafor a frequennynear 230GHz werepresented.
O
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@
HO, MAVROKOUKOULAKIS,AND COLE*
KAIN-INDUCEDATTENUATIONAT 36 AND II0 GHz
K. L. Ho
Departmen_of ElectronicEugineering
Hong Kong Polytechnic,Hong Kong
N. D. Havrokoukoulaklsand R. S. Cole
Depar_men_of Elec_ronicand ElectricalEngineering
UniversityCollegeLondon,London WCIE 7JE
Results are presentedof the ratios of the rainfalla_=enuatlonmeasured
simultaneouslyalong a common path at 36 GHz and Ii0 GHz. These ratios aEree
well wi_h The _heoreticallyderivedratiosassuminEthe Laws-Parsonsdistribu-
tion. (Authors)
@
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HOFER AND SCHANDA
@
EMISSIONPROPERTIESOF WATER SURFACESAT 3 mm WAV_GTH
R. Hofer and E. Schanda
Instituteof Applied Physics
University of Berne
3000 Berne, Switzerlaud
Proceedings of the URSI Commission II, Specialist Meeting on Microwave
Scattering and Emmission from the Earth, 23-26 September 1974, 17-23(Q¢8o9,M6161)
Antenna temperature and forward scattering measurementsat 94 GHz on
water surfacesin a temperaturerange between7 and 45°C are comparedand dis-
cussed. The angular dependenceof the considerableatmosphericcontribution
in this frequency region according to the secant-lawis verified and taken
into account for all measurements. Oil-pollutedwater and surfacewaves are
studied. (Authors)
EXTRACTS:
Dielectricconstant (€ = E' - iE") measurements:
E' E" emissivity
Water T = 9°C 9.4 8.6 0.66
15 7.3 10.6 0.63
20 -- -- 0.62
23 8.0 13.2 0.60
Oil film 2.5 7.6 0.67
@
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HOFERANDSCHANDA O
EMISSIONPROPERTIESOF WATERSURFACESAT 3 mm WAVELENGTH
R. Hofer and E. Schanda
Instituteof AppliedPhysics
Unlversi_yof Berne
3000 Berne,Switzerland
Proceedings of the 9th InternationalSymposium on Remote Sensing of the
Environment, 15-19 April 1974, 17-23p Environmental Research Institute,
Universityof Michigan,Ann Arbor,MI 48104
ADA 008 469(A77 00616)
Antennatemperature-and forward-scatteringmeasurementsat 94 GHz on
water surfaces in a temperaturerange between 7 and 43 eC are compared and
discussed. The angular dependenceof the considerablecontributionof the
atmospherein this frequencyregion accordingto the secant-lawis verified
and taken into account for all measurements. An oil-pollutedwater surface
and surfacewaves are studied. (Authors)
The entire article has been reproduced in the Appendix. O
O
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HOFER AND SCHANDA
SIGNATURESOF SNOW IN THE 5 TO 94 GHz RANGE
R. Hofer and E. Schanda
Instituteof AppliedPhysics
Universityof Berne
Sidlestrasse5
CH-3012Berne, Switzerland
Radio Science15, No. 2, 365-369,March-April1978
A long-termobservationalstudy of the microwaveemission and scattering
behavior of snow under quasi-controlledconditionswas started recently on a
high-altitudeAlpine test site. Results of the first set of measurements,
carried out with five radiometersat frequenciesof 4.9, 10.5, 21, 36, and
94 GHz, are reportedand preliminaryinterpretationsare given. The spectral
reversal of the brightness temperatureand its dependenceon look angle and "
polarizationprovideda means to distinguishbetweendifferentsnow states and
to estimate the wetness factorsof the surfacelayer of the snow pack. From
an electromagneticscatteringstandpointsnow cover is an excellentmedium to
use for studyingvolume scattering. (AuthorS)
EXTRACTS:
Snow characterizedaccordingto wetness:
a) dry--noliquidwater content.
b) wet--morethan i% liquidwater content. Causesa blackbodybehaviorat
36 and 21GHz: shows no angular variationand the brightnesstempera-
ture is nearly identicalto its physicaltemperature.
c) humid--lies between dry and wet. Brightness temperatureat higher
microwavefrequenciesmay change 50 K or more due to changinghumidity
within less than a half hour.
At 94 GHz the snow surfaceacted almost likea diffusescattererwith only
slightvariationsdue to look angle and polarization.
0
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O
_OGG*
H£LLIMETER-WAVECOMMUNICATI.ONTHROUGHTHEATMOSPHERE
D. C. Hogg
BellTelephoneLabs
CrawfordHillLaboratory
HolmdeljNJ 07733
Science159_Number3810j39-46_5 January1968
The knownand unknownfeaturesof shor_radiowave propagationare dis-
cussed.
O
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HOLLINGER*
PASSIVE MICROWAVEMEASUREMENTSOF THE SEA SURFACE
James P. Holllnger
E. O. Hulbert Center for Space Research
Naval ResearchLaboratory
Washington,D. C. 20390
Journal of GeophysicalResearch75, No. 27, 5209-5213,Sept. 20, 1970
Passivemeasurementsof the sea surfacewere made in March and April 1969
from the Argus Island tower at 8.36 and 19.34 GHz over a range in wind speeds
of from calm to I0 m/sec. These measurementsshow a definitedependenceof
microwave brightness temperature on wind speed and on sea _oam. This depen-
dence is the same at the two observationalfrequencies within the error of
measurement. (Author)
@
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HOLLINGER* O
PASSIVEMICROWAVEMEASUREMENTSOF SEA SURFACEROUGHNESS
JamesP. Holllnger
E. O. Hulber_CenterforSpaceResearch
NavalResearchLaboratory
Washington,D.C. 20390
IEEE_ 165-169,July 1971
Passivemicrowavemeasurementsof the sea surfacewere made fromArgus
Islandtowerat 1.41,8.36,and 19.34GHz over a rangein wind speedsfrom
calm to 15 m/s. Thesemeasurementshowa definitefrequency-dependentcor-
relationbetweenthe microwavebrlghcnesstemperatureand wind speed. This
dependenceresultsfrom roughnesseffectsof the compactsea surfaceassocl-
acedwithwind-drivenwaves. (Author)
O
HOLLINGER
e
REMOTE PASSIVEMICROWAVESENSINGOF THE OCEAN SURFACE
J. P. Holllnger
E. O. HulbertCenter for Space Research
Naval ResearchLaboratory
Washington,D.C. 20390
Preprint,1970
The important potential of all-weather determinationof ocean surface
wind fields by means of remote passive microwavesensing is discussed. The
wind speed dependenceof the microwave brlghtness temperatureof the sea is
interpretedas resultingfrom small-scalewave structureat wind speeds below
about 15 to 20 m/sec and from the increaslnE coverage of sea foam at higher
wind speeds. Measurementsof these two effects are combinedto estimatethe
total microwave brightness temperaturedependence of a wind driven sea as
viewed from a satellite. Taken togetherthe two effectsallow the determina-
tion of ocean surface wind fields over the entire range of wind speeds. The
sensitivityto wind speeds increaseswith observationalfrequencyand is most
O pronouncedfrom horizontalpolarizationat larger incidenceangle. (Author)
EXTRACTS:
Frequenciesof 1.41, 8.36, and 19.34GHz ale explored.
O
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HOLLINGER9KENNEY,AND TROY*
e
A VERSATILEMILLIMETEr-WAVEIMAGINGSYSTEM
James P. Holllnger,James E. Kenney,and BallardE. Troy, Jr.
Space ScienceDivision
Naval ResearchLaboratory
Washington,D.C. 20375
IEEEMTT-24,No.11,786-793,November1976
A new milllmeter-waveimaging system has been assembled at the Naval
Research Laboratory and fllgh_-testedusinE the NASA/WallopsC-54 aircraft.
The system incorporatesan oscillatingmirTor and Interchangeableradiometer
units making It particularly adaptable _o variations in the operational
frequencyj polarization,and the angular resolution° Flight tests of the
systemhave been conductedat 90 GHz and simul_aneouslyat 22 and 51GHz using
a dual frequency radlome_er. The imaging system and data processing are
described and some of the initial flight test results at 90 GHz are
presented. (Authors)
O
O ISliAKOV,SOKOLOV,SUKHONIN,AND CHERYSHOV
ATTENUATIONOF RADIO WAVES AT WAVELENGTHSFROM 0.45 TO 4.0 mm IN THE EARTH'S
ATMOSPHERETHROUGHTHE SLANT PATHS
I. A. Ishakov,A. V. Sokolov,W. V. Sukhonln,and V. I. Cheryshov
Instituteof Radloengineeringand Elecronics
Academyof Sciencesof the USSR, Moscow
Anglo-SovietSeminaron AtmosphericPropagationat Mdllimeterand
SubmilllmeterWavelengths,Nov. 28 - Dec. 3, 1977, JI-J6
Institute of Radloenglneering and Electronics, Moscow
1.5 to 0.4 wavelength measurements of the total zenith absorptioni
(cloudlessatmosphere),and attenuationfrom cloudshave been made near Moscow
and in Armenian SSR at an elevationof 3250 m. 4 m_ measurementsof cloud and
rain attenuationhave been taken at Gorky. (Authors)
EXTRACTS:
O Zenithattenuationin clouds at wavelengthof 1.26 mm:
altocumulus 0.16 dB
stratus 0.16
cumulus 1.75
congested,:umulus 8.7
O
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JOHANSENAND _FE'_* e
\
NEAR-FIELD TARGET MEASUREM_qTS
E. L. Johansen and A. Maffett
Environmental Research Institute of Michigan
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
Proceedings of the Eighth DARPA/Tri-Service Millimeter Wave Conference
System Planning Corporation (editor), 1500 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, VA 22209,
p. 57-66, April 1979
(A80 00206)
SECRET
Duringthe program,ERZMmadehigh resolutionradarimagesat 34.1GHz,
analyzed _he images and made radar maps of three armored targets to support
seeker modeling and analysis. (Authors)
e
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O KAMMERERANDRICHER*
CROSS SECTIONMEASUREMENTSOF US ARMY TARGETSBY 140 GHz RADAR
J. E. Kammererand K. A. Richer
BallisticResearchLabs
Aberdeen ProvingGround,MD
BRL Report No. 1785, August |966
AD 378 097 (A73 03226_
CONFIDENTIAL
Some backscatter data needed in the solution of the near-earth missile
guldance problem have been taken at a radio frequencyof 140 GHz (2.1 milli-
meters wavelength). Measurementsto determinethe characteristicsof radar
cross sectionversus target azimuthankle were made for military targetshav-
ing maximum dimensionsbetween 800 and 5300 radar wavelengths. These targets
were an M67A tank, a 2 I/2ton Shop Van, an MI16 PersonnelCarrier, a UH-IB
Helicopter and a man carrying small arms. The measurementswere made with
linearly polarized signals and are compared with cross section data reported
in the"literature for similar military targets measured by lower frequency
radar. Observationson clutterand targetobscurationby follageand rainfall
O are included. (Authors)
O
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-140 GHz MILLIMETRICBISTAI_CCONTINUOUSWAVE MEASUREMENTSRADAR
J. E. Kammererand K. A. Richer
BallisticResearchLabs
AberdeenProvingGround,_ 21005
(301) 278-4289
BKLMemoRepor_Number1730,January1966
AD-484 695 (A66 07916)
A laboratorymodel continuouswave bistaticradar operatingat heretofore
unmeasuredmillimetricwavelengthsis being used in a field measurementspro-
gram to explorethe effects of the near-earthenvironment. Operationalat a
radio frequencyof 140 GBz (2.1 millimeterswavelength),the radar frequency
generating and receiving equipmentare describedand measured sensitivities
are listed. The radar is adaptableto field measurementsprogramstha_ cover
a range of operationalfrequenciesextendinginto the submillimeterwavelength
region of the spectrum. (Authors)
O
O
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O KEELTYAND CRANE
MXLLIMETERZNVESTZGATZONS,VOLUME5
J. M. Keeltyand R. A. Crane
ResearchLaboratories
RCA Lim!ted
1001LenolrSt.
Montreal207,Canada
RCA ReportNo. 3576-B/96690-3,January1969
AD-857 436L (A71 00667)
Volume 5 contains samples of the computer analysts of various parameters
salient to the description of system performance. Printouts detailing precip-
itation-rates, error-run data, and signal streugth variations for various
meteorologicalconditionsand a sectiondiscussingtheresultsof a helicopter
interferencetestare included.(Authors)
EXTRACTS:
Frequenciesof 15 and35GHzareexplored.
O
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@KEIZER,SNZEDER,AND DE HAAN
RAIN ATTENUATION P_ASUREMENTS AT 94 GHz: COMPARISON OF THEORY AND EXPERIMENT
W. P. M. N.Kelzer,J. SniederandC. D. deRaan
PhysicsLaboratoryTNO
P.O. Box 96864
2509 JG The Hague
The Netherlands
AGARDConference Proceedings No. 245, February 1979
Millimeter and Submillimeter Wave Propagation and Circuits
Edited by E. Spitz and G. Cachier
Since October 1977, measurements have been made of attenuation at 94 GHz
caused by rain on a 935-meter _errestrial path. Simultaneously, the raindrop
size distribution has been measured with a distrometer, together with the
rainfall intensity recorded with three rapid-response rain gauges spaced about
500 m apart along the propagation path.
Using the actually measured raindrop size distribution and assuming
sphericalraindrops,the attenuationcausedby rainhas been calculatedwith Othe aid of Mie'sscatteringtheoryforwaterspheres. The resultis compared
with the measured data. In the case of uniform rainfall along the path, good
agreementhas been observedbetweenthe measuredand the calculatedattenua-
tion.
This paper deals with the descriptionof the propagationllnk, the
experimental results, and the comparison between theory and measurement. The
paper describesalso the decreaseof antennagainat 94 GHz due to water on a
1.2-m Cassegraln antenna. For accurate propagation measurements it is
absolutely necessary _o equip the antennas with protective shelters.
(Authors)
EXTRACTS:
Two of the authors' figures are shown.
@
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KEIZER, SNIEDER, AND DE HAAN
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KING,T_IITE, WILSON,MORI, HOLLINGER,TROY,
KENN'ZY,AND McGOOGAN w
90 GHz RADIOMETRICIMAGING
H. Eo King, Jo Do White, W. J. Wilson,and To T. Morl
ElectronicsResearchLaboratory
The AerospaceCorporation
E1 Segundo,CA 90245
J. P. Holllnger,B. E. Troy, and J. E. Kenney
Space SciencesDivision
Naval ResearchLaboratory
Washington,D.C. 20390 "
J. T. McGoogan
AppliedSciencesDirectorate
WallopsZsland,VA 23337
SAMSO Report No. TR-76-37, 19 February 1976
A 90-GHz (3-mm wavelength)radiometerwith a noise output fluctuationof
0.22 °K (RMS), with a scanning antenna beam mirror,and the data processing
system are described. Real-_Imeradlometrlcimagineof terrainand man-made
objects are shown. Flying at an altitudeof 1500 feet a radiometerantenna
with a 2° halfpower beamwidth can distinguishlandforms,waterways, roads,
runways, brldges_ ships at sea and their wakes, aircraft on runways, and
athleticfields. A flight taken at an altitudeof 3000 feet with approximate-
ly 2000 feet of clouds below the radiometerdemonstratesthe abilityto dis-
tlnguishbridges,rivers,marshlandand other landformseven though the clouds
are opticallyopaque. The radlometrlcimages of a few representativescenes
along with photographsof the correspondingscenes are presented to demon-
s_ratethe resolutionof the Imagersystem° Antenna temperaturedistributions
of a variety of land targets are tabulatedand the complexlty of deriving
targenbrightness_em_eraturesfrom the measuredantennatemperaturesare dis-
cussed. Applicationsof milllmeter-waveradiometrlc images for civil and
militarysystemsare described. (Authors)
EXTRACTS:
Several 90-GHz radlometrlc images and a tabulation of antenna
temperaturesof selectedtargetsare shown.
O
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O , KING,WRITE,WILSON,MORI,I'IOLLINGER,T OY,.ENNEY,AND McG00GAN
ANTENNA TEMPERATURES OF SELECTED TARGETS
Temperature, OK
Frequency
Targets ]4 GHz 19GHz 90 GHz
"Vete'_ation 237 + 16 239 + 11 279.5 + 3.5
N = ]2 N = 12 N = 396
Concrete (R,-n',vay) 266 + 4
N = 288
O Docks 190 11 189 5 259 7z + _.+
N= 4 N= 4 N=303
Ocean "_Vater 105 + 6 114 + 3 207 + 6
N = 14 N = 16 N = 242
Sh_p._atSea -- 159 + 13
N = 255
Ship.catDock 80 ,: 100 ]68 + 12
N= I N= 1 N= 168
C-54 A:rcraft(onRunway) -- Z25 _+9
N=18
N = number ofsamples
lo = 4 values
4 ships,425 ftto708 ftlengths
e_:_5 ships,250 ftto750 ftlengths
,0
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KING,WHITE,W_LSON,MORI,HOLLINGER,TROY,
KE._EY,ANDMcGOOGAN
90GHzRadi0metricImage*
ASSA_r.AGUEISLANDTHROU6HCLOUDCOVER**
Image width ¢omp_msed by •
factor of 2:1
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY MAP
',, Y<_.Y:oo -.
, \NY!::_J:/I02'_i°._ _-;
_ _.,"_-_._ "J) l_""_ l" _ _I/'-
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EFFECTSOK SMOKEOBSCURANTSON MILLIMETERWAVES
J, E. Knox
U.S. Army ArmamentResearchand DevelopmentCommand
BallisticResearchLaboratory
AberdeenProvingGround,MD 21005
Proceedingsof the Eighth DARPA/Tri-ServiceMillimeterWave Conference
SystemPlannlngCorporation(editor),1500WilsonBlvd.,Arlington,VA 22209,
p. 127-134,April 1979
(AS0 00206)
SECRET
In November 1978, BRL measured attenuationthrough obscurantclouds at
35, 94 and 140 GHz. The obscurantsincludedfog, oil, white and red phospho-
rus, CS, and some foreignand experimentalmaterials. The sensorsused for
the attenuationmeasurementswere low-power,pulse radar, range-gatedonto a
corner cube reflectorat a ranEe of 600 meters. The reflectedradar power was
O recordedduringeach obscuranttest.Dust was found to be the only obscurantto affect transmlsslvlty. The
maximum attenuationobserved during the tests was 0.4 dB. Therefore it is
concludedthat none of the obscurantswould have adverselyaffecteda system
which dependedupon a millimeterwave sensorto track a tarEet. (Author)
O
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MILL_METEEWAVE PROPAGATIONIN SMOKE
Joseph E. Knox
U.S. Army Armament Research and Development Command
BallisticResearch Laboratory
Aberdeen ProvinE Ground, I_ 21005
Electronics and Aerospace Systems Conference (EASCON)
Volume II, Conference Record 79CH1476, Oct. 9-I1, 1979
Arllngton,VA 22209
The transmissionof millime_er waves was measured through clouds of
typicalbattlefieldsmokes and obscuran_sat 35, 94, and 140 GHz. Dus_ dls-
persed by a high explosivedetonationwas the only obscurantto affect trans-
missivity. The smallest _ransmlsslviUyobserved in _hat case was 91_. It is
concludedthat none of the materialsdispersedwould have prevenueda milli-
meter wave sensor from performingits mission. (Author)
EXTRACTS:
Data have been taken by radar with a one-waypath lengthof 800 meters.
The author'sdiscussionand data are attached.
O
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DZSCUSSXON
r The test results for the smokes were
not unexpected. The sizes of the smoke
particles generated during Smoke Week II
were 0.5 to 20 microns in d&ameter, or
less than 0.01 times the waveIength.
Furthermore, the materials were nonconduc-
rive. For these reasons, one would not
expect interaction between the radar sig-
- nals and the smoke.
The radars did see the dust clouds,
.... however. Since range data could not be
correlated with radar signal attenuation,
we must look to other sources of informa-
tion for an explanation.
The largest sized particle which
could be measured by the range instrumen-
tation was 12 microns. One of the parti-
cipants was operating a particlecounter
with a particle size window around 50
microns, and it detected a "significant*
_ number of particles. CalCulations show
that pat ticles larger than 100 microns
e could still have been fallingthrough the
radar 2ine-of-sight during the time of
- maximum attenuation, approximately 20
seconds after tiring time. It is likely,
then, that the attenuation was a result of
blockage by larger particles than were
z sampled by the range instrumentation.
Where were no obscurants at Smoke
-- Week ZX which would have prevented a mil-
limetre wave sensor from operating. There
still exists a heed to demonstrate the
--- transparency of these obscurants to mil-
• limetre waves under other operating condi-
tions, however. For example, phosphorous
is anhydrous, and will absorb moisture in
amounts which are very sensitive to the
relative humidity in the air. It would be
worth-while, therefore, to conduct a
series of tests under conditions of very
high humidity.
- IR5 plans to continue measuring
attenuationthrough obscurants,especially
any which are new or txperlmental. With
this In mind, BRL is presently assembling
a set of radars (at 35, 94, and 140 GHz)
which will be used solely for propagation
measurements, both chamber tests and open
lit tests.
e
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ATTENUATION
B. 5dB _ g4GN=
35GH=
O. 5d
MINUTES AFTER FIRING TIME
FIGURE 4. ATTENUATION OUE TO
H.E. OUST. e
Table II. Maximum Attenuation
During H.E. Dust Trials.
TRIAL AMOUNT MAXIMUM ATTENUATION
NUMBER OF H.E. 35 GHz 94 GRz 140 GHz
23 6ea. 5lb. C4 0 dB 0 da 0 dB
23R 6ea. 5lb. C4 0 0.3 0.2
26 6ea. 15lb. C4 0.3 0.2 0.4
29 6ca. 15lb. C4 0 0 0
30 6ea. 5lb. C4 0.3 0 0.3
E.E. Dust is dust dispersed by detonating high explosives.
e
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KONDRAT'YEV,RABINOVICH,TIMOFEYEV,
O AND SHUL'GINA_
MICROWAVEREMO_EENVIRONMENTSOUNDING
K. Ya. Kondrat'yev, Yu. I. Kabinovich, Yu. M. Tlmofeyev, and Ye. M. Shul'gina
Main Department of Rydrometeorological Service
USSR Council of Ministers
All-Union Scientific Research Institute of Hydrometeorological Information
World Data Center, Information Center, Obninsk
Prepared at the A. I. Voyeykov Main Geophysical Observatory
NASA TT F-16930,July 1976
N76-27449(A7906608)
M!crowaveremotesoundinghas twoprinclpallyimportantadvantages:I) a
multipurposenaturein the sensethatthe measurementdataof outgoingmicro-
wave radiationcan be used for remoteindicationof the parametersof the
atmosphere,the underlyingsurfaceand the upper solllayer(dependingon the
soundingfrequencieselected),and 2) all-weatherapplicationswhichmake it
possible,for example,to performthermalsoundingin the atmosphere,regard-
lessof cloudconditions.It is thesecircumstancesthatattractgreatatten-
tion to the developmentand applicationof microwave remote sounding
methods. Despitethe greatpotentialof microwaveremotesounding,thereis
no doubt that the furtherdevelopmentin the remoteindicationof environ-
O mentalparameterswill.proceed(as is the caseat present)alongthe linesof
combiningdifferentspectralranges. Specificcapabilitiesof microwave
remotesoundingare considered,beginningwith an examinationof the physical
basisof themethod. (Authors)
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KRIT_KOSAND SHIUE*
MICE_AVE SENSZNGFROM 0R31T
H. N. Krltlkoe
Moore School of Electrical Engineering
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, PA 19104
J. Shiue
NASA GoddardSpace FlightCenter
Greenbelt,MD 20771
IEEE Spectrum17, 34-41,August1979
Enhanced devicespenetratecloud cover to providedata for weather pre-
dictionand terrainanalysis. (Authors)
EXTRACTS:
Microwaves can detect soil moisture becausethe soll dielectricconstant
changes in the presenceof water. Moisture increasesthe reflectioncoeffi-
cient, causinga decreasein emissivity(€ - i - R).
Reflection and emissivity are dependent upon frequency, polarization,
angle of incidence,materialInhomogenlet7,and surfaceroughness(emissivity w
is less sensitiveto the latter).
A differencein brightness temperaturecan reach 70 - 80 K betweenwet
soil (emissivity= 0.6 - 0.7) and dry land (emissivity= 0.8 - 0.9), with dry
land having a higher brightnesstemperaturethan the wet soil.
A sharp contrastin emissivityexists betweenwater (€ - 0.3 - 0.4) which
is highly polarizedand exhibitsa large dlelectrlcconstant,and sea ice (€ -
0.8 - 0.9). Water has a lower brightnesstemperature(lower dielectriccon-
stant) than sea ice.
O
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O KUKIN,NOZDRIN,RYADOV,FEDOSEYEV,AND FURASHOV
DETERMINATIONOF THE CONTRIBUTIONOF WAT_ VAPORMONOMERSAND DIMERSTO
ATMOSPHERICABSORPTIONFROMMK%SUREMENTDATA IN THE 1.15-1.55--.WAVELENGTH
BAND
L. M. Kukin, ¥u. N. Nozdrin, V. Ya. Ryadov, L. I. Fedoseyev,
and N. I. Furashov
Radio Fngineering and Electronic Physics 20, No. 10, 7-13, October 1975
The components of the water vapor absorption coefficient that are linear-
ly and quadratically dependent on the absolute humidity of the air are deter-
m_ned from measurements of the dependence of the received radiation intensi_y
on humidity. The linear component, together tr_th a certain portion of the
quadratic component, takes into consideration the self-broadening of the H20
monomer lines, and identifies the dimer absorption coefficient. It is noted
that experiments lead to values of monomer absorption coefficients that are
about 30% larger than those obtained from theoretical calculations, and they
give a value for the dimer absorption that is about 2.5 times smaller than
that calculated in (1). (Authors)
(1) A. A. Viktotova and S. A. _evakin, Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR 194, No. 3,
O 540,1970.
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ABSORPTION OF NEAE-M_LLIMETER RADIATION BY LIQUID FOGS
S. M. Kulpa and E. A. Brown
U.S. Army Electronics ksearch and Development Command
Harry Diamond Laboratories
2800 Powder ,_tll Road
Adelphl,MD 20783
Fourth In_ernatlonalConferenceon _nfraredand MillimeterWaves and Their
Applications
IEEE Cato No. 79 CH 1384-7MTT, DecemberI0-15, 1979
Post-DeadllneDiges_ Contributions,30-32
Interestin the near-milllmeterwave portionof the spectrums_ems prin-
cipally from the fact tha_ in limited vlslbLILty _Itua_ions such radiation
offers a compromlsebetween _he hlgh-resolutloncapabilitiesof infraredand
low-loss propagationcharac_erls_icsof microwaves. Since fog penetrationis
a central concern, numerousestimateshave been made in attemptsto quantify
near-milllmeterwave a_tenua_ioneffectsin such environments. In _hls paper
we comparevariouscalculatlon_of absorptioneffects based on limitedtheo-
reticaland experimentaldata _or the temperatureand frequencydependenceof
_he near-milllme_erwave dielectricconstantsof water. (Authors)
The entire articleappearsin the Appendix. O
O
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O NEAR-MILLIMET_WAVETECHNOLOGYBASESTUDY
StanleyM. Kulpaand EdwardA. Brown
U.S. Army Electronics Research & Development CO.andHarry Diamond_Laboratorles
2800Powder HillHoad
AdelphX,MD 20783
November1979
VolumeI: Propagatlonand Target/BackgroundCharacteristicsHDL-SR-79-8
This documentis a comprehensivesummaryof the Near-MilllmeterWave
(100-1000CRy) technologybase and its potentialapPllcatXons.The stateof
the art is reviewed,and technologygaps are identified.VolumeI contains
the analysis_f various factorsinfluencingatmosphericpropagationand
target/backgroundsignatures. Comparisonsare made between theoretical
predictions and limited experimental data In several key areas. Topics
dlscussed include clear air absorption,the effects of atmospherlc
particulates_raln,fog, clouds,etc.),turbulence,measurementechniques,
and the signature characteristics of a variety of targets and backgrounds atnearmilllmeter(N_)
wavelengths. A summary Is given of research thrusts
whichwouldbe usefulin establishinga more reliabledatabaseforevaluating
near-milllmeterwave systemsapPlications. Also includedis a llst of
facilitiesandreferenceorga izationsllst ofactivelyurr ntInvolvedin this technology,plus a
O omprehenslve and historicaliteraturepertinenttothe material in this volume. (Authors)
Gebble et al. reported horizontal path measurements of absorption which
I) is varlab_'eIn both strength and spectral distribution; 2) does not appear
to depend in any Simple way on the standard meteorologlcal variables of
and appears to be particular ) tperatur or water vapor density; 3 sstrongest at high levels of tem-
with va_or •.... ly so when lzauld ........... saruratlon,
Increases r;_i_,__ near the absorbing path_ 4) ";o_ or ice ls present along
v u_y w_L_ aecreasln-........ _ a glvenamountof
a_o/malousab_@rptlonthanlab....._ _=mp=rauure;5) generallyo_.....water'
u. _ - l_ cm _. -_-_u_y measurements.Absorbs,__._'_-_greater
_uu ls In the
_ Plambeck's225-GHzmea....... range
a elevationsite a ,e. thabsorprlon dependent upon the surface water vapor density, Q(g/m ):
A(dB) - 0.50 Q, valid for clear sky only.
Wrlxon and McMillan have found that the absorption at 230 GHz in clearSky at Holmdel, New Jerseyj is
a(dB)= 0.35Q
Shlmabukuro and Epstein measured the zenith opaclry at 90 GHz as a func-tlon of the surface water vapor density and found
Sokolov, Sukhonl A(dB) = 0.17 . 0.06 Q.
_B) in a n, and Ishakov rel,or measured 238-GHz zenith attenuation
louds: altocumulus 0.16; stratus, 0.16; cumulus, 1.75; and cumulus
Ipngestus, 8.7.
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Detailed studies (vertical polarization) of rain attenuation at 94 GHz on
a lO00-m terrestrial path have been made by Keizer, Sneider, and de Haan.
Figure 1-19 shows the measured attenuation versus rainfall rate for a 1-km
path length.
Richard et al. show measured attenuation at 140 GHz (700-m path length)
versus rate in Figure 1-22.
Chapter 3:
Bauer et al. (BRL Report #538) published a plot of experimental 140-GHz
one-way atten'-'uat"ion in fog versus visibility (Figure iII-11). BRL has also
shown that at 140 GHz no measurable attenuation is observed due to dust caused
by vehicular traffic. This dust is sufficient to severely attenuate near-
infrared and optical links. Figure III-13 displays experimental 140-GHz rain
attenuation versus rain rate.
Attenuation (dB/km).
I00GHz 140GHz 220GHz
Fog(T- 10"C,
visibility" 10 m, w " 0.3 g/m3) 1.4 2.25 3 o
vehiculardust negligible negligible negligible
rain(10_n/hr) 8.7 8.7 8.3
snow (i0 mm H20!hr)
dry ~4.4 -4.4 _4.1
wet _8.7 4.7 4.3
TableIII-5also presentstheattenuation(dB/km)due to liquidwater in
a radiation foe at 24°C, for wavelengths 1.2, 2.3, and 3.19 -,-.
We include here the authors' extensive list of references.
Volume IV contains classified information of interest.
O
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Richard et al" have measured _ at_n_- m-4. DUST
tion at 140 GHz togeth_- with _ rate and
opfir.a]visibility. _teresfinga_/,wen ov_ their Natu,-zIlyoc_arrmgduststor'n-,s_ not
relaeivelyshort pad len_.h(700 m). thethree a probleminEuropein thesenseoE ca._L'_at-
dlstnbuted rain gauges o[ten showed _m t_uation of _ rac_a_ion. Accor_ng to
of up to four to one. Their attenuation _._,ndsa.ndHorda.]e z"v'L_ib_t7 is reduce_to ]_s
measurements were penCormedwhen allthree fl-,aszk_ornete_on]), onceevery 10years. B]_. z2
gaug_ gave closeasreement,thussomewhat h_ shown thatat 2.;Im.m (140GH.z).su,,micient
assuz'mg a un_orrn rain rate. Figure 1-22 shows, dust to severe]y at'emuate near-h-ff-r,a_r_and op-
thei.rmeasure_en_ correlatedwith rate.The t_| Rn3,.scausedno me2.su.rab]eatt.-nua_onat
scatterobserved is roughly consistentwith N,'Nflvlwave.]u-"__',€."Thisdustwas g_e:atedby
values spanning the various types of distribu- ve._cu_r _-a._c.
_ions.asshown inEgure1-19.Figure1-22shows -o.c._,,_..x A._,,. I.r._. _a _.a _,',_-_,,.
thecorrela_onof the140-GI-Is.attenuae_onand _:._: z.,=_,_,, _',_.._,,,.vL-=,_-,-:. _,;:_,._.-_,,,,_.
rainv_sibilit'ymeasurement.Thelargescatterof ,'s-o.h',,_,-__.z_._o,-'-:,So-_-_:_z._,.,,,_:o -_,,,--,,
the dam indicatesa weak reIaeionsRip. As e,'. A.-_.=,_-,_ o_,, s,;,e.,a c,._r'_,_: ,'.,,'" us,_ f_-.
"- _omm:_" £CQM-DK-7";-J (june I_'TL
_c..,sed earlier, this stems_rom the/act that _e
w---'.e:" _.;:'p'_' :-_ "as _I _'t_T_'?I_h""aT"t_g..-,.'_l'_e
rendersda_a such as that from Die."_endi_a_
unce.:a_, by asmue_h as a factor of _-.This is
e_c_aL1y .--,:e for wavelengths ]e_sthan Z mm MW
_l',ereboth Rcze._be."_and Ray a_ tha_the " ' ' '
im_.-,_ryFa_ oi:ther_:aceiveLnde_dropssi_- "_
niffc_-_ya_ the_e._p_ae.u-edrops.
Si.n_efog isby faethe me.st_'e-
quent condition cau._in& severely re_=i_ed.
visibfli_! ia Europe. it is worr.hwhi_etoestimate i
the to_ at_e_nua_on oE_'_,_/_/ra_at_on du._r_ ]
fog(indu'_Lngabsorp_on due to watt" vaporand
ox-:-g_.'_LWater vapor will be near sa_rat_on sE_" "
Fog that a knowlec_e of the te_per_-so
at wKic,hfo_s oc=,u'issu._ent for such am ,_
es_:nat_r,.. E.ssenwaz_g--.r° has det'ermmed _hat _0
pe._,'-.: o_ fo_ i_ Westera Europe oc=:.r with an
absolute humi_t7 lessthan7.5_m a and t.hat
only 7 pe...xe_tofsuchfo_ oc='_when_e rda-
, , _ _ _T_T! _ T t , ..,
_ve humiJ--.'ryis_'e_t=than9.4 g/re'. ="t, .-. ,.I ,., _, ,a , ,
V I,S"_.-- •
, -,,= I. £._,-,,,_,,-,".,,_,t G.X_i:._O.G;_:An_. _gm'eTTI.21.l_ot of _€_dcrudo1"tc_fog at't=_ua_onno,,_ Con=./V_s_ih._.M_sca,vm_muofFor.Rme _m_Snmo.
U.S Army _,llur_ Re_-._ _"bom_cn'_s _ R_.._. _ wav_i_'tgt.h.
AR.TP--.MR._O0CD_e_mb_2_,,1......
"0 M _u,_':_'_.tr, _Lnma._ Of _k_ Y_ Qu_m t Fell in '
@
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I. ].W.W=tm,Ab=mptionandrm_i=ion9. R.J.Kme_,P.Mortar,R.A.BoI_nd=
by Am_mpl.,m.icGases,MethodsofEx- ar=lH. A. Oebbie,Mcasu.,'m_entsof
pedn_mt_J Physics, vol. 3.2, Part B, _ A_omalou$ Absorption in the
2.3, M. L. Mee]_, Ed., Aesde_n,i¢Press Wav_'_umber Ranse 4 _" - _ _._",
(1976). Jou.maJofAm_mphericand Tenest=-Za]
Ph_=svol.37(197s),ssT.s94.
N. E. GautandE,C. Reif_._te.i._.m, _-
vi.,'or_e_Resea.m._ar_ Ted'_olo_ 10. R.J. Emery,A. Zavody,and H. A.
Report_, Lexi.,_on, MA (Zg'TJ.). Gebbie, Furthez Measuremen=s of
Anomalous A_nospheri€ Absorption i_
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"KUNZI, WUTHRICH, AND SCHANDA
D
O
A ram-WAVE SCANNING RADIOMET_ FOR TERRA!N MAPPING
K. Kunzl,M. Wuthrich,and E. S=handa
Institute for Applied Physics
University of Berne
3000 Berne, Switzerland
Seventh International Symposium on the Remote Sensing of the Environment
J. J. Cook, et al. (editors), Environmental Research Institute of Michigan,
Center forUm_---ore Sensing, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48104,
1971
A narrow-beam, microwave radiometer working at 94 GHz with a real-time 'IV
display for terrain mapping is described. The research areas for this instru-
ment are mentioned. Further, a survey of the mathematical analysis of the
blurring of contours or measured objects through the antenna pattern and the
output integration are given. This effect is demonstrated by scanning a point
source. (Authors)
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LAWRENCE,CLXFFORD,AND OCHS* O
I..
THEDISTRIBUTZONFTURBULENTFLUCTUAI_ONSOF RE_RACTZVEINDEXINTHE
ATHOSPHERE
R. S. Lawrence,S. F. Cliffordand G. R. Ochs
NOAA ResearchLaboratories
Boulder,CO 80302
The turbulentfluctuationsof temperaturethat are responsiblefor scin-
tillationand image distortionof lisht waves and for most of the troposherlc
forward scatterand scintillationof radio waves occur Irreg__arlythroughout
the atmosphere. The refractive-indexstructureparameterC is distributedn
irregularlyin space so that a given volume often containsone hundred times
the magnitude of an adjacent volume the same size. Measurementsmade wi_h
hlgh-speedtemperatureprobes reveal a number of In_erestin8 featuresof thedistributionof C , and some of these will be discussed. However,an under-
standingof the c_imatologyof refractlveL'---indexfluctuationswill requirecon-
tlnuou_ measurements from ground-basedsensors. We describe a technique,
alreadyin use, for _ing scintillationsof starllghtto measure the smooched
verticalprofileof Cn _hrouEhoutthe atmosphere. We are presentlydeveloping
methods for profilingC along ground-to-groundline-of-sightpaths. (Authors)
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LERNER AND HOLLINGER*
ANALYSISOF 1.4GHzKADIOMET£1CMEASUR_4_TSFROMSKYLAB
Robert M. Lerner and James P. Hollinger
Advanced Spaced SensingApplicationsBranch
Space ScienceDivision
Naval ResearchLaboratory
Washington,DC 20375
Remote Sensingof the Environment6, 251-269,1977
Results from the 1.4 GHz, S-194, microwave radiometer located on the
SKYLAB satellite are presented. The objective of the investigationis to
establishthe degree to which quantitativemeasurementsof sea surfacetemper-
ature, salinity and related marine wind fields can be made using the 5-194
radiometer. The analysis of the S-194 data demonstratesthat it is possible
to make measurementsof the brightnesstemperatureof open ocean areas with an
RMS absolute accuracy of 1.3 K over a wide range of environmentalcondi-
tions. The S-194 is relativelyinsensitiveto sea surfacetemperaturechanges
and, even though measurementsare availableover a range in sea surfacetem-
perature of 30°C, no significantchange in the measured antenna temperature
was detected. However, S-194 ts relativelysensitive to changes in surfat:e
salinity and the analysis of data taken over the open ocean shows that
salinity can be determinedto an accuracy of 2 parts per thousand. Further,
it is shown that it is possible to accuratelymodel complex regionssuch as
lakes and bays, where a significantportion of the antennabeam is filled by
land, and obtain excellentagreementbetween calculatedand measured antenna
temperatures. Open ocean measurements,obtainedover the wide range in winds
speeds of 0 to 48 knots, show the antenna temperature to be weakly, but
unambiguously,correlated to the wind speed. The wind speed dependence
determined,of 0ol6°K/knot,indicatesthat surfacewind speed can be measured
to an accuracyof 8 knots using the S-194. (Authors)
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MILLL4ETEEWAVE ATTENUATIONIN MOIST AIE--A REVIEW
H. J. L.tebe_
NaClonalTelecommunlca_ionsand InformationAdministration
Institutefor TelecommunicationSciences
Boulder,CO 80303
Proceedingsof the Workshopon Millimeterand SubmilllmeCerAtmospheric
Propagacion-Appllcableto Radar and MissileSystems,RedstoneArsenal,
AL 38509,O. M. Essenwangerand D. A. Stewart(editors)
TechnicalReportRR-80-3, 118-128,February 1980
Considerable a_tenclon is currently being given co EHF (30-300 GHz)
systems, in pare due co their ability To penetratemost adverse atTnospheric
conditions (dus_, smoke, clouds, fog, I!gh_ rain). To assess the "all-
weather" capabilitiesof such systems requires accurate predictionsof the
propagaclon effects under varying condlclons of weather, height, location,
eCc_ This complex task involves molecular absorption from oxygen, water
vapor, and several trace gases (03, CO, etc.) and absorptionand scattering
loss from particulates. Mos_ applicationswill operate in _he four spectral
windows of the EHF resion. Observationsin clear air by laboratoryand field i
experimentshave found in these windowsthe existenceof anomalouswater vapor
absorption (AWA). Anomalous impliesthat no reliablemodel exists to predlcc
the effectsof AWA° In particular,i_ was found thac AWA increasesin a com-
plicatedmanner wlCh humidity.
This paper reviews the AWA problem before the backgroundof the known
molecular absorption characteristicsand discusses possibilitiesto gain a
bec_er undersC-andingof the underlyingphysicalphenomena. (Author)
EXTRACTS:
We include The author's list of references and several graphs of
attenuationversus water vapor.
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Suffice Hater Vloor Density OO, g/m3
TOtal precip4tlble Hirer VipOr w, cm
Reported zenith a_enuation tn clear air aS a func%ion o¢ wa_er vsoor density at
90 GHzI_o 95 GHz*_ 110 GH__. 150 GHZ_s, 225 GHz_', 230 GHz_.
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LI_AK, WEISS, ANDDIONNE
e
SUBMILLIMETER-WAVE PROPERTIES OF _E_SPHERIC ROCKET PLUMES
M. M. Litvak
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, CA 91103
J. A. Weiss and G. F. Dionne
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Lexington, MA 92173
Fourth International Conference on Infrared and _llimeter Waves and Their
Applications
_EEECat.No. 79 CH 1384-7MTT, 139-140,December10-15,1979
Observabilityof rocketplumesat thermosphericaltitudesusinghigh-
resolutionsubm!llimeter-wavespectral line radiometryhas been investi-
gated. Calculationsthat includecollisional,radiative,and fl6w effects
indicatethat low-lyingrotationaltransitionsof plumespecies,particularly
watervapor,have sufficientopticaldepthand spatialextentfor satellite
applications.(Authors)
i
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LOI FANNZN,AND STRAZTON O
ATT_NUATZONOF 8.6AND 3.2mm RADIOWAVESBY CLOUDS
L. I. ho
Sperry Support. Services
Sperry Rand Corporation
Huntsville,AL 35809
8. M. Fannlnand A. W. Stralton
ElectricalEngineeringResearchLaboratory
Universityof Texas
Austin,TX 78757
ZEEEAP-23,No. 6, 782-786,November1975
Measuredattenuationsassociatedwith a varietyof cloudconditionsat
wavelengthsnear 8.6 and 3.2 mm are reported. Two specificevents,during
whichheavy_ain cloudscoveredthe sky, are examinedand statisticaldata
collectedover a 6-monthperiodon a varietyof cloudtypesare presented.
The numberof observationsof somecloudtypeswas not largeand it was not
possibleto accountfor the gaseousattenuationwith sufficientaccuracyto
get reliablevaluesfor theattenuationby checlouddropletsfroma numberoE
cloud types. The cloudscausingthe largestattenuationswere the rain-
bearingcumulonimbus.0£ the non-rainclouds,the two typesfor whichthe
samplesizesare adequateand attenuationsare sufficientfor meaningfulcon-
cluslonsare stratocumulusand cumulus,their35 GHz/95GHz mean attenuation
valuesbeing0.18/0.61and 0.12/0.34,respectively.(Authors)
EXTRACTS:
The following95-GHz cloud attenuationdata has been correctedby
accountingfor zenithangle and then subtractingattenuationof clear sky
data:
CloudType GroundLevelWater_ MeasuredCloudAttenuationand
VaporDensity(g/_]) StandardDeviation(dB)
altoeumulus 16.8 ± 1.43 -0.23 • 0.30
altostratus - 14.7± 1.53 0.30± 0.05
stratocumulus 18.9e 1.68 0.61e 0.41
stratus 19.1± 2.30 0.12± 0.24
nimbostrarus 20.8± 0.31 0.Ii_ 0,24
cumulus 18.7 ± 1.81 0.34 ± 0.36
cumulonlmbus 18.1± 2.39 2.36± 1.86
The authorsnote that "the cloudattenuationvalueshave been 'nor__-
ized'by dividingby the secantof the zenithangle,whichcan be misleading
for loealLzedcloudswithpronouncedverticaldevelopment."
@
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LI_ZS*
PENETRABILITY OF HAZE, FOG, CLOUDSAND PRECIPITATION BY RADIANT ENERGYOVER
THE SPECTRALRANGEO.! MICRONTO 10 CENTIMETERS
O G.D. Lukes
Center for Naval Analyses
Eochester, NY
Naval Warfare Analysis Group, Study 61
AD 847 65FL (A70 1692)
To determine attenuation values over • vide range of wavelengths, an ana-
lytical methodology is developed to eccoennodate the population of droplets
according to size in unit volume of several models of water-occluded arm. _
spheres. The etent of penetrability of cloudy and rainy atmospheres is then
demonstrated analytically as a function of wavelength. Unique phenomena
appear at wavelengths from about 100 microns to 2 millimeters, in part due to
the population of droplets by size in clouds and rain, but also due to the
strong wavelength dependence of the complex index of refraction of liquid
water. The submillimeter band is accordingly given special emphasis. Most
layer-type clouds, especially if of maritime origin, are readily penetrable at
these wavelengths. Attenuation due to rain of moderate intensity is found to
decrease slowly with decreasing wavelength below 2 millimeters. Further, pro-
nounced forward scatter in moderate rain, adding to the forward transmission,
first begins to appear at a wavelength of 2 millimeters and becomes increas-
ingly more pronounced the shorter the wavelength. None of these trends would
be predicted by simple extrapolation of experience at microwave frequencies.
The analysis of attenuation by water droplet atmospheres draws on the Mie
theory of absorption and scatter by spherical droplets. It is shown that the
O essentialconditionof incoherentscatteringis satisfiedby haze, fog,clouds, nd rain. Multiplescatterin cloudsfor radiationat submillimeter
wavelengths and longer is found to be exceedingly weak and may be ignored.
The questionof possibleeffectsof multiplescatter in rain is not setzled
analytically,but if such scatter cannot be ignored,it is unquestionably
multipleincoherentscatter. This suggeststhe applicationof radiative
transfertheoryto elucidatemore definitivelythe effectsof scatter in rain.
The absorptionprofilearisingfrom atmosphericgasesis structuredin
fine detallfrom 004 micron to 302 centimetersby extensive search of the
llterature. Gaseous absorption along a zenith path through a cloudless mari-
time polaratmosphereis computedforwavelengthsfrom164mlcronsto 302 cen-
tlmeters. Seventeenwindowsof elevatedtransparencyin this profileare
_dentified° A stratocumulus cloud and rain are then induced by turbulence in
this model atmosphere, and comparative and composite values of attenuatlon due
to clouds,rain,and gasesare derived. From 345 micronsto 3 millimeters,
the contribution by cloudy and rainy atmospheres to total atmospheric attenua-
tion is foundto be relativelyminor,even at thewavelengthsof gaseous win-
dows.
Because of requirements forged by its scope, the study provides an exten-
sive data base on the population of droplets by size in various water-occluded
atmospheres. The exremes are remarkable: thick fog m_ have over 100 billion
droplets per cubic meter of 0._ micron droplet-radius peak population compared
to a mere 200 in mist of 75 m!cron peak po_ulation. The chemical properties
of liquid water are drawn fro_ some 80 sources in order to structure the real
and imaginary parts of te complex index of refraction over the spectral range
of 0.1 micron to 10 centimeters, essential to the application of the Mie
theory. (Author)
EXTRACTS:
Tabularand graphicaldata follow.
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McGEE* ° @
MILLiMETErWAVE RADIOMETR!CDETECTIONOF TARGETSOBSCUREDBY FOLIAGE
P.ichard A. M_Gee
Ballistic Research Laboratories
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21005
BEL MRNo. 1901, January 1968
AD 667962(A7907150)
Theproblemof passivedetectionby ._111meterwave[35G_z]radiometry
of metallic targets obscuredby foliage and other vegetationis defined and
discussed. A model of the foliage obscuratlonsituation is presented and
evaluated on the basis of data collected in a field measurementprogram.
Results obtainedshow the millimeterwave radlometrlcobscuration;hence, the
maximum range of a radlometrlcsystem wlll be reducedlinearlywith optlcal
obscuratloninsteadof theoreticallywith a square root relationship. Further
refinementsof the model are discussed and are to be included in a general
foliagepenetrationmodel to be evaluatedat a later date. (Author)
@
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McGEE*
O
IA0AND220GEzDEV_OPM_TWOKKAT BKL
E. A. McGee
Aberdeen Proving Ground, HD 21005 . ce Millimeter Wave Conference
* -_-Eighth DA_A/Tri Servi........Blvd.,Arllngton,VA 22209,
oeeedingsoz _-= e _,__ t_ or • 1_uuw_.uL_Pr .... ,-. cnrnorauluLi_.-t ).
SystemFlann_LL6"" r
p. 2_3-2A8,April 1979
(A80 00206)
SECKET Armament Research and
The Ballistic Research Laboratory (U.S. Army
Development Command) at Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland, is carrying out
experimentalprograms with 140 and 220 Glizradars- These radars use solid
state sources and are primarily used for near earth propagationand target
trackingexperiments. (Author)
O
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McGEEANDLOOMIS* ° O
EADAETRACKLNGOF AN M-48T.S.NKAT 94 AND 140GHz
R.. A. McGee
U.S. Army Armament Research and Development Co----nd
Aberdeen Proving Ground, ME) 21005
J. M. Loomis
U.S. Army Missile Research end Development: Command
Huntsville,AL 35809
Proceedingsof the 6th DARPA!TTi-ServiceMillimeterWave Conference
TacticalTechnologyOffice Cedltors),DefenseAdvancedResearchProjects
Agency, 1400Wilson Blvd.,Arllng_on,VA 22209, 123-128,November 1977
(A78 01438)
SECRET
This repor_ provides a description of the 94-GHz and 140-GHz radar
systemsused in _he ground-based_rackingof M-48 tanks. (Authors)
e
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McMILLAN,GALLAGKER,AND COOK
o
CALCULATIONSOF ANTENNAT_MpEKATUKE,BoKIZONTALPATH ATT_UATION, AND ZENITH
ATTENUATIONDUE TO WATER VAPORIN THE FKE_u_CY BAND 150-700GBz
R. W. McMillan,J" J" Gallagher,and A. M. Cook
EngineeringExperimentStation
Georgia _nstituteof Technology
Atlanta,GA__30532
IEEE_' No. 6. 484-488,June 1977
" " " em erature at zenith,both with
__ culatlonsof antenna t. P_ _rizontal path and total
The resulu_ of cal ource, are glven..-----1-..1=_ionswas maae
sun viewed as a s h of these _ ....
and withou_ the..... _o calculated. Eac __-- _. 24 water-absorption
zenith attenuatlon_=.°_n 700 GHz, using aa_a _u_ - -
over the frequencyDana ,J_- ""
lines between150 and I000 GBz. (Authors)
O
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AMcMILLAN ROGERS PLATT GUILLORY
, ' ' ' 1
AND GALLAGHER
MILLIMETERWAVE PROPAGATIONTHROUGHBATTLEFIELDDUST
R. W. Mc!dillan,R. Rogers,R. Plat_,D. Guillory,and J. J. Gallagher
GeorgiaIns_i_u_eof Technolosy
EngineeringExperimentStation
Atlanta,GA 30532
DonaldE. Snider
AtmosphericSciencesLaboratory
White SandsMissileRange,NM 88002
Repor_NumberASL-CR-O026-1
In ozder to assess bat=lefleld obscuratlonat visible, infrared, and
millimeterwavelengths,the Dusty InfraredTest I (DIRT-I)was conductedbe-
tween 2 and 14 October 1978 at White Sands Missile Range. As part of this
test, millimetertransmissometersat 94 GHz and 140 GHz were operatedby per-
sonnelof the GeorgiaInstituteof Technology.
Preliminaryconclusionsare: tacticalsize explosionscan producelarge
attenuation(up to 30 dB) at millimeterwavelengthsfor short periodsof time
(i to 2 seconds). Total attenuationwas measured--itis not possibleto sep-
arate absorptionand scattering. (Author) l
EXTRACTS:
Additionalreportson theDIRTI measurementsare:
i. MeasuredEffectsof Ba_tlefleldDust and Smoke on Visible, Infrared,
and MillimeterWaveleng=hPropagationcompiledby J. D. Lindberg. An
Entry for this reportis under Snlder,McMillanand Gallagher.
2. Measurementsof AttenuationDue to SimulatedBattlefieldDust a_ 94
and 140 GHz by J. J. Gallagher,R. W. McMillan,R. C. Rogers,and D.
' E. Snider.
O
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McMILLANAND SNIDER*
o
A_MOSPHERICTUEBULENCEFFECTSON INFRAREDAND NEAR-MILLIMETEEWAVE
pROPAGATION
R. W. McMillan
GeorgiaInstituteof Technoloy
EngineerlngExperimentStation
Atlanta,GA 30532
D. E. Snider
AtmosphericSciencesLaboratory
WhiteSandsMissileRange,NM 88002
FourthInternationalConferenceon ZnfraredandMillimeterWavesand Their
Applications
IEEE Cat.No. 79 CH 1384-7MTT,119-120,December10-15,1979
Scintillationof electromagneticenergytraversingthe turbulentatmo-
sphereis causedby refractiveindexInhomogeneitiesin the path that cause
phase shifts,givingrise to selectlvereinforcementor aegradatlonof the
energy acrossthe beam. The resultingenergydistributionis log normal,
characterizedby a variancethat is a functionof the degreeof atmospheric
turbulence. TheseInhomogeneltiesalso causeangleof arrivalfluctuations,
depolarization,frequencyshift,and thermalblooming;althoughthe latter
three effectsare thoughtto be of minor importancein the NMM_ spatial
O region.
Most of the originalworkon atmosphericturbulencewas doneIn Russlaby
Chernovand Tatarshi,who treatedmainlyopticalfluctuationsand neglected
the effectsof absorptionon the fluctuationintensity. This approachhas
workedwell for opticalwavelengths,as attestedby the largenumberof turbu-
lence paperswhich show reasonableagreementbetweentheoryand experiment.
More recently,severalotherRussianworkershaveexaminedthe problemof mil-
limeter and submillimeterwave fluctuations;which requires [sic] that
absorptionby atmosphericonstituents,mainlywater vapor,be considered.
This approachwas apparentlyfirst takenby Izyumovwho solvedthe wave
equationusinga complexindexof refractionto accountfor absorptionand
thusobtainedexpressionsfor amplitudesand phasefluctuationsvalidforh_'
propagation. This work was refinedby Gurvichand by Armand,Izyumovand
Sokolov, who obtained the reasonably tractable expressionsused for
calculationsin thispaper. (Authors)
O
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McM_LLAN,W_LTSE,AND SNIDEE* O
ATMOSP_EKICTURBULENCEEFFECTSON MILLIMETEEWAVE PROPAGATION
R. W. McMillanand J. C. Wiltse
Englneerlr_ExperimentS_ac_on
Georgia Instituteof Technology
Atlanta,GA 30332
D. E. Snlder
AtmosphericScienceLaboratory
White Sands MissileRange
White Sands,NM 88002
EASCON 1979 ConferenceRecord, Electronicsand AerospaceSystemsConference,
October9-II, 1979
IEEE Publication79 CH 1476-I AES 7
The effects of atmospheric turbulence on the propagationof optical
signals have been thoroughly analyzed by other workers; in the case of
millimetermicrowaveradiationless work has been done, and theory predictsa
strong dependence of the scintillation amplitude and angle of arrival
variations on the humidity structure parameter CO in addition to the
temperaturestructureparameterCT. This paper extends the work of several
Russian authors to the point of calculatlngboth intensity and angle of O
arrival fluctuationsin the atmosphericwindows at 94 and 140 GHz. The
calculated results are compared to experiment for both frequencies,and
reasonablygood agreementis obtainedin both cases. (Authors)
O
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MeSNEENEYAND SKEP.PAR.D
0
MILLIMETERAND SUBMILLIMETERNAVE DIELECTRICMEASUREMENTSWllRiAN INTERFERENCE
SpECTROMETER
A. M_Sweeneyand Ao P. Sheppard
EngineeringExperimentStation
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, GA 30552
GeorgiaTechFinalReportNo° A-954,14April1970
AD 709 895 (A79 06024)
Dielectric constants, loss tangents, and transmission coefficients for a .
large number of materials have been measured in the millimeter and submilli-
meter-wave part of the electromagnetic spectrum. Instrumentation and measure-
ment techniques for obtaining these data are described in detail. These
include interference spectroscopy using a black body source with appropriately
designed filters, and coherent techniques using a Fabry-Perot interferometer
or a short-circuited waveguide filled with powdered samples. The measurements
, em lovedin the microwavespectrumtend to
.how that many materials commonly ___i.._.0 freouencies toward 2000 GHz
[-- -.... lossv as a functlonoz _n_=o...._ ...[_-_eneRexollte,and slip-
De v_. . _ ....._.le such as Te_lon, po£y_LLy_ -_ " _'----_-_rs so(67 cm "). _omemaL=_, - -- _......lativelvlow dlSslpaulon_
cast fused silica, were ooserveo _o ua-_ -_
as to represent excellent candidates for component and electromagnetic window
applications throughout the millimeter and submillimeter wave part of the
O spectrum. (Authors)
L_TRA_rs:
Dielectric constants measured at 139 GHz:
plexiglass 2.61
teflon 2.07
polystyrene 2.53
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MALYSHENKOANDVAKSER 0
MEASUREMeNTOF THEATT_-OATIONCOEFFZCI_TOF 1.2AND0.85mm RADIOWAVESIN
RAIN
Yu. I. Malyshenkoand I. Kh. Vakser
Instituteof RadioPhysicsand Electronics
A_ademyof S_iencesof theUkranlan$_R
IzvestlyaVysshikhUchebnykhZavedeniipRadioFizika1_4No. 6p 958-960.
June 1971
Attenuationcoefficientmeasurementswere takenduringrainsof verti-
callypolarizedradiowaves. The regionsof experimenca_ionwere the short-
wave portionof the millimeterrangeand a long wave portionof the sub-
milllmeter ange. Measurementswere made on a short(120meter)routealong
theearth'ssurface. (Authors)
EXTRACTS:
Measured attenuationcoefficientsduring a rain at 1.3-mmwavelength (I
is the rainfallrate in mm/hr):
A(dB/I,_)= 0.761 (1 ( 10 ,..,/hr) O
- 3.2 + 0.331 (I0 < I < 50 ,m/hr)
O
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MAYER
@
TARGETCONTRASTCONSID_%ATIOHBI MILLIMET_WAVEEADIOMETR_FORAIRBORNE
NAViGATiON
A. Mayer
NASA/AmesResearch Center
Moffett Field, CA 94035
WASA-TM-X-62082,AuguSt 1971
N72 10539 (A79 02091)
• uirementsfor aircraft navigation
....... v._ -_escribes target signal req_ ...n. thermally emitted powerTnls r_ ..... .._ receivers w._,, _ . _-..^._. FOr se_ecteo
.va_ems that use raalom=_-_.--J_°--d by 8rou nd-baseQ o=6_.... . .... A_tion by
radiatec u7 _;..... ----^--yes luzzer z=.-.... - .... desoite extreme
mm-wavelength bands,_ "=_''-- ssaee through the 9tmospne[_'-.__nent avail-
- ---- or scattering on pa . e_ waves because u_ _-_- . -_-r
aDsorpu_u- _-_----t centers on o-_ - ---- _nd all-wea_n=
weather changes. _"_'- ,, ._.._ h_ Ima e resolu_uu, --
ca ability s the ideaof radlo_trlcairbornenaviga"
P e---_^n I briefly introduce ..... terrain radiation,and atmos-
_*_. .,__ o elements of radxomeu_y,. __A A.e. oertalnlngto tnem
._.. Ln _ec_u- -, ._..-. ..° revlewec,""" .... "
pherlC t_-= ....... c _n Section 3, calculationof radiomet:ic
at 8-_m wavelength are collected.
contrastsis discussedfor some simplemodels of terraintargets. (Author)
_TRACTS: . 0.8
Brightness temperature measurements of beach sand, emissivity
incidence angle unspecified, University of Texas data 70 GRz, horizontal
polarization:
clear day TB - 318 K285
cloudy day 309 K
typicalday 282.6 K
typicalnight
e
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OMEDHURST*
RAINFALLATTENUATIONOF CENTIMET_WAVES: COMPARISONOF THBgRYAND
MEASUREMENT
RichardG° Medhurs_
TelenommunlcationsResearchLaboratory
Hirs_ResearchCentre
GeneralElen_rlcCompany,Ltd.
Wembly,England
IEEETrans.AP-13,550-564,July 1965
Numericalresul_sfor a_enua_ionof _en_imeterwavesby rainfallhave
been computedfrom J. W. Ryde'sformula. Thesenorre¢_,and considerably
extend,_he previouslypublishedRyde results. Comparisonwi_h available
measurementsugses_s_ha_ _he agreemen_is no_ entirelysatisfactory;there
is a _endencyformeasureda_enua_ionsto exceedthe maximumpossiblelevels
predic_edby _he _heory. (Author)
O
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MINK*
•
L%IN ATTEITOATI(I_AND SIDE-SCA'I"TERHF.,ASUI_.MENTSOF HILLII_TF-_ WAVES OVERSHORT
PATHS
James W. Mink
Communications/Automatic Data P_ocessing Laboratory
AMSEL-NL-R_
FortManmouth,lIJ 07703
?inalReport#CY 73 and74,June 1975
ADA 012 167 (A76 02037)
de-scatter measurements at millimeter
f rain-attenuation and si. - --_ a shuttle-pulse technique.
Resultso _-_ -_t have been obtalneQ.w_,. _= ^.iv a few meters,so
thatrainfallrate
thispath. (Author)
_.v,TEACTS:
Measurementsof rainfallvariationswere made. Drop-sizedistribution,
index of refraction,and terminalvelocityfor the same rainfallrate vary
substantiallyfromshowerto shower.
Wavelenguhs were not indicated for th_ sparse radar data.
0
0
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MOORE AND VITALE*
MICRADSHIP CLASSIFICATION
R. P. Moore and E. Vltale
Naval WeaponsCenter
China Lake, CA 93555
DOC MO 35-935,June 1976
(A78 04832)
SECRET
The work reported here was supported by NAVAZR 370F under AirTask
A370370F/OO8B/SFI2-100-700.The objectiveof this effor_ was to establishthe
characteristicsand uniqueness of M_CRAD (microwaveradlometric)ship siena-
tures and determine the method by which such signaturescould be used in an
ocean surveiliancesystem. The investigationsconsistedof laboratory,com-
puter, and theoreticalanalysis of MICRAD ship data. Data collectedon pre-
vious programsand da_a €ollectedspecificallyfor this programwere used in
the analysis. All data were collectedwith Naval WeaponsCenter K-band map-
ping systems. Successfuldevelopmentof the MICRAD ship classificationsystem
would provide the fleet with a passive, adverse weather, 24-hour capability
for de_ectlonand classificationof ships,as well as the capabilityfor moni- w
toring their movements. This report discussesthe resultsof this investiga-
tion and defines furtherdevelopmentrequired to attain an operationalcapa-
bility. (Authors)
See also the extractin the classifiedsupplement.
e
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MORGAI_;STETTLER,A._ TA!_TONo
@ •
EESULT$ OF MXRADCOMWORY,,b-'BOPN H_LLIMETn_. AND _jBMILLIMETEE ATHOSPRI_IC
pKoPAGATXONAPPLIED TO KADARAND MISSILE _ST£2'tS
Morsan' J. D. Stettler,andG. &. Tanton
E. L-ArmyMissile?.esearchandDevelopmentCommandU S.
RedstoneArsenal,AL 35809
Proceedingso_ the EighthDA?.PA/Tri-ServiceMillimeterWaveConference,
SystemPlanningCorporation(editor),1500WilsonBlvd.,Arlington,VA 22209,
p. 119-126,April1979
(A8000206)
SECRETis paperpresentsa summaryof the resultsof a workshopon millimeterTh _ ationundervariou atmosphericonditionsh ld
and submillimeterwave.pr_.rc h and DevelopmentCommand,KedstoneArsenal,
at theU.S. Army Missile_=_='(Authors)
Alabama,on 20-22March1979.
@
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' MUNDIE O
PASSIVE MILLD_ETER-WAVERADIC_"rR¥ AND SOMEPOSSIBLE APPLICATIONS
L. G. Mundie
The Rand Corporation
Santa Monica, CA 90406
R-1175-ARPA, Apr£1 1973
(A73 02251)
CONFIDENTIAL
The overall objectives of Rand's study of millimeter-wave technology for
the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency are to determine the near-term
applicability of millimeter waves to tactical military requirements, to iden-
tify appropriate systems for which millAmeter wavelengths offer significant
advantages, and to recommend research and development programs for advancement
of the operational capability of these systems. Systematic investigation of
millimeter-wave potential is particularly appropriate at this time in view of
recent progress in the technological state of the art and knowledge of the
phenomenology.
A survey was made of the technology and phenomenoloEy co establish sta_e
of the art equipment and environmental constraints. On the basis of a prelim- A
inary investigation of potential systems applications, it was concluded that W
military applica_!ons of interest fall broadly into _hree categories: com-
munica_ions, radar, and radiometry (passive sensing). This report examines
passive _illimeter-wave radiometry. The other two categories are under study
at Rand and will be reported on in the near future.
The several advantages (better resolution and less susceptibility co jam-
minE) of millimeter-wave radiometers over _hose operating at longer
wavelengths are weighed against such disadvantages as susceptibility to
degradation in poor weather. (Author)
EXTRACTS:
Visibility Attenuation Rate At Sea Level(dB/km)
94 GHz 140 GHz
Clear Air
7.5E H20/m3 20mi 0.4 1.6Humidity
Rain
Drizzle 0.25 mm/hr 14 mi 0.17 0.2
L_ght 1.0 _/hr 6 ml 0.6 0.7
Moderate 4.0mmihr 2.5mi 3.0 3.2
Heavy 16.0 mm/hr I ml 8.U 9.0
Fog O
Light 0.01 g/_ 3 0.5 mi 0.035 0.07
Thick 0.I g/m_ 600 ft 0.35 0.7
Dense 1.0 E/m_ I00 ft 3.5 7.0
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Atmospheric Attenuation Constants
94 Cliz 140 Gl.lz
Attenua=ion due to oxygen (ground level) 0.11 dB/km 0.06 dB!kmdB/km O.17 dB/km
Attenuationdueto_atervapor(groundlevel)0.04g/_
4 km 4 km
Scale height for oxygen
Scale height for water vapor 2 km 2 km
Attenuationcoefficientof cumuluscloud 3.5 dB/km I0 dB/km
Attenuationcoefficientof rain (4 mm/hr) 3 dB/km 3.2 dB/km
ApparentSky Temperatures(°K)
94 GHz 140GHz
50 Sl
Clear
120 200
erate Overcast 220 250
Rain
Emissivitiesof VariousMaterialsin the MicrowaveReglon
Material Emissivity
I
Grass 0.93
Dry Soil
Moist Soll 0.680.85
Concrete 0.45
Water =0
Metal
o
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o
MILLIMETERTARGETMEASUR_TS AND SEEKEREFFORT
Ralph W. Nelson
Advanced SensorsDirectorate
U.S. Army MissileResearch,Developmentand EnglneeringLaboratory
U.S. Army MissileCommand
RedstoneArsenal,AL 35809
Army MissileCommandTechnicalReportRE-76-23,January 1976
AD-CO05528 (A78 04876)
This reportaddressesthe Advanced SensorsDireo_oraue,U.S. Army Missile
Command, Involvemen_ in land comba_ _arget and background slgna_ures as
measuredby millimeterwavelengthsensors,and _he applicationof _his da_a to
_he design and developmen_of millimeter seekers. The data were collected
over a three-yearperiodusing pulsedand FM/CW modulatedsensorsoperatlngat
35 GHz. The data were collec_edfrom static tes_ _owers a_ Eglln Air Force
Base, Florida, and from the U.S. Army Missile Command Airborne Measurement
Systemhelicopterat RedstoneArsenal,Alabama. The data confirmthat clu_er
and false target return as seen by land combat oriented seekers present a
difficulttarEe_/clu_terdiscriminationproblem. (Author)
O
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;ERTS_SZNG FROMOR31T
F. Ogrodnlk
me Air DevelopmentCenter
IfflssAFBj NY 13441
0oceedlnssof the EighthDARPA/Trl-ServlceM!lllmeterWaveConference
,stemPlannlngCorporation(editor),1500WilsonBlvd.,Arllngton,VA 22209,
p. 179-188,April1979
_80 00206)
ECRET
Passivesurveillancefromspaceat weatherpenetratlnEfrequenciesin the
illlmeterwave spectrumoffersthe inherentadvantagesof covertdetectlon,
ecognltion/identlflcatlon,and surveillanceof militaryactivitiesand force
'ectorlngwithoutinterruptionsor limitationsdue to politicalrestraintsor
:onditionsof weather. This paperassessesboth the potentialcapabilities
indtechnologydevelopmentrequirementsforsucha sensor. (Author)
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OLSEN, ROGERS,AND RODGE* O
THE aRb RELATIONIN THECALCULATIONOF RAINATT_ATZON
R.L. 01sen
Departmentof Communications
CommunicationsResearchCenter
Ottawa,ON K2H 8S2_ Canada
D. V. Rogers
OperationsResearch,_nc.
Silver Spring,MD 20910
D. B. Hodge
ElectroScienceLaboratory
Departmentof ElectricalEngineering
Ohio StateUniversity
Columbus,OH 43212
IEEEAP-26, No. 2, 318-329,March 1978
Because of its simplicity,the empiricalrelation A - aRb between the
specificattenuationA and the ralnrateR is often used in the calculationof
rain attenuationstatistics. Values for the frequencydependentparametersa
and b are available,however, for only a limitednumber of frequencies. Some
of these values, furthermore,were obtained experimentally,and may contain O
errors due to limitationsin the experimentaltechniquesemployed. The aRb
relationis shown to be an approximationto a more generalrelation,except in
the low-frequencyand optical limits. Because the approximationis a good
one, however,a comprehensiveand self-consistentset of values for a and b is
presented in both tabular and graphicalfor the frequencyranEe 1-1000 GHz.
These valueswere computedby applying logarithmicregressionto Mie scatter-
Ing calculations. The dropslze distributionsof Laws and Parsons, Marshall
and Palmer,and Joss et al., were employed to providecalculationsapplicable
to "widespread"and '_-on-_ectlve"rain. Empiricalequationsfo_ some of the
curves of a(f) and b(f) are presented for use in systems studies requiring
calculationsat many frequencies. Some comparisonsare also made with experi-
mental results,and suggestionsare given regardingappllcationof the various
calculations. (Authors)
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PARKERANDJOHNSON*
MILLIMETER-WAVEHIGH-RESOLUTIONPLAN POSITIONINDICATORAND AZIMUTH-_EVATION
IMAGERYFOR SURVEXLLANCEAND CLASSIFICATION
J. H. Parker,Jr. and L. P. Johnson
GoodyearAerospaceCorporation
Litchfield,AZ 85340
Proceedingsof the EighthDARPA!Tri-ServiceMillimeterWave Conference
• jSystemPlanningCorporation(editor),1500Wilson Blvd.,Arlington,VA 22209
p. 67-76,April1979
(A80 00206)
SECRET
Noncoherent 95-Gllzradar imagery is shown to exhibit significantpoten-
tial for battlefield surveillanceand correlationguidance. Tank trails,
bunkers, and natural terrain features are recognizable. Also, large targets
such as shipsmay be classified. (Authors)
O
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INVESTIGATIONF PASSIVEMICROWAVESENSINGFROM SATELLITES--INTERIMEPORT
Herb Pascalar
AeroJet ElectroSystems Company
1100 West Hollyvale Street
Azusa, CA 91702
MIEADCOM Contract No. DAAK40-78-C-0175, 31 October 1978
AEPA Order No. 3536
A quantitative evaluation of the opportunities for enhanced satellite
surveillance afforded by the cloud and weather peuetration capabilities of
microwave/millimeter-wave sensors constitute the overall objective for this
DAEPA/$TO-sponsored study. (Author)
EXTRACTS:
The analysis_onsldersthree frequencybands centeredat 140 GHz, 95 GHz,
and 35 GHz°
o
i
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PATTON,PETROVIC,AND TETI*
O
PROPAGATIONEFFECTSFOR "I"WAVEFIRECONTROLSYSTEM
T. N. Pattonand d. J. Petrovlc
ZZT ResearchInstitute
ChlcaEo,IL 50690
J. Tetl
NavalSurfaceWeaponsCenter
Dahlgren,VA 22448
Proceedlngsof the 6th DARPA/Tri-ServlceMillimeterWaveConference
TacticalTechnologyOffice(editor),DefenseAdvancedResearchProjects
Agency,1400WilsonBlvd.,Arllngton,VA 22209,p. 170-178,November1977
(A7801438)
SECRET
This paperpresentstheresultsof a surveyof propaEatloneffectsof the
atmosphereon a millimeterwave siEnalused by a sea basedfirecontrolradar
for use againstshortrange,low altitude,targets. Factorswhichinfluence
detectionrangeand trackingaccuraciesare considered.Primarygoalwas to
determine whether normal low altitude conditionsof over [sic] sea
refractivitywill seriouslydegradethe performanceof a pencilbeammm wave
O radar. It is concludedthatthe literatureis inconclusiveon thematterandthatexperimentalwork is required.(Author)
PARAMETERSAFFECTINGTHEPROPAGATION(_ 15,35,AND 95 GHz RADIO SIGNALS IN
COLD REGI0_S
John W. Per_
Millimeter Wave Sciences Group
Electrical Engineering Research Laboratory
University of Texas
Austin, TX 78712
AFAL-TR-71-147
Technical Repor_ No. 71-1, 30 April 1971
A literature survey of parameters affecting the propagation of 15-, 35-,
and 95-GHz radio 8iEnals in cold regions is presented. Theoretical calcula-
tions and experimental measurements in the following areas were examined:
attenuation of m!llimeter-wave siEnals by falling snow, ground snow, and ice
foes; the measurement of the electrical properties of ice and snow as they
effect the millimeter-wave propagation at low temperatures by calibrated
millimeter-wave signal attenuation over a known path. This reporu is a
detailed review of the measurements on the properties as available in the pub-
lished literature. (Author)
EXTRACTS: O
The salinity of sea ice varies randomly with age.
This repor_ contains very few measurements.
O
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PETITO AND HARRIS
o
MXLLL_ETEE_E RADAE TEANSMISSIGNTHEOUGHHIGH EXPLOSIVEARTILLERYBARRAGES
F. C. Pet_to
U.S. A_y Night Vision and Electro-Optics Laboratory
Port Belvoir, VA 22060
R. Rarris
System Planning Corporation
Arlington, VA 22209
Proceedingsof the Eighth DAEPA/Tri-ServlceMillimeterWave Conference
System PlannlngCorporatlon(editor),1500 Wilson Blvd.,Arlington,VA 22209,
p. 135-I_6,April1979
(AS0 00326)
SECRET .......
The Night Vision and Electro-OpticsLaboratoryconducteda multispectral
Dirty BattlefieldSensorsTest (Graff11) at the SeventhArmy TrainingCenter,
Grafenwhor,West Germany, from 9-21 November 1978. One of the objectivesof
this test was to measure the transmissivepropertiesof 95-GHz millimeterwave
radar thr6ug-htypical intensities of 155-mm-hlghexplosive artillery bar-
rages_-:-_-:_riefdescriptionof the test and instrumentationare given. The
O data along with some preliminaryconclusionsare presentedbelow. (Authors)
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PLAMBECK
MEASUREMENTSOF ATMOSPHERICATTENUATIONEAR225GHz: CORRELATIONWITH
SURFACEWATERDENSITY
R. L. Plambeck
Radio AstronomyLaboratory
Universityof California
Berkeley,CA 94720
IEEEAP-26,No.5, 737-738,September1978
The total attenuationthrough the earth's atmospherefor radio waves at
frequenciesnear 225 GHz have been monitoredfor several weeks from a l-km
elevationsite. The zenith attenuationat these frequencieswas found to be
correlatedwith the ground level water vapor content of the atmosphere;the
correlationis consistentwith the relationA (dB) - 0.50 o (g/ms of water)
predictedfor clear sky conditionsby theory,assuminga 2-km scale height for
water in the atmosphere. (Author)
EXTRACTS:
Surfacewater density versus zenith attenuation(experimentaland theo- i
reticaldata) are plotted.
A(dB) - 0.50 O, where 0 is the densityof water in gim3.
Wrixon and McMillanmeasured,at 230 GHz, A(dB) - 0.35 o at sea level.
A plot of 225-GHz zenith attenuationversus surfacewater vapor density
follows.
O
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POLGEAND $1NH
REDUCTIONANDANALYSISOF CROSSSECTIONMEASUREMENTDATAAT 35 GHzAND 94 GHz
R. J. PolgeandA. Sinh
TheUnlversi_yof Alabamain Huntsville
P.O°Box 1247
Huntsville,AL 35809
VolumesI, II and Ill,July 1978
ADC 015 411 (A7907601)
CONFIDENTIAL
Radarmeasurements.
O
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POLGEANDSINH*
o
TWO-DIMENSIONALPROCESSINGALONG LINES OF MINIMUMVARIANCEFOR RF SE£XEK
APPLICATIONS
E. J, Polge and A. Sinh
Universityof Alabamain Huntsville
P.O.Box1247
Huntsville,AL 35809
(205) 895-6096
Final Report (Volume_V), September1978
UAH ResearchKeport No. 216
ADC 015 411 (A79 07601)
The detectionof a target using the video return of an RF seeker is very
difficult in the presence of nonhomogeneousclutter such as a road. This
report presentsa new processingtechniquewhere the video return is displayed
as a donut-shapedmap and processedalong lines parallel to the directionof
minimum variance. Computer programswere developedto estimatethe direction
of minimumvarianceand to processthe map. The difficultcase of a target on
a low reflectlvityroad is used as an example. After processing,the road has
been cancelledand the target has become highlyvisible. (Authors)
O
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MICROWAVERADIOMETRICFIELDMEASUREMENTPROGRAMFINALREPORT
R. A. Porter
GCACorporation
GCATechnologyDivision
Bedford,MA 01730
GCA-TR-67-10-G(1),July 1967
A large amountof usefulmeasureddatawere accumulatedat three frequen-
cles--94, 16o5, and 9.5 GHz° This data [sic] includes informationon the
absoluteand contrastingapparent temperaturesof the followingcombinations
of target materials: bare aluminum vs. asphalt,vs. concrete,vs. wood on
aluminum, vs. foliage on aluminum, vs. foliage on asphalt, vs. painted
aluminum,vs. grass; and asphalt vs. grass. Specular emissivitiesof the
above materialswere also determinedduring data reduction° (Author)
EXTRACTS:
The glossary of symbols used in the following presentationof their g
measurementsis:
Ts_ Apparent sky temperature at zenith angle %
AL Aluminum (bare)
B-AL Bare aluminum(on Figures43 and 52)
P-AL Paintedaluminum
F Follase (treebranches)
TAL, TC, etc. Surfacetemperatureof aluminum,concrete,etc.
C Concrete
AS Asphalt
G Grass
W Wood (1.5inches of plywood)
@
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I. Bare Alumlnumvs Asphalt
Dry- Fibres 32, 33, 18
Wet - Figures 34, 35, 20
a. Dry Condition
At 16.5 Gllz and an incidence angle of 45 degrees, the
controst_betweenaluminumand asphaltare 192°Kand217°Kfor horizontal
and verticalpolarizations,respectively.As indicatedin SectionV-A,
this is to be expecteddue to the shapeof the asphaltemissivitycurves.
In addition,metaldoes not demonstrateany siEnificantpolarizationde-
pendence. Figure32 showsthisratherclearly. Otherplons,discussed
in the sectionsto follow,substantiatethisobservation.
ReferrinEto Figure33, the contrastbetweenasphaltand
aluminumis smallerat 94 GHz thanat 16.5GHz. This is principallydue
to thehigherapparentsky temperatures(Ts®)recordedat 94 GHz,which
raisethe apparenttemperaturesof thealuminumto a Ereaterextentthan
thoseof asphalt.
b. Wet Condition
At 16.5GHz and an incidenceangleof 45 deErees, the wet
surfacecoupledwith the interveningspray,has reducedthe asphalt-aluminumcontrastto 63°Kat horizontalpolarization.This representsa
contrastreductionby a factorof three. The verticalcomponentis re-
ducedby a factorof 1.6
At 94 GHz,the contrastis reducedto 73°K,forhorizontal
polarization.This representsa factorof 1.8 in contrastreductionfrom
dry to wet. The verticalcomponent€ontrastis reducedby a factoro£ 1.9.
An unusualfeature,in Figure35, is the peak in the asphaltcurveat 45
degrees. This is probablydue to nonuniformityof thewatersprayduring
measurementsat differentanuennanadiranEles.
2. BareAluminumvs Concrete
Dry - Figures36, 37,I_
t4et - _igures38 and 39
a. Dry Condition
At 16.5 GHz and • = 45 °, the concrete-aluminum contrasts
are 174°K and 173°K at horizontal (_) and vertical (V) polarizations,
respectively, which is 18°K and &4°K smaller, respectively, than the
asphalt-aluminum contrast. This is understandable, since the theoretical
emissivity of concrete is, in general, lower than asphalt at a given
polarization.@
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As expected from the asphalt measurements 6 the €oncrete-
aluminum€ontrast is lowerat 94 GHz,being152°Kand 156K forH and V
polarizations, respectively. Again, this is due to the influence of
higher values of Tso on the apparent temperatures of the aluminum.
b. WeC Condition
At 16.5 CHz, the H and V polarization contrasts are re-
duced b7 a factor of 2.4 and 1.8, respectively, from dry to wet.
At 94 GHz, the contrast practically disappears, being ap-
proximately 8°K for both polarizations. The resultant contrast reductions_
from the dry state; are 19 and 20, respectively. It appears, however, that
a calibration error has forced the apparent temperature of the aluminum
above that of the concrete in the H polarization plot. It is likely, from
the V polarizationdata,thatthe apparenttemperatureof _he aluminum
shouldbe approximately10°Kbelowthatof €oncrete. A secondrun would
have resolved this uncertainty.
3. Bare Aluminum vs _ood on Aluminum
Dry - Figures 40, 41, 19
Wet - Figures42, &3, _, 20
a. Dry Condition
At 16.5 GHz, ® - 45° and H polarization, the addition of
1.5 in. of pl>_ood to the aluminum has raised the apparent temperature of
the _arge_ from 62°K to 270°K. Since only 23°K remains before the ap-
parent temperature reaches blackbody temperature, i.e., _he temperature
of the surface, the plywood almost completely obscures _he aluminum. _f
_ the apparent temperatures of the two targets are normalized, by referring
_hem to their surface temperatures, the result would be 0.21 and 0.92 for
aluminum and wood on aluminum, respectively. Thus, the de_ectabili_y of
_he aluminum has been reduced by a factor of 4.A by the 1.5 inches of
plywood. A_ V polarization, the effec_ is slightly less pronounced.
A_ 94 GIIz,the normalized apparenu temperatures of alumi-
num and wood on aluminum are 0.29 and 0.82, respectively, for H polariza-
tion. Thus, the detectability of aluminum has been reduced by a factor
of 2.8. This is difficult to understand, since transmission through the
ply_oood appears to be better at 94 GHz _han at 16.5 GHz. For V polariza-
tion, the normalized apparent temperatures are 0.28 and 0.94 for aluminum
and wood on aluminum, respectively. The reduction in detectability is,
therefore, 3.A which is slightly grea_er than for the other polarization.
This is somewhat more understandable since the emissivity of an infinitely
thick layer of wood is expected to be higher for V polarization than for
H polarization. 0
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b. Wet Condition
At 16.5 CHz and e = &5°, the contrast essentlally dLLap-
pears between aluminum and wood on aluminum, for both polarizations, In
addition, the apparent temperature of the aluminum rises very rapidly
from € = 30° to € = 45° . Finally, the polarization effects of wood on
aluminum,are quite pronounced.
Unfortunately,wet bare aluminumdatawerenot takenat
94 GHz;onlywet woodon aluminummeasurementswere made. Thus,nothing
can be saidaboutcontrastsbetweenbare aluminumand woodon aluminum
in thewet state. However,as in the case of the 16.5GHz data,theH
polarizationwoodon aluminumapparenttemperaturesare relativelylow
and the _olarization effects are also quite pronounced.
4. Bare A.luminumvs AluminumthroushFoliage
Figures 45, 46, 47, 22, 23, 24
These measurements were made at all three frequencies; however_
the foliage used in the 9.5 GHz measurements was considerably thicker and
more dense than that used for the 16.5 and 94 GEz observations. Thus,
the frequency dependence of artenuation by foliage can only be determined
with the latter two frequencies. The analysis for all three frequencies
will be for an incidence angle of 30 degrees.
a. 9.5 GHz Data
As shownin Figure45, _he contrastbetweenaluminumand
aluminumthroughfoliageis quitelarge,being201°Kand 208°KforH and
V polarizations,respectively.Attenuationby the foliagehas beendeter-
minedby meansof the familiarexpression
where TA = apparenttemperatureof the foliageand aluminumcombination,
oK
TS = apparenttemperatureof the aluminum,OK
L = attenuationby foliage
and T = thermodynamictemperatureof foliage(takento be equalto
the measuredair temperature),OK
The aboveexpressioncan be writtenin somewhatsimplerformas follows:
I oKT^-T o+ Crs -TO)Z,
@
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Referring to Run Nos. 59 and 60 in Volume II of this report, the air tem-
perature was 285°K at the time of the 9.5 CHz measurements. Usin K data
from Run 60, the foliage attenuation can be determined by solvin8 for L
in the above equation. Thus,
249 - 285 + (47 - 285) ! .oxL'
From which L = 6.6, or 8.2 dB. Since the foliage was approximately 3 fee_
thick, =he atter_a_on was approximately 2.7 dB/ft. For the vertical com-
ponent, the ac=enua_ion is 2.8 dB/ft at an incidence angle of 30 degrees.
Although these are rathe_ heavy attenuations, it should be recalled that
_he foliase model was quite dense in the 9.5 CHz measurements.
b. 16.5 GHz Data
The data shown in Figure 46 is rather interes_ing in that
=he increase in apparent temperature, caused by the folia_e on _he alumi-
hUm is relatively small at o - 30°. The data at V polarization is ra_her
similar. The calculated attenuation by this foliage model is 0.34 dBift
and 0.63 dB/ft for H and V polarizations, respec_ively_
€. 94 GHz Uata
A_ this frequency, attenuation by _he foliage model used
in the 16.5 GHz measurements is approximately three times as great as at
16.5 GHz. Calcula=ed values show attenuations of 0.9_ dB/f_ and 1.57 dB!ft
for H and V polarizations, respectively. As in the case o£ the lower fre-
quency measurements, the polarization dependence is no_ significant.
5. Asphal_ vs Asphal_ _hrou_h Folia_e
Figures 46 and 47
These measurements were performed on the lighter foliage
model a_ 16.5 and 94 GHz. Data was no_ taken at 9.5 GHz due _o the in-
opera=lye s_a=e of =his channel at the =ime of measurements at Camp San
Luis Obisp¢. For some unknown reason,measurements were no_ taken at an
incidenceangleof 30 degrees. However,the dataat ® - A5° is perhaps
indicative. Since measurements on asphalt alone were non made, calcula-
tions of foliageattenuation are not possiblefor thistargetmodel.
a. 16.5GHz Data
As shown in Figure 46, H polarization, there is a small
increase iz_the apparent temperature of asphalt through follaEe over
aluminum through foliage. _efurring _o Figure 32, H polarization, as-
phal_alon,has an apparen_temperatureapproximatelyequalto _hatof
=he combinationof foliageand asphal=in =hisrun. However,sincethese
runswere separatedin =imeby severaldays,it is inadvisable_o attempt
to make precise comparisons on an absolute basis.
• ." - .,
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At V polarization, the increase in apparent temperature
' of asphalt through foliage, over that of aluminum through foliage, is
somewhat greater than for H polarization. It is difficult to draw any
significant conclusions from this comparison since only a single run is
involved in each case.
b. 94 GHz Data
Referrin S to _i_ure A7, the increase in apparent temper-
ature of asphalt through foliage, over that of aluminum through foliage
is similar to the 16.5 GHz case for both polarizations. However, the
absolute levels of all of the data shown in this plot are higher than
those at the lower frequency. This is understandable since the apparent
sky temperatures are higher at 94 GHz.
6. Bare Aluminum vs Crass vs Asphalt
Figures 48, 49, 10
These measurements were performed at the second location in
Camp San LuisObispo.
a. 16.5GHzData
As shownin Figure48, the apparentsky temperatureand
aluminumplotsare very similarto thoseappearingin Figure32. In the
case of Hpolarization, the asphalt curve is typical (in shape) and shows
a contrast of 30°K from the apparent temperature of grass, at € = 45° •
As expected, the apparent temperature of grass is relatively constant
from _ • 30° to € = 65°, althougha 12oKdrop is shownoverthisrangeof
incidenceanglesindicatinga slightpolarizationeffect. Also,sincea
differenceof 26°Kexistsbetweenthe apparenttemperatureand surface
temperaturu of the grass, at ® = 45°, this material does not appear to
be a perfectemitter.
At v polarization, the contrast between'asphalt and grass
disappears;the slightlyhigherapparenttemperatureof the asphalt,for
part of the plot, is probably due to measurement errors.
b. 94 GHz Data
Figure 49 shows high apparent temperatures for both as-
phalt and grass with very little separation between these materials, at
bothpolarizations.The grassappearsto be a betteremitterat this
frequencythan at 16.5GHz. This seemslogicalsincethe wavelengthis
shorterby almosta factorof 6.
@
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7. Painted Aluminum vs Bare Aluminum
Figures 50 and 51
As shown in both of the above plots, there is essentially no
contrast be,tween painted an_ bare aluminum at 15.5 and 94 GHz. This is
particularly clear at the lower frequency, It will be noted that no
poIarization effect is evident at 16.5 CHz. In the case of 94 GHz, an
excessively low apparent sky temperature has brought the absolute levels
o£ the target curves, at Y polarization, to a rather low level. This is
probably the result of a calibration error. If one were to ignore the
absolute level, the shapes of the target curves are somewhat similar to
the vertically polarized bare aluminum curves shown in Figures 37 and 41.
8. BareAlumlnum- Weather Effects
Figures52 and 53
Measurements were performed at the Piedras Blancas site _o
determine the effects of weather on the apparent temperatures of bare
aluminum. There was no rain during these observations; however, con-
siderable fog and heavy overcast prevailed during the measurements. To
obtain as many runs as possible in the two days available for measure-
ments, observations were limited to 9.5 and 94 GHz.
a. 9.5 GHz Data
Figure 52 shows three runs plo_ed for each polarization.
No significan_polarizationeffect is evidentbetween _he two groups of
runs;however,withineach group,the apparenttemperaturesof the bare
aluminum are proportionalto the values of apparentsky temperatureob-
served in a Eivenrun. This Is particularlyclearin the H polarization
plots. This result is as expected since bare aluminum is a very good re-
flector; its apparent temperatures should, therefore, vary closely with
prevailin_ apparent sky temperatures.
b. 9& GHz Data
The results for this channel are shown in Figure 53. These
are very similar to those for 9.5 GHz, with the exception that the absolute
levels are somewhat higher for both apparent sky Cen_eratures and apparent
_emperatures o£ the aluminum.
O
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PREISSNER O
THE INFLUENCEOF THEATMOSPHEREON PASSIVERADIOMETRICMEASUR_ENTS
J, Prelss_er
DeutscheForschunge-undVersuchsanstaltfuerLuft-und Ra_ahrt e.V, (DFVLR)
8031Wessling, West Germany
AGARD Conference Proceedings No. 245, February 1979
Millimeter and Submillimeter Wave Propagation and Circuits
Edited by E. Spitz and G. Cachier
This investigation is an attempt to describe completely the atmospheric
influence on sensin8 of the earth's surface by microwave radiometers in the
frequency range from I0 to 1000 GHz. The dominant influences (atmospheric
gases, hydrometeors) are described. Primary attention is given to the so-
called window frequencies in the range from 10 to 400 GHz.
A computer program was developed which determines, for any object on the
ground, the brightness temperature as it is seen from an airborne sensor. The
input required are the object parameters (physical temperature, reflectivity),
parameters of the atmosphere (e.g., temperature, pressure, humidity) and para-
meters of hydromeceors, flight height, and sensor parameters (viewing angle,
polarization, frequency). Statistical information about the atmospheric vari-
ables and the weather conditions valid for the area of West Germany is incor-
porated in the program in order to compute probabilities that at a given
flight height and for certain regions and times of the year, objects (like
woods, fields, roads, cars) can be detected. Some results of computation will
be given and compared qualitatively with some actual airborne measurements at
11 GHz, 32 G_z and 90 GHz which were carried out at the DFVLR in the last few
years. (Author)
EXTRACTS:
Fig, 13 shows the brightness temperatures of a lake at 90 GHz for five
differentflights. The fractionof cloud cover and the height of the clouds
during the flightswas describedby the crew of the aircraft. The brightness
temperaturevaries from about 225 to 260 K. In generalthe brightnesstemper-
ature increaseswith an increaseof cloud cover.
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RAINWATER,GALLAGHER,AND REINHART W
SEASONALATMOSPHERICEMISSIONAT 94_Hz
.o
J. H. Rainwater,J. J. Gallagher,and P. B. Reinhart
GeorgiaInstituteof Technology
EngineeringExperimentStation
Atlanta,GA 30332
Proceedingsof the Workshopon Millimeterand SubmillimeterAtmospheric
PropagationApplicableto Radarand MissileSystems,RedstoneArsenal,
AL 35809,O. Mo Essenwangerand D. A. Stewart(editors)
TechnicalReportKR-80-3,48-56,February1980
A novel beam-waveguldemillimeterradiometerfeedinga I0 foot parabolic
dish has been used to measureseasonalatmosphericemissionsat 94 GHz. The
radiometerincorporatesa beam waveguidein the RF sectionwhich allowsDicke
switchingand calibrationto be accomplishedat the focal pointsbetweenthe
beam waveguidelenses. A unique directionalwaveguidefilter,designedand
built at GeorgiaTech, using a single clrcularlypolarizedcavityis used to
inject the LO into a Schottkybarriermixer. The radiometricantennahalf-
power beamwldthis under 0.2°, thus these measurementsrepresentatmospheric
variationsoccuringwithin small spatialelements. Measurementsto date have
been made duringhigh humidity,summertimeconditionsand during less humid,
winter sky conditions;the data show seasonal emission variationsdue to
clouds and other atmosphericconditions. Ground based measurementsat the
zenith and celestialequatorwith varying data integrationtimes have been
made. Antennatemperaturesof the solar radiospherehave also beenmeasuredat
a varietyof azimuthalangles and atmosphericconditions. Theoreticalcalcu-
lationsincorporatingstate-of-the-artH20, 02, and 03 absorptionline shape
expressions,water vapor distribution,temperatureand pressureprofiles,have
been performedand exhibita disparitywith experimentalmeasurements.
The empirical measurements have been reduced into a variety of formats
includingpower spectraldensityplots which aid understandingof the nature
of atmospheric"clutter". Theoreticalcalculationsare comparedwith the
experimentalmeasurementsand differencesanalyzed. (Authors)
EXTRACTS:
Using the model discussedin this article,a comparisonbetweenexperi-
mentaland theoreticalantennatemperatureswas made.
AntennaTemperatures(°K)
Experimental Theoretical FigureNumber
Min Max
ZenithEmission
Clear 14a 173 142.2 2
ZenithEmission
Clouds 139 266 147.56 3
ZenithEmission OShort Integration 136 161 100.35 8
Solar Emission 2320 3182 3663.4 4
Some of the authors'figuresare shown here.
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RICE AND ADE
_SOLUTE MEASUREMENTSOF THEA_MOSPHERICTRANSPARENCYAT SHORTMILLIMETER
WAVELENGTHS
D. P. Rice
Division of Quantum Meteorology
National Physical Laboratory
Teddington, M:Lddlesex
P. A. R. Ade
Department of Physics
Queen Mary College
MileEnd Road
London El 4NS
Preprint,1979
Spectral measurementsof the atmosphericopacity in the 0.77 - 3.3 mm
region have been made using a phase-modulatedMichelsonInterferometer. me
data are calibratedusing a black body source to give absolutemeasurements.
An independentmeasurementof the total atmosphericwater vapor concentration
is obtainedfrom a near-lnfraredhygrometerwhich is itselfcalibratedagainst
simultaneousradiosondedata. A theoreticalatmospherictransmissionmodel is
used to compare the two sets of data. We have found a large discrepancybetweenour theoryand the experimentaldata amountingto more absorptionthan
predicted. Tnis anomalousabsorptionshows no spectralfeaturesand scales
with water vapor concentration, mere is no indicationof any water vapor
dimer lines or of any other _kinorfeatures except those due to ozone.
(Authors)
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I_I_LLIH_-"('I_{.WAVE RADAR APPLICATIONSTO WEA_'ONSb'YSTDIS
Victor W. l_Lchard
U,S. Army Ballistic Research Laboratory
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21005
BRL Report No. 2631, June 1976
ADB012103L(A7906508)
Applicationsof millimeter wave radars in ground-to-air,ground-to-
ground,and alr-to-groundweaponssystemsare presented. The advantagesand
limitationsof operatingat millimeterwavelengthsare defined.
The characteristicsof millimeterwave propagationin adverseweatherare
describedwith emphasison rain backscatterand attenuationtheory,experi-
mentaldata, and rain effectson radar systemperformance.
The theory of fluctuatingclutter is discussedand a terrain clutter
model is presentedwhose outputis characterizedby its power spectraldensity
and probabilitydensity function.Severalclutter discriminationtechniques
are described.
The statusof milllmeter-waveradarsand componentsis reviewedand tech-
nologyadvancesrequiredare pointedout. (Author) 0
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MILLIMETERWAVE RAIN BACKSCATTERM_SUREMENTS
Victor Richard and John Kammerer
U.S. Army BallisticResearchLaboratory
AberdeenProvingGround,MD 21005
1974MillimeterWave TechniquesConference,Volume I, Navy Electronics
LaboratoryCenter,San Diego,CA 92152,p. Bi-I to BI-30,26-28,
March 1974
ADA 009 512 (A7906241)
An experiment was conducted to measurerain backscatterat I0, 35, 70 and
95 GHz overa wide range of rain intensities. This experimentwas prompted by
our previous experiencethat there appeared to be an appreciablevariance
between the magnitudeof observedand calculatedrain backscatterat milli-
meter wavelengths. A search for referenceson rain backscatterabove I0 GHz
disclosed thirty-fourtechnical artlcles1-34 of which seven cite measure-
ments.ll,12,13,ZD,21,22,28 It is significantto note that over three hundred
referenceswere found on rain attenuationabove 10 GHz. Millimeterwave rain
attenuationhas been investigatedin the past much more thoroughlythan rain
backscatter. No referenceswere found on rain backscsttermeasurementsmade
simultaneouslyat the differentpropagationwindow frequencies. In view of
O backscatterdata typicallyobservedduringdifferentthe wide spread of rain
rain storms of the same intensity,simultaneousmeasurementsat different
frequencieswere consideredessentialto accuratelydeterminethe wavelength
dependenceof rain backscatter.
The experimentconductedwas uniquein that rain backscattermeasurements
were made simultaneouslyat i0, 35, 70 and 95 GHz while continuous
measurementsof raindrop size and rainfall rate were being made. Raindrop
size distributionwas measuredwith three drop-slzespectrometersfurnishedby
the IllinoisState Water Survey,Urbana,Illinois. Rainfallrate was measured
with three tippingbucketrain gauges.
The experimentwas conductedat McCoy Air Force Base, Orlando,Florida,
during August and September 1973. This site was selected because of the
afternoonrains that occur almostdaily in this area in the summer. It rained
twenty-fivetimes during the period of August I0 to September7, ranging in
intensityfrom drizzlesup to a very heavy rainfallof 150mm!hr. (Authors)
EXTRACTS:
We includeheretheauthor'sllstof references.
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PAIN BACKSCATTERMEASUREMENTSAND THEORYAT MILLIMETERWAVELENGTHS
Victor W. Kichard and John E. Kammerer
Army Ballistic Research Laboratories
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21005
BKLReport No. 1838, October 1975
ADB 008 173L (A7906509)
An experimentwas performedto measurethe propertiesof rain backscatter
between 10 and I00 GUz over a range of rain intensitiesfrom drizzlesup to
I00 =m!hr. Rain _ackscatteramplitudeand fluctuationmeasurementswere made
simultaneouslyat 10, 35, 70, and 95 GRz with pulse radarsfor both linearand
circular polarizationalong with rainfall rate and raindrop size measure-
ments. The measured rain backscatterversus rainfallrate data are compared
with data calculatedby a number of authorsbased on a variety of raindrop-
size distributionand scatteringtheoryassumptions. The statusof the theory
of rain backscatterand attenuationat millimeterwavelengthsis reviewed,
supplementedby numerousreferencesand a bibliographywhich containsa number
of Soviet articles. A brief review of raindrop-slzemeasuringtechnologyis
included.
Examplesof the radar range reductionby rain backscatterand attenuation
are given. The reductionin range by rain backscatteris shown to be severe
in the regionof 35 GHz comparedwith lower and higherfrequenciesfor a con-
stant antennasize. Particularlysignificantis the experimentalverification
of the expected decrease in the rain backscattercoefficientabove 70 GHz.
This experimentverifiesthe long-standlngtheoreticallypredictedcapability
of a radar to "see" a given size target above the rain clutter better at
95 GHz than at 70 or 35 GHz when the same antennasize is used. (Authors)
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140-GHzATTENUATIONAND OPTICALVISIBILITYMEASUREMENTSOF FOG, RAIN AND SNOW
V. W. Richard,J. E. Kammerer,and R. G. Reitz
U.S. Army BalllstlcResearchLaboratory
AberdeenProvingGround,MD 21005
BRL Memo ReportNo. 2800,December1977
ADA 651 055 (A7803741)
The attenuationof fogp rain and snow has been measuredat 140 GHz for
ralnfall intensitiesvarying from drizzlesup to 20 mm!hr and over a wide
range of fog and snowfallintensities.Measuredattenuationdataare compared
with theoreticallyderivedattenuationdata. Opticalvisibilityand 140-GHz
attenuation measurementswere made simultaneously,providing comparisons
betweenopticaland millimeterwave systemcapabilitiesunder degradedweather
conditons.
A brief review of the theoreticaland experimentalwork of a number of
authorson the computa=ionand measurementof fog, rain and snow attenuation
* at 140 GHz is presented. An extensivereferenceand bibliographylist is
which includes a number of articles from Soviet open literature.given
(Authors)
EXTRACTS:
• Visibilitywas measuredby continuouslyrecordingthe level of light from
a sourceat either725 or 68 meters.
Measurementswere taken 1.5 m above a field.
The transmittingantennawas 725 m away from the 140-GHzreceiver.
Clear weather, rain, snow, and fog attenuationswere measured and
compared to calculatedvalues. Visibilityunder these conditionswas also
measured.
We includehere the authors'extensivebibliographyand referencellst.
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RICHER AND BAUERLE
Q
NEAR-F_TH MILLIMETER WAVE RADIOMETER MEASUREMENTS
K. A. Richer and D. G. Bauerle
Ballistic Research Laboratories
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21005
BRL Report #1267, December 1964
AD 460 300 (A65 6413)
Radiometric measurements of the atmosphere and natural emissive and
reflective features of terrain at wavelengths of 8.58, 4.29, and 2.14 mm are
discussed. Characteristics of experimental radiometers operating at 1.45,
1.33, and 0.5 ,,nwavelengths are also given. The quantitative effecis of
weather on radiometrlc performance at these wavelengths are considered. The
performance characteristics of low noise millimeter wave radiometric antenna
systems are investigated. The merits and shortcomings of various types of
measurements with these radiometers are discussed. (Authors)
EXTRACTS:
The forest background brightness temperature at 70 GHz is 15 K less than
that of ambient air (294 K), while at 140 GHz both brightness temperatures are
equal to within I K.
O Terrain (35 GHz) VersusEmissivity GrazingAngle
Polarization
Horizontal Vertical
Grazing An_le I0° 30_ 50° I0° 30 ° 50 °
Earth 0.86 0.95 0.99 0.87 0.99 0.99
Y' Grass 0.96 0.99 1.0 0.88 1.0 1.0
5' Marsh Weeds 0.93 0.99 1.0 .........
BayWater 0.38 0.36 0.45 .........
Sheet.Metal 0.40 0.27 0.25 0.36 0.25 0.25
For grazing angles higher than 30 degrees, there was essentially no
difference in emissivity between vertically and horizontally polarized
signals.
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94-GHzRADARCROSSSECTIONOF VEHICLES
KennethA. R!chef,DonaldG. BauerleandJosephE.Knox
BallisticResearchLaboratories
AberdeenProvingGround,MD 21005
BRLME 2491,June1975
ADC 002 505 (A?907859)
CONFIDENTIAL
Wide-bandFM-CW measurementsof radar cross section(o° ) at 94 G_z are
shown for the M551 Sheridan tank, M48 tank, and M119 armored personnel
carrier. These measurementswere made at grazing angle_ of 0.8 and 5.0
degrees from a 15.2 meter-hlghtower againsta dirt bac_Lgrnundwith a o°of
-22.0 dB. (Authors)
@
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ROEDER, DAY, CONNORS,HILSTEAD,
O "" AND HOFFMA_N
bP
MILLIMETER-WAVES MIACTIVEGUIDANCESYSTEMCONCEPTINVESTIGATION
R. S. Roeder,W. B. Day,J. L. Connors,M. W. Mils,cad,and L. W. Hoffman
SperryMicrowaveElectronics
P.O.Box 4648
Clearwater,FL 33518
SJ-242-8457-5,November1976
DARPA0rder-3146
AD-COII448L(A7908186)
COh_IDENTIAL
This report describes a study program leading to a preliminary design
concept for a millimeter wave 8emlactlve guidance system. Atmospheric and
propagation effects, target and clutter characteristics, and m!llimeter wave
component capabilities were studied and reported. Various system concepts
were considered and subjected to analysis, including computer simulation of
the guidance performance. A preliminary design concept is selected, and
estimated performance characteristics presented.
The selected design is shown to have high terminal accuracy, will operate
under adverse environmental conditions, and accepts the reflected signal from
O an illuminated target without locking on to the illuminator. (Authors)
EXTRACTS:
ONE-WAY LOSSES
SOURCE AT 94 GHz CO_IMENTS
Rainfall1 mm/hr 1.6 dB/km
4 mm/hr 3.85 dB/km
Fog i00 ft visibility 4.08dB/km LWC* - 1.2 g/m3_ T m 20°C
800 ft visibility 2.04 dB/km LWC* - 0.6 g/m_, T - 20°C
Clouds Cumulonimbus
(rain) 35.04 dB/km clouds typically only few
Cumulus(dry) 3.78dB/km hundredmetersthick
Oxygen(02) 0.075dB/km STP
Uncondensed Wate_ Vapor
7.5 g/m_ 0.35dB/km 20°C,40% relativehumidity
15.0 g/m_ 0.75 dB/km 25"C, 60% relative humidity
30.0 g/m_ 1.80 dB/km 30°C, 90% relative humidity
Water Layer on Radome
Seeker 0.6 dB Mach I speed 4 mm/hrrainfall
\dlh Illuminator 2.0 dB Zero Velocity 4 mm/hr rainfall
Snow 0.028 43ikm About I --./hrwater content
$LWC- liquid watercontent
93-GHz contour maps of a truck are shown.
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ROEDER,WILT, AND MILSTEAD*O
TARGETDETECTIONBY MILLIMETERWAVERADIOMETRY
Robert S. Roeder,RobertE. Wilt, and MichaelW. Milstead
SperryMicrowaveElectronics
SperryRand Corporation
Clearwater,FL 33518
Proceedingsof the Sixth DARPA!Tri-ServlceMillimeterWave Conference
TacticalTechnologyOffice (editor),DefenseAdvancedResearchProjects
Agency, 1400Wilson Blvd.,Arlington,VA 22209,p. 140-149,November1977(A78O1438)
SECRET
Air-to-grounddetectionrange performanceof 35, 94, and 140 GHz radio-
meters operatingagainst small flat metal targets is addressed. Effectsof
weatherand targetantennabeamfillon predictedperformanceare given special
attention. A detection range equation is derived which includes receiver
parameters,searchscan characteristics,targetto backgroundcontrast,atmos-
pheric attenuation,and a 3-dimenslonalmodel of the antenna beam which
reflects the beamfill by the target for both low and high beamfillratios.
O Parametricdetectionrange curvesare presentedwhich allow systemsengineersto obtain performancepredictionsfor 35, 94 and 140 GHz radiom tersensors.
Comparativeperformanceis illustratedfor a 5 inch diameterapertureand ac
coupledtotal power radiometersusing state-of-the-artcomponents. The target
is assumed to be a flatmetal reflectorwith an area of i0 m4 againsta uni-
form, near ambienttemperaturebackground. Weather effectsare incorporated
in the range analysisusing both measuredand computedsky temperaturedata.
Measureddatawas obtainedat 35 and 94 GHz with calibratedmeasurementradio-
meters. (Authors)
EXTRACTS:
Sample data are shown.
/
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RAIN ATTENUATION OF MILLIMETER WAVES AT WAVELENGTHS OF 5.77,3.3,AND 2 mm
Seorg Sander
Heinrich-Hertz-lnstitut
Berlin-Charlottenburg
Federal Republic of Germany
IEEE AP-23,No. 2, 213-220,March1975
Measurements of rainfall attenuation of millimeter waves at wavelengths
of 5.77,3.3, and 2 mm were conducteduringthe years 1969-1970.Simultan-
eously recorded meteorological quantities were the rainfall rate and part of
the drop-size spectrum. Attenuation coefficients as a function of rainfall
rate were thus determined. These attenuation coefficients were related to
parameters that, under certain assumptions, describe the drop-slze distribu-
tion in rain. (Author)
EXTRACTS:
Experimentally measured rain attenuation coefficients for 90 GHz vary
from 0.20 to 15 dB for rainfall rates of 0.20 to 50 mm!hr. For 150 GHz,
attenuation varies from 0.20 to 20 dB for rainfall rates of 0.20 to 40 ==n/hr.
Attenuation coefficients at 2 and 3.3-mm versus rainfall rate are shown in
the accompanying figures.
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A COM_PARISONF THERMALIMAGINGAT MICROWAVEAND INFRAREDWAVELENGTHS
G. Schaerer
Insrltute for Applied Physics
Berne University
3000 Berne, Switzerland
Project No. 1.5/9-68, June 1974
N76 10553 (A76 02055)
In German.
EXTRACTS:
Physical explanationsare given of therma! infrared and microwave
pictures of trucks at 200 m, a Volkswagenauto at 120 m, partiallysnow-
coveredmountainsat 7.5 km, and a mountainwith a lake in the foreground.
At 3.3 mm, the image of the mountain with a lake in the foreground
yieldedbrightnesstemperaturesof 210 OK and 270 OK, for the sky and mountain
respectively. The lake had a horizontalreflectioncoefficientof 0.64-0.67
and a verticallypolarizedone of 0.04.
Images are shown in the entry under Schaererand Schanda.Q
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TERRESTRIALRADIOMETRYAT 3-mmWAVELENGTH
C. Schaerer
Institutfuer AngewandtePhysik
Berne University
3000 Berne, Switzerland
Berne University Project No. 01.05/009-68, June 1974
N76 10606(A7602058)
In German.
EXTRACTS:
Thermograms were taken of mountains with a lake in the foreground.
At a wa_er temperature of 15°C, the normal reflectivity at 92 GHz from
the lake is 0.38. At elevation angles of 75" and 77°, the horizontally
polarized reflectlvity is 0.64 and 0.67, respectively. At the Brewster angle,
760 , the lake is barely discernible when viewed with vertical polarization
(reflectivity is 0.04). A reflectivlty of 0.95 was obtained from a thermogram
taken on an aircraft 5 _n above the lake surface (elevation angle of 89°). i
The brightness temperature difference between the sky and a partially v
snow-coveredmountainridge 7.5-km high wasR I00 K. No detailsare
discerniblein the snow-coveredregions though the snow/landboundariesare
detectable in the thermogram. An approximatelyconstant sky emission
temperatureis measuredfrom 0° to 30° above the horizon. The authorsbelieve
this result is due to the high reflectivltyof snow and the positionof the
snow-coveredmountains.
During fogs, contrast reductionand blurring as well as lower quality
absorptionmeasurementswere observed.
Ships may be detectedat distancesup to 3 km by sky emissionreflected
from theirmetal surfaces.
O
L
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SCHAE_RAND$CHAI_A-
DETERIORATINGEFFECTSON 3-,nnWAVEPASSIVEIMAGERY
G. Schaeferand E. Schanda
Instituteof AppliedPhysics
Universityof Berne
3000 Berne,Switzerland
Proceedlngsof the 9th InternationalSymposiumon RemoteSensingof the
Envlronmenu,15-19April 1974, 1593-1595,EnvironmentalResearch
Institute,Universityof Michigan,Ann Arbor,MI 48104
ADA 008 469 (A7700616)
A high resolution(i0 arcminutes)microwavescanningradiometerwith a
real-tlmedisplay on a TV screen, operatingat 3.3-mm wavelength,has been
used for thermalmapping. Radlometricimages of characteristicsoil signa-
tures (snow and water) are presentedand some specialfeaturesare discuss-
ed. Deterioratedthermogramsdue to various atmosphericeffects are pre-
sented. The presenceof clouds along the lane of sight can severelylimit
thermogramqualityby reducingimagecontrasts. (Author) i
EXTRACTS:
All of the authors'thermogramsare shownhere.
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a)
b)
FiE.l.a) Radiometric 3 _un-wave thermal image of a lake at 8 distance of 2-6kms.
Integra:ion time I see. Image points 2Q x 2Q minutes of arc,4 grey steps:
60-180 K/180-220 K/220-260 K/260-300 K.
b) Photographic identification of a)
207
a)
0
b)
c)
f
Fig.2.a) MM-wave thermal image of a partly snow-covered mountain.Distance to the
mountain peak 7.5 kms.lntegration time I sec.lmage points 6 x 6 minutes
of ar¢.ll _re_ steps:50-150 K/150-165 K/165-180 K/180-195 K/195-210 K/210- w225 K/225-2aO K/240-255 K/255-270 K7270-285 K/285-300 K.
b) The same scenery as a),one day later.
e) Photographic identification of a) and b)
2O8
. SCBAEI_RANDS_Ai,
b)
Fig. 3 _FtM-wavethermal image of a mountain with a lake in the foreground.
Distance to the mountain peak 8.5 kms.Radiometer 6 m above the water
surface.10 grey steps:50-120 K/120-1Q0 K/140-160 K/160-1_0 K/180-200 K
200-220 K/220-2_0 K/240-260 K/260-280 K/280-300 K,Image points 2_ x2_
minutes of arc.
a) Integratlon time i sec.
b) Integration time 0.i sec. •
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d)
Fig. 3 MJ4-wave thermal image of a mountain with a lake in the foreground.
Distance to the mountain peak 8.5 kms.Radlometer 6 m above the water
surface.lO grey steps:50-120 K/120-140 K/140-160 K/160-1_O K/180-200 K
200-_20 K/220-240 K/240-260 K/260-280 K/280-300 K.Image points 24 x24
minutes of arc.
c) Integration time 0.01 sec.
d) Photographic identification of a),b) and c) O
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Fi&.- a: T_.er_oKran_f a mountaln,deterlora_eddue _o the larKe atmosphericpath
( 13 kns to the mountainpeak) and due to the low elevationankle( 8 deetees
of arc ).integrationtime i $ec.lmagepoints6 x 6 minutesof arc.9 grey
ste;s:50-!_5K/185-2C_K/200-215K/215-230K/230-2_5K/245-260K/260-275K
275-29_K/290-300K.
b) Phc_oKraphic_den:ificationof a).
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a)
b)
Fig,F. :C.[-wa'.'etherma!imageof the same sceneryas in FiK.2.a:unfavourable
a_m_s;hericconditions.lnteErationtime I sec,lmagepoints6 x 6 _inutes
of arc.llKrey steps as in Fig.2.
a) Medium cloudcover ( zenithsky noise temperatureI_o K ).
b) Additionalpath absorptionof _ dB.
@
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Fig.6 MM-wave thermal image that is displaying simultaneously the influence of
clear,cloudy and rainy weather conditions.The photographic identification
is given in Figure 3d) .Integration time I sec.lmage points 12 x 12 minu:es
of arc.lo grey steps as in Figure 3.
@
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MICROWAVERADIOMETRYAPPLICATIONSTO REMOTE S_SING
Erwln Sehanda
Instituteof AppliedPhysics
Universityof Berne
CH-3012Berne, Suitzerland
Surveillanceof EnvironmentalPollutionand Resourcesby Electromagnetic
WavesD 253-273_NATO, T. Lund (editor),ReldelPub. Co._ Netherlands
(TD/77L962 1978)
Physicalfundamentalsand constraintsof passivemicrowaveremotesensing
are discussed. Applicationsareas are indicated,the ratlonalefor multi-
wavelengthoperationof passivemicrowavesensorsis reviewedand the state of
the art in radiometersystemsis summarized. Examplesof applicationsand of
basic researchin meteorologyand hydrologyare given and a futureutilization
in atmosphericscienceis indicated. (Author)
O
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MICROWAVELIMBSOUNDINGOF STRATO-ANDMESOSPHERE
Erwln Sehanda,JoachimFulde and Klaus Kunzl
Instituteof AppliedPhysics
Universityof Berne
3000 Berne, Switzerland
AtmosphericPhysicsfrom Spacelab,135-146,1976,Jo J. Burger,e__.tal
(editors),Reldel Pub. Co., Netherlands
(QC 801 B954 1976)
A considerablenumber of atmosphericconstituents-- 0_, H20, O13_ CO,
N20, NO, CO, and others -- exhibit a series of spectral lines the
millimeter wave region due to transitionbetween the rotational states of
their electric or magnetic dipole moments. The maintenance of the
thermodynamicequilibrium(colllslonaldominated)of this llne spectrumup to
mesopausealtitudesis a specificadvantage[or the reliabledeterminationof
compositionand temperatureprofilesthroughoutthe strato-and mesosphere.
Space-borneexperiments(e.g., Staellnet al., 1976 and Waters et al.,
1975) have already demonstratedthe feasibilityof this method for global
monitoring of the total water vapor and of the temperatureprofile in a
downward-looklngmode. The variablebackgroundradiationfrom the groundand
the widths of the weightingfunctionsare limitingthe accuracyand the height
resolutionin the measuringsituation. The weaknessof the llne radiationsbythe minor constituentswould allow only very coarse determinationsof the
composition. The method of limb sounding as proposed by various groups
(Waterset al., 1974; Schandaet al., 1974) allows for a height resolutionof
3 km or"_et--_erthroughoutth_"ra'-_gebetween the tropopauseand the lower
thermosphere. The long ray path at the tangentialheight and the absenceof
the more dense layers within the ray enhance the detectabilityof the weak
emissionby the lessabundantmolecules. (Authors)
@
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EMISSIVITIESAND FORWARDSCATTERINGOF NATURALAND MAN-MADEMATERIALAT
3 .-.WAVELENGTH
E. Schandaand R. Hofer
Instituteof AppliedPhysics
Universityof Berne
3000 Berne,Swltzerland
Proceedingsof the 9th InternationalSymposiumon RemoteSensingof the
Environment,15-19April 1974, 1585-1592,EnvironmentalResearch
Institute,Universityof Michlgan,Ann Arbor,Michigan
ADA 008 469 (QC 808.5 5981 1974)
An investigationof the emissivitiesof natural and man-madematerials
has been performed to interpretthe thermal images produced by our high
resolution3-mm scanning radiometer. In order to exclude the atmospheric
contributionsto the measuredradiationand to study the angulardispersionof
a reflectedwave due to surface structuring,mainly the forward scatter
propertieshave been investigated. In general, the emissivitiesof all
materialsare closerto unity at 3 mm thanat 3 cm wavelength. The emissivity
of water varies from roughly0.7 to 0.6 for temperaturesof a few degrees
centigradeup to about 40°C. An oilfilmof 0.15 mm increasesthe emissivity
by 0.05. (Authors)
EXTRACTS:
This articleis a summaryof R. Hofer'sthesis (publishedin German).
The authors'table and figuresof 3.3-mmmeasurementsfollow.
O
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FIGU_ 1. P_f_ec_ion coefficients o_ water at 3_ ° C and 9 ° C as a function
:f ¢he incidence angle (0 • ver:ical) for horizontal and vertical
_€'&rlzation. Measuring points and best-fit Fresnel curves.
e
.6
r (0)
.2
._':_U_£ 2. Reflection €oefficients of water covered by oil blobs of approxi-
mately 0.15 _, thickness and _ cm d_a_eter, occupyinK half of the
surface.
0
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FIGUP_ 3. Reflection coef£icien_s of dry and humid Zoa_. (smoo_ed_. Only tn_
results for the vertical pclari=a_ion (curves goin_ through the
Brewster angle minimum) have been used £cr all the deter_±nz_ aih
of the dielectric constants.
20 LO 60 _ 9 80
F:,_U.=,,E -. Reflec_':or, €oeffic!e,:'s for dr._ an." nu-._.: ",a =.
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YZGVRE$. ReElection €oefficients oE boards cu_ ou_ of spruce. The Eibres per-
O -e_._icular._andparallel _ tO _he plane of incidence.
FZG'_R£ 6 -fl..':_o:, coefEi:'_ents of conreoe and asphalt road cover.
.0
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TABLEI. COM2AR/SONOF REFLECTIVZTZE$AND DIELECTRICONSTANTS
AT 9_ GHZ AND i0 GHZ
9_,SP.z 1O GH=
r(O) _' I z" r(O; €' I €"
,, , ,, ,,,
wa_erat 330 Cen_israde 0._0 8.0 1 13.2 _ 51 / 39
2o° " 0.38 I 56/
15° " O.37 7.5 1 I0.6 ,0.62 60 / 35
9° " 0.34 9.4 I 8.6 6a / 26
d
Oil €overin8 half _he wa_e_ 0.33 2.5 / 7 6surface(0.15mm _hlck)20_C " "
i ( i , "
asphaltroadcover 0.02 1.8 / < 0.05 0.02 6.0 /i._ A
wconcre'_e 0.08 _.2 / 1.2 0.I_ _.8 / 0._
brick 0.02 1.1 / < 0.05 0.10 }.8 ,'0.1
i .,,
loam,dry 0.i0 4.5 / O.L
g_.'20/cm3
huxr:di_y,•- 0.2 _i20/cm3 0.17 ,.6 / 2._ 0.30 i0 / 5" 0.6 0.22 7.2 / 6 1 0.42 20 / 10J
san_,dry 0.06 2.7 1 < 0.05 0.07 3.0 / I.C
gH20/am30.14 _._ / 1.7 0.i0 4.2 / 0.6hut':dity, 0.15
board (spruce)J.:dry 0.02 2.1 1 < 0.05 0.03 1.7 / 0.7
• 0.15 KH2Olem3 0.2_ 3.5 / 6.7 0.20 5._ / 5.=
II : dry 0.03 1.9 / < 0.05 0.03 2.0 / 0.3
= 0.15 KH20/cm3 0.i_ _.7 ,'< 0.05
@
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SCHANDAAND HOFER
SCATTERING,EMISSIONAND PENETRATIONOF 3-umWAVES IN SOIL
Erwin Schandaand RolandHofer
Instituteof Physics
Universityof Berne
3000 Berne, Switzerland
Proceedingsof the URSI CommissionII, SpecialistMeetingon Microwave
Scatteringand Emissionfrom the Earth, 23-26 September1974, 141-149
(QC 09 H6 161 1974)
Controlledexperimentson the emissionbehaviorof various natural and
man-made types of sol1 at 3.2-mnwavelengthhave been performed, Additional
forward scattermeasurementson the same materialsallow the eliminationof
the atmospheric contributions and an approximate determination of the
effectivepermittlvities. By the use of a metal plate underneathsoil layers
of variousthicknesses,the penetrationdepth of 3-=m waves in a few specific
soils have been characterized.The effectsof humidityand polarizationhave
been studied and a comparison to earlier measured emissivitiesat 3-cm
wavelength has been established. The investigatedmedia are: humus, lawn,
gravel, fine-grainedsand, concrete,road asphaltcover, board, and eternit.
(Authors)
The entirearticleappearsin the Appendix.
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SCHANDA,$CHAERER,ANDWUTHEICH O
RADIOMETEICTERRAINMAPPINGAT 3-=mWAVELENGTH
E. Schanda,G. Schaererand M. Wuthrlch
Instituteof AppliedPhysics
Universityof Berne
3000 Berne,Switzerland
EighthAnnualInternationalSymposiumon the RemoteSensingof the Environment
Jo J° Cook, et al° (editors)1972, EnvironmentalResearch Instituteof
Michlgan,Cente-'_fo---rRemote Sensing,Universityof Michigan,Ann Arbor,MI
48104
A narrow beam (10 arcminutes) microwave scanning radiometer, operating at
92 GHz has been used for thermal mapping° Real time display of the sceneries
is performed on a TV screen. Radiometric images of distant areas, urban
sceneries, and single buildinEs are presented and some special features are
discussed. The data acquisition system of the radiometer is equipped with a
calculator which performs subtraction of information from different images,
enabling display of the changes within a certain scene. (Authors)
0
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SL_IEER, ODOM.AND HARANAY* '
EEFLECTIVITYCHAEACTERISTICS_ CLUTTERAT 35 AND 95 GHz
J. A. Scheer and D. L. Odom
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, GA 30332
R. C. llaraway
MIRADCOM
RedstoneArsenal,EL 35809
Proceedlngsof the EighthDARPA/Tri-ServlceM!lllmeterWave Conference
SystemPlannlr_Corporation(editor),1500Wilson Blvd.,Arllngton,VA 22209,
p. 67-76,April1979
(AS0 00206)
SECRET
This paper describes the results of preliminaryanalysis of [radar]
reflectlvlty from military vehicles and clutter at 35 and 95 GHz. The
analysisincludescorrelationproperties,spectralanalyses,and amplitudeand
polarimetricphase statistics. (Authors)
EXTRACTS:
No data presented.
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SCHMUGGE,WILHEIT,WEBSTER,JR.,
A_D GLOERSEN*
%
A
REMOTESENSINGOF SOILMOISTUREWITH MICROWAVERADIOMETERS-If
T. Schmugge,T. Wilhelt,W. Webster,Jr., and P. Gloersen
GoddardSpaceFlightCenter
Greenbelt,MD 20771
NASA TechnicalNote No. D-8321,September1976
N76-32625(A7900918)
The results presented here are derived from measurementsmade by
microwave radiometersduring the March 1972 and February 1973 flights of
NationalAeronauticsand SpaceAdministration(NASA)Convalr-990aircraftover
agriculturaltest sites in the southwesternpart of United States. The
purposeof the missionswas to study the use of microwaveradiometersfor the
remote sensingof soll moisture. The microwaveradiometerscoveredthe 0.8-
to 21-cmwavelengthrange. The resultsshow a good linearcorrelationbetween
the observedmicrowavebrlghtnesstemperatureand moisturecontentof the 0-
to l-cmlayer of soil. The resultsat the largestwavelength(21 cm) show the
greatestsensitivityto soil moisturevariationsand indicatethe possibility
of sensingthese variationsthrougha vegetativecanopy. The effect of soil
textureon the emissionfrom _he soil was also studiedand It was found that A
this effectcan b_ compensatedfor by expressingsoil moisturesas a percent
w
of field capacity for the soil. The resultsare comparedwithcalculations
based on a radiativetransfermodel for layereddielectrics,and the agreement
is very good at the longerwavelengths. At the shorterwavelengths,surface
roughnesseffectsare largerand the agreementbecomespoorer. (Authors)
EXTRACTS:
Water contentof differentsoils:
Wilt Point Field Capacity Saturation
at -15 bar at -i/3 bar at 0 bar
NavajoClay 0.22 cm3/cm3 0.35 cm3/cm3 0.70 cm3/cm3
CashionSilty Clay 0.22 0.33 0.50
AvondaleLoam 0.Ii 0.25 0.44
Gran SandyLoam 0.06 0.15 0.36
Availablewater capacity (Field Capacity- Wilt Point) is approximatelythe
same for all these soiltypes.
SFieldcapacityis the amountof water which remainsafter the soil has
been saturatedand free drainagehas ceased. O
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SEASHORE,MILEY, AND KEARNS
0
-,m-WAVERADARAND RADIOMET_ SENSORS FOR GUIDANCESYSTEMS
C. R. Seashore, J. E. Miley, and B. A. Yearns
Defense Systems Division
Honeywell, Inc.
_nneapolis, MN 55400
Microwave Journal 22, No. 8, 47-52, August 1979
Development is currently being carried out for milllmeter-_ave radar and
radiometer sensor hardware to be used in a wide range of weapons, including
alr-to-ground and ground-to-ground _ssiles and free-fall bombs. The
objective of this activity is to obtain precise fixes and improve guidance
under adverse weather conditions, electronically--wlthout manual assistance.
It is all part of an effort to make weapons more autonomous, improve kill
ratios and to take the man out of the loop. Even after conceptual feasibility
of these systems has been demonstrated, the challenge of system weaponlzatlon
remains, especially in terms of realizing the compact, low-cost, high-
performance sensor hardware. It should be noted that in essentially all of
the millimeter-wave guidance system demonstration programs presently underway,
the millimeter-wave sensor assemblies are at least partially configured using
costly, fragileconventionalwaveguldecomponents. This points out the
critical need for advanced engineeringdevelopmentof millimeter-wave
components and subassemblies in order for these guidance sensors to have the
e reliability and low production costs necessary for high volume production.(Authors)
EXTRACTS:
The articledoes not indicatewhetherthe followingare calculatedor
measuredquantities.
94 GHzAttenuation 140GHzAttenuation
(dB/km) (dB/km)
Clear Weather 0.4 1.6
Rain: 0.25 mm!hr 0.17 0.2
1.0 0.6 0.7
4.0 3.0 3.2
16.0 8.0 9.0
Fog: light0.01g/mm 0.035 0.07
thick O.I O.35 O.7
dense 1.0 3.5 7.0
94 GHz Apparent 140 GHz Apparent
Sky Temperature Sky Temperature
e (°K) (°K)
Clear 50 81
Moderate Overcast 120 200
Rain 220 250
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SHCHERBOV,KULE.SHOV,AND GOROSHKOo . .....
MEASURINGTHE DIELECTRICCONSTANTOF MATERZALSIN THE MZLLIMET_ WAVE RANGE
V. A° Shcherbov,E. M° Kuleshov,and A. I. Goroshko
Radio Engineering,RepublicanInterdepartmentalSclentlfic-Technlcal
Collection,No. 9, 145-152,1969
AD 727 941 (A7906022)
A procedureis investigatedfor measuringthe dielectricconstantE of
homogenousand Inhomogeneoussubstancesused in the millimeterand subm!lli-
meter wave range. The determinationof E is based on measuringthe optical
thicknessof the sampleor the m_crowavephase shiftcausedby the stepof the
investigatedsample. Zn the experimentE was measured with the help of a
phase meter operatingat Lambda equals 1.6 mm. Resultsare presentedfrom
measuring E of substances,and the measurementerrors are analyzed. It is
demonstratedthat the measurementof accuracyas appliedto substanceswith E
equals 2-4 is withinthe limitsof plus or minus (0.6-1.4)percent. (Authors>
EXTRACTS:
Dielectricconstantmeasurements: O
Wavelength(mm)
Material 1,6 1.79 2.14 2.3 2.51 2.98
Teflon 2.06± 0.02 -- 2.05_ 0.0! 2.06± 0.02 -- 2.13_ 0.09
Polychlorovlnyl 2.71_ 0.03 .....
Plexi&las 2.58± 0.04 2.56 -- 2.57± 0,03 2.59 --
Micarta 3.53• 0.06 .....
Ebonite 2.93_ 0.05 -- -- 2.76_ 0.03 -- 2.72± 0.02
Caprolon 2.99_ 0.05 ......
EthylCellulose 3.94_ 0.09 ......
Carbollte 2.30% 0.08 ......
O
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$H_BUKURO AND EPSTEIN
AI_FOATION AND _HISSION OF THE AYHOSPHEREAT 3.3 m
F. I. Shlmabukuro and E, E. Epstein
The Aerospace Corporation
PoO. Box 92957
Los Angeles, CA 90009
IEEE AP-18, No. 4, 485-489, July 1970
Four empirical relationships are presented between the 3.3-mm attenuation
determined from observations of the sun and I) radiosonde measurements of the
total amount of precipitable water in the atmosphere, 2) surface measurements
of absolute humldiry, 3) IR spectral hygrometer observations of the sun, and
4) observations of differential atmospheric emission ar 3.3 mm. Fluctuations
in atmospheric emission at 3.3 m_ during good weather do not put any limit on
the sensitivity of a dual-beam observing system using a receiver whose rms
noise fluctuations in an output bandwidth of 0.25 H.zare - 0.5°K. (Authors)
EXTRACTS:
A(dB) - 0.16 + 0.40 W (srd. dev. = 0.18 ctB),where W is the precipitable
water vapor in cm.
O This result differs from Glbbins er al.: A(dB) = 0.28(_0.25)+
1.19(±0.14)W.
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SIMONIS @
OPTICAL MATERIAL LITERATURE INDEX FOR THE NEAR-MILLIMETER WAVE SPECTRAL REGION
G. J. Simonls
ERADCOM
Harry Diamond Laboratorles
2800 PowderMill Road
Adelphi,MD 20783
FourthInternationalConferenceon Infraredand MillimeterWaves and Their
Appllcatlons
IEEE Cat. No. 79 CH 1384-7MTT, p. 18p December10-15,1979.
The primary frequencyintervalof interesthere is the near-millimeter
wave spectralregion (NHMW--roughly0.3 to 3 --,). This spectralregionfalls
betweenthe more activelyresearchedfar infraredand millimeterregionsbut
has not itselfreceivedmuch attentionuntil recently. Work has gone on at a
relativelylow level of effort,conductedby diversemicrowaveand infrared
groups, using many differenttechniques,reportingin variouswavelengthand
parameter notations in diverse Journals. This paper reports on the
preparationof a literatureindex to these references,and on observations
based on that index. Particularthanksis due to Birch and Parker for their
• extensive bibliographyon dispersiveFourier transform spectrometry,from
which a number of material referenceswere obtained. The emphasis in the
index preparedthus far is on solidmaterials. Over 400 entriesare included,
taken from over I00 references. The format of the index is an alphabetical
listingof materials,mostly by chemicalname with cross referencingfor more
commonnames. (Author)
EXTRACTS:
This entry is only a description of the index.
@
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SNIDER,McMILLAN,AND GALLAGHER
MEASUREDEFFECTSOF BATTLEFIELD USTANDSMOKEONVISIBLE, INFRARED,AND
MILLIMETERWAVELENGTHPROPAGATION:A PRELIMINARYREPORTONDUSTYINFRARED
TEST-I (DIRT-I)
Donald Snider
Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory
White Sands Missile Range, NM 88002
R. W. Mc_Millanand J. J. Gallagher
GeorgiaInstituteof Technology
Atlanta,GA 30332
Compiledby James D. Lindberg,Test Director,AtmosphericSciencesLaboratory,
White Sands MissileRange,NM 88002
This report describesthe background,operation,and prelim!naryresults
of the Dusty InfraredTest-I (DIRT-I)conductedat White Sands MissileRange
in October 1978. Examples of severalvlsible and infrared transmissometer,
lldar, and imaglng measurementsare discussed. Propagatlonconditions at
various wavelengths,including 94 Eigahertz, are compared. Particle size
distributionsobtainedwith an airbornepayloadsamplingdust cloudsgenerated
by artillerybarrages,TNT explosions,and an oil/rubber155-millimeter fire
are presented. The applicabilityof hellcopter-bornepayloads to further
battlefielddust testingis discussedin detail. Preliminaryresultsof the
applicationof Fouriertransformspectrometryto the battlefielddust problem
alonE with new innovationsin digitized visible and infrared Imagery are
presented for the first time. Relationshipsbetween explosivecharge size,
depth of burial and the resultlnE crater dimensions are also examined.
(Author)
EXTRACTS:
Additionalreportson the DIRT I measurementsare: "
i. "'_R11imeterWave Propagation through BattlefieldDust," by R. W.
McMillan, R. Rogers, R. Platt, D. Guillory,and J. J. Gallagher.
2. Measurementsof AttenuationDue to Simulated Battlefield Dust at 94
end 140 GHz by J. J. Gallagher,R. W. McMillan,R. C. Rogers,and D.
E. Snide r.
Examples of attenuation measurements follow.
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SNZDEP.., Mc!,fZLLAN, AND GALLAGEER
De
I , ! ! I I I ' I ! ! '
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TIMESEC
Figut'e 5-7. At.tenuat_on measurement,ma(Jeat 94 GHzdurtng event F-5 of 13 Oct.obe_"
1978. Char_.speed 15 cm/min, time consSant.40 msec.
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SOKOLOVAND SUKHONIN O
ATTENUATIONOF SUBMILLIMETERADIOWAVES IN PAIN
A. V. Sokolovand ¥e. V. Sukhonin
Instltuteof Radio Engineeringand Electronlcs
Academyof Sciencesof the USSK
Moscow,USSR
Radio _gineerlng and ElectronicPhysicsl5, No. 12, 2167-2171,1970
The resultsof a theoreticalcomputationof attenuationof radio waves in
0oi-2o0 mm range are presented;the computationsare made taking accountof
new experimentaldata on the _omplexrefractiveindex of liquidwater with
dropslze distributiongiven by Best and Polyakova. St is shown that the
computationof attenuationin rain with intensityless than 10 - 12 mm/hr,
based on rigorous Mie theory, are in satisfactoryagreement with the
experimentaldata at the wavelengthof 0.96 mm. (Authors)
O
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SPERRYWAVEELECTRONICS*
O
/ RADAT (Radiometric Detection and Tracking Flight Test Program)
Radiometry Department
Sperry Microwave Electronics
Clearwater,FL 33515
AFAL-TR-73-416, September 1973
AD 529 361L (A74 05612)
CONFIDENTIAL
The significance of this research and development to the Air Force is the
investigation of the performance of a m!crowave radiometer sensor for terminal
guidance applications_ A standoff, adverse weather weapon guidance capability
for use against tactical military targets is a continuing Air Force
requirement. Existing techniques in microwave radiometry offer promising
solutions to this need; consequently, the Air Force (AFAL/NVA-679A) purchased
a Model K519 Dual-Mode 35-GHz Radiometric Tracker for flight test evaluation
(Contract No. F33615-72-C-2066). Tracking performance tests against targets
in typical backgrounds and quantitative measurement of target and background
characteristics are the basis of evaluating the sensor technique. This report
documents the flight test program -- preparation, measurements, data obtained,
analysis and results. (Authors)
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STEWART*
INFRAREDAND SUBMILLIMETERXTINCTIONBYFOG
D. A. Stewart
PhysicalSciencesDirectorate
TechnologyLaboratory
U.S. Army MissileResearchand DevelopmentCommand
RedstoneArsenal,AL 35809
TechnicalReportTR-77-9,14 July 1977
ADA 045 181
A thorough literaturesurvey of fog drop-slzedistributionsthroughout
the world is discussed,and data from 36 referencesare summarized.
The review of an extensive llst of over 100 references includes
additionalimportantinformation.RangesOf liquidwater contentand problems
of relating this to visibilityare examined. Changes in fog characteristics
from place to place and from time to time are also considered,and the
discussionincludessmall-scalespatialand temporalfluctuations.
A representativesampleof data is used to compute extinction of
electromagnetic energy with wavelengths of 0.55, 10.5, 870, and 1250
micrometers. Extinctionof the 1250-micrometerwavelengthsby fog dropletsis ,_
always less than extinctionof the 870-mlcrometerenergywhich is alwaysless w
than the visibleextinctionand the 10.5-micrometerenergy. The relationship
between the visible and the infraredextinctionsdependsupon the drop-slze
distribution. The 10.5-mlcrometerwavelengthis frequentlyattenuatedabout
the same amount as the visible, and it is not uncommon for the infrared
extinctionto be greaterthan the visibleextinction. (Author)
EXT_%CTS:
This report is a survey of drop-sizedistribution,with a small quantity
of 1.25-mmdata correlatedwith data from otherwavelengths.
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O STRAITON*
THE ABSORPTION AND RERADIATION OF RADIO WAVES BY OXYG_ AND WAT_ VAPOR IN
THE ATMOSPHERE
A. W. Stralton
Collegeof Engineering
Universityof Texas
Austin,'IX 78757
IEEE AP-23, 593-597,July 1975
This is a brief review paper on the interactionof radio waves with
oxygen and water vapor in the atmosphere. It is the first of a series of
minl-revlewssponsoredby the Wave PropagationStandardsCommitteeof IEEE and
is intended primarilyfor those persons who have not had occasion to study
extensivelyin the subject. (Author)
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STRAITON O
CLOUDATTENUATIONAT 35 AND 95 GHz AND ATTENUATIONDIVERSITYMEASUREMENTS
AT 30 GHz
A. W. Straiton
College of Engineering
University of Texas
Austin,TX 78757
SecondDOD Workshopon MillimeterWave TerminalGuidanceSystems
(AdverseWeatherEffects)
ReportNo. RADC-TM-76-9,May 1976
ADA 026 270 (A765072)
Attenuationsfor a variety of cloud conditionshave been measured at
frequenciesof 35 and 95 GHz during 1972 and 1973. Clouds producing the
highestattenuationwere the rain-bearlngcumulonimbustypes. It was observed
that the higher in altitude the thunderstorm,the higher the attenuation.
Non-raln clouds such as the stratocumulusand cumulus produced very low
attenuations. A thunderstorm'shorizontalextentwas usuallyless than II km
and the Joint probabilityof sites separatedby that distancehaving high
attenuationssimultaneouslywas very low. (Author)
e
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STR.AITON, FANNIN, ET AL.
0 '
ATMOSPHERIC LIMITATIONS ON THE USE OF RADIO WAVESWITH FREQUENCIES OF 15,
35, AND 95 Gltz
A. Straiton, B. M. Fannin, et al.
Electrical Engineering Research Laboratory
University of Texas
Austin, TX 78757
Final Report AFAL-TR-72-264, 22 September 1972
This report describes the results of theoretical and experimental studies
of the atmospheric limt_ations on the use of radio waves at frequencies of 15,
35, and 95 GHz. Background information is presented on the absorption by
atmospheric gases, the attenuation by rain and clouds, and the effects of
inhomogeneities in the atmosphere.
Transmission measurements were made over a 9.5-mile path near Austin,
Texas, and ou several overwater paths in the vicinity of Galveston, Texas.
The Austin clear air data showed only minor variations in signal level except
during the passage of a cold front and during periods of strong refraction.
The Galveston paths were examples of low level trapping and fading levels of 3
to 10 dB occurred consistently.
Rain effects were observed over the 9.5-mile path near Austin and over a
2000-foot path at Balcones Research Center of the University of Texas.
Spatial variations of rainfall rates on the 9.5-mile path prevented close
O comparison of attenuation and rain rates. Such a comparison on the 2000-footpath was accomplished although rain rate differences were noted even over the
short length of this path.
The attenuations of 35- and 95-GHz frequencies by clouds were studied by
the use of radiometers at these frequencies. The radiometers were used both
in the sun tracking and in the sky temperature modes. Possible uses of these
techniques for the remote sensing of cloud parameters are examined. (Authors)
O
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SUITS AND GUENTHER
° 0
TARGETSAND BACKGROUNDS
G. H. Suits
EnvironmentalResearchInstituteof Michigan
Ann Arbor,MI
B. D. Guenther
MissileResearchDirectorate
TechnologyLaboratory
U.S. Army Missileand DevelopmentCommand
RedstoneArsenal,AL 35809
TechnicalReportT-78-71,21 July 1978
The near millimeterwave radiativepropertiesof militarytargetsand of
the backgroundswith which they may be associatedare the fundamentaldata
required to begin to assess the probableperformanceof a large number of
militaryapplicationsof millimeterwave systems. The incidentand scattering
angles are shown schematically. In general, the data base for discrete
tactical targets is not extensive especially for millimeter wave
frequencies. The millimeterwave data which have been found in the present
literature search are all for the monostatlc mode and primarily for
frequenciesof 94 GHz and below. This data is presentedto allow estimation
of near millimeterwave cross sectionsby extrapolation.(Authors) i
EXTRACTS:
Classifiedmaterialcollectedduringthis studymay be found in the final
report of the DA_PA NHMW TechnologyBase Study (VolumeIV) edited by Drs. S.
M. Kulpa and E. A. Brown of the Harry DiamondLaboratories,reportnumberHDL-
SR-79-8,November1979.
O
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TANTON,STETTLER,MORGAN,OSML_DSEN,
O MITRA,AND CASTLE,JR.*
NEAR-GROOSDATMOSPHERICATTm_UATIONOF 0.89am RADIATION
C. A. Tanton,J. D. Stettler,R. L. Morgan,and J. F. Osmundsen
Research Directorate
U.S. Army Missile Command
RedstoneArsenal,AL 35809
S. S. Mitra
Departmentof ElectricalEngineering
Universityof Rhode Island
Kingston,RI 02881
J. G. Castle,Jr.
PhysicsDepartment
Universityof Alabamain Huntsville
Huntsville,AL 35807
Fourth InternationalConferenceon Infraredand MillimeterWaves and Their
Applications
IEEE Cat. No. 79 CH 1384-7MTT, December10-15,1979, S. Perkowitz(editor)
Post-DeadlineDigest Contributions,p. 27
EXTRACTS:
O From data taken duringclearand cloudydays in the summer:
2
a (dB/km)- 0.6 + 0.8 o + 0.05 0
where p is the absolute humidity.
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TARGETSIGNATUREANALYSISCENTER*
TARGETSIGNATUREANALYSISCENTER: DATA COMPILATION
Tenth Supplement,July 1969
AD 489 968 (A677655)
EXTRACTS:
Microwaveradar data for 0.I to 35.19 GHz.
O
O
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O TARGETSIGNATUREANALYSISCENTER*
TARGETSIGNATUREANALYSISCENTER:DATACOMPILATIONELEVENTHSUPPLEM_T
Target SignatureAnalysisCenter
Infraredand OpticsDivision
Willow Run Laboratories
The Universityof Michigan
Ann Arbor,MZ 48104
Volume If, BldirectlonalReflectance: GraphicData, October1972
(A6707655)AFAL-TR-72-226
This report is the eleventh supplementto the Target SignatureAnalysis
Center: Data Compilationand contains2200 curves of bidirectionalreflect-
ance versus angle. The significanceof this report to the Air Force is that
these data provide the Air Force with essential optical properties-of-
materials data to analyze the angular dependenceof the reflected radiance
from varioustargets. Volume I containsa definitionof the parametersperti-
nent to the bidirectionalreflectance,a discussionof the data, some equa-
tions for applicationof the data, and an index and cross referenceof the
data containedin Volume If. Bidirectionalreflectancedata are presented
graphicallyin Volume 11.
This supplementto the TarBet SignatureAnal_sisCenter: Data Compila-
O tion augments an ordered, indexed compilationof reflectance,radar cross
sections,and apparent temperaturesof targetand backgroundmaterials. The
Data Compilation includes spectral reflectancesand transmittancesin the
optical region from 0.3 to 15 micrometers,normalizedradar cross-sectlons,
and apparenttemperaturesat -_ wavelengths.When available,the experimental
parametersassociatedwith each curve are listed to provide the user with a
descriptionof the importantexperimentalconditions. (Authors)
EXTRACTS:
Reflectance data compilationof paint, cloth and canvas, wood, soil,
vegetation,asphalt and concrete,reflectancestandardsmaterial,metal and
other materials.
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THOMPSON* O
DUST CLOUDS--MODELSAND PROPAGATIONEFFECTS
J. S. Thompson
GeneralElectrlc-TEMPO
Santa Barbara,CA 91302
ProceedlnEsof the Workshopon Millimeterand SubmillimeterAtmospheric
PropagationApplicableto Radar and MissileSystems,RedstoneArsenal,
AL 38509, O. M. EssenwanEerand D. A. Stewart(editors)
TechnicalReportRR-80-3,114-I17,February1980
In a nuclear battlefieldenvironment,large extensivedust clouds are
generatedby low altitudeand surfacenuclearbursts. In a tacticalbattle-
field environment,a great number of small dust cloudsare producedby muni-
tions impactingthe ground. Millimeterand submilllmeterwaves propagating
through these dust clouds can suffer various degradingeffects including
absorption,scattering,decorrelationand scintillations.
Under contractsfrom the U.S. Army AtmosphericSciencesLaboratoryand
the Defense Nuclear Agency, General Electrlc-TEMPOhas developed models
descrlbingthe tacticaland nucleardust cloudsand the absorptionand scat-
tering propagationeffects. A new efficientexact Mie cross sectioncode has
_beendeveloped. This code calculatesthe Mie absorptionand scatteringcross
sections and scatteringpatternfor both individualparticlesand for dlstri-
butions of particles. Utilizlngthe Mie parameters,analyticalgorithmshave w
been developed to calculatethe absorption,single and multiplescattering
effects. Samplecalculationsof dust cloudmodels and propagationeffectsare
presented and compared with the exact theoreticalor experimentaldata.
(Author)
@
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THOMPSONAND ItAROULES
A REVIEWOF RADIOMETRICMEASUREMENTSOF ATMOSPHERICATTENUATIONAT
WAVELENGTHSFROM75CENTIMETERSTO 2 MILLIMETERS
W. L ThompsonIII and G. G. Haroules
NASA ElectronicsResearchCenter
Cambridge,MA 02167
NASA TN D-5087,April 1969
N69 22949 (A6903969)
Published values of vertical attenuation resulting from radlometric
measurementsof absorption and emission of the Earth's atmosphere in the
wavelength range from 75 am to 2 --,are presented. The literaturesearch
includeda review of severalhundredpublications. These data emphasizethe
need for further theoreticaland experimentalwork in the calculationand
measurementof attenuationin this portionof the spectrum. (Authors)
EXTRACTS:
Clear-skyattenuationat 91GHz variesfrom 0.31 to 0.80 dB (Shimabukuroi
"PropagationThrough the Atmosphere at a Wavelength of 3.3 mm," Aerospace
Corp., SSD-TR-65-69,1965) and at 140 GHz it is 4.0 dB (Tolbert,Krause and
O Stralton, J. Geophys. Res. _ 1349-1357, 1964). Note that this 1965referenceis supersededby the Shimabukuroand Epsteinreferencecited in this
document°
The "classic"graph of zenithattenuationbetweeni0 and 170 GHz is shown
here.
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Theoretical and measured values of zenith atmospheric attenuation in
the frequency range 10 to 170 GHz
O TOMIYASU*
R_OTE SENSINGOF THE EARTH BY MICROWAVES
Kiyo Tomlyasu
General ElectricCompany
Valley Forge SpaceCenter
Philadelphia,PA 19101
Proc. IEEE 62, No. I, 86-92,January1974
Extant techniques for remotely sensing the earth with instruments
operating at microwave frequencies are surveyed. Microwave sensors can
provide day-nlght operations and almost an all-weather capability due to
higher transmissionthroughclouds at microwavethan at visible or infrared
wavelengths. Passive (radiometers), active (radars, altimeters, and
scatterometers),and composite(passive-actlve)microwavesensorsare in use
or planned for such diverseapplicationsas measuringocean surfacedynamics,
ocean salinity,soll moisturecontent,atmospherictemperatureand atmospheric
constltutents;detectingsea ice, oil slicks,and storm cells;and identifying
agriculturalcrops. These measurementshave been taken with sensorslocated
in towers,aircraft,and, most recently,satellites. (Author)
EXTRACTS:
summaryreport.
A general
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TREBITS,CURRIE,DYER,ANDTETI* ' O
MULTIFREQUENCYMILLIMETERRADAR SEA CLUTTERMEASUREMENTS
R. N. Treblts,N. C. Currle,andF. B. Dyer
EngineeringExperimentStation
GeorgiaInstituteof Technology
Atlanta,GA 30332
J. J. Teti
Naval SurfaceWeaponsCenter
DahlgrenLaboratory,VA 22313
Proceedingsof the EighthDARPA/Tri-ServiceMillimeterWave Conference
SystemPlanningCorporation(editor),1500WilsonBlvd.,Arlington,
VA 22209,p. I09-I18,April1979
(A80 00206)
SECRET
A recent radar sea clutter backscatter measurement program at 9.5, 16,
35, and 95 GHz is described; parallel- and cross-polarlzed data were recorded
for a variety of wave height, wind speed, wind direction, and geometric
condltons. Preliminary analyses of selected data are presented for horizontal
and vertical transmitted polarizations. (Authors)
0
0
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TREBITS HAYES,AND BOMAR*
!
ram-WAVEREFLECTIVITYOF LAND AND SEA
R. N. Treblts,R. D. Hayes and L. C. Bomar
GeorgiaInstituteof Technology
Atlanta,GA 30332
MicrowaveJournal2.__I,49, August 1978
Presents a synopsis of the currently available amplitude and power
spectral characteristicsof land clutter,sea clutter,and rain backscatKer
above K-band. Emphasis in the data presented is placed on thoseu
environmentaland radar parametersthat can affect the statisticalproperties
of the radar backscatter. In addition, clutter characteristicsin the
millimeter-wave region are compared with those for the lower radar
frequencies.
EXTRACTS:
Gives some of the more pertinentradar characteristicsof terrain,sea,
and rain at 9.4, 15, 35, and 95 GHz.
O
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O
TRERISE
x
94-GHzRADIOMETRICSENSOR
B. L. Trerise
GroundSystemsGroup
HughesAircraftCompany
P.O. Box 3310
Fullerton,CA 92634
Hughes Fullerton#FR-78-11-1407,15 November1978
ADB 036 553L (A7906226)
The development of a passive, solld-state,94-GHz radiometer was
addressedusing image guide techniquesin a balancedmixer configuration.A
digital signal processorbased on a CMOS microprocessorwas developedfor
solution detectionand detonate algorithms. Tests of the radiometerwere
conductedfrom a rotatingairborneplatformat altitudesand spin rates that
simulatethe operatingconditionsof a new class of munitions. It was found
that the performanceof the image guide radiometerwas not acceptablewhen
fabricated with presently available beam lead silicon mixer diodes (750
GHz). Acceptableperformanceshould be obtainedfrom gallium arsenidebeam
lead diodesnow nearingavailability.These diodesshouldexhibitfrequencies
on the order of 2000 GHz. Definitivesignaturedata for targetsof interest
were obtained that indicatehigh potentialfor warhead fuzing applications.
(Author)
EXTRACTS:
This repor_ contains94-GHzexperimentalradiometricsensingof a truck
on a road, a tank, an aluminumreflector,and water. A large amountof target
response data (in the form of voltages)taken at differentpolarizationsand
aspectanglesare presentedgraphicallyas a functionof targetrange.
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ULA_Y*
• .
ABSORPTION IN THE 220-GHz ATMOSPHERIC WINDOW
Fawwaz T. Ulaby
University of Kansas Center for Research, Inc.
Lawrence, KN 66044
IEEE A & P Communications-21, 266-269, March 1973
The atmospheric absorption spectrum in the 220-GHz window region is
controlled primarily by the water vapor lines centered at 183.3 and 323.8
GHz. There are however, numerous other lines in the submillimeter part of the
spectrum which contribute significantly to the losses. At the longer
millimeter wavelengths, it has been the practice to lump the contributions of
the submillimeter lines using the Van Vleck low frequency approximations.
This procedure is not permissible for the 220-GHz window region because of the
proximity of some of the submillimeter lines. Experimental measurements
substantiate this observation. The present study introduces an alternative
approximation for calculating the residual effect of submillimeter lines. The
results, larger by a factor of 2, are in closer agreement with experimental
observations. (Author)
O
O
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ULABY AND STRAITON* O
ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION OF RADIO WAVES BETWEEN 150 AND 350 GHz
F. Ulaby
University of Kansas Center for Research, Inc.
Lawrence, KN 66044
A. W. Straiton
Electrical Engineering Research Laboratory
University of Texas
Austin, TX 78705
IEEE AP-18, 479-485, No. 4, July 1970
This paper compares several forms for the absorption llne shapes for
atmospheric gases as applied to frequencies between 150 and 350 GHz. The
contributions of various lines to the absorption in this frequency range are
examined. Equations are presented for direct calculation of attenuation as a
function of pressure, temperature, and water vapor density. (Authors)
O
O
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O VAKSER_MALYSHENKO,ANDKOPILOVlCH*
THE EFFECTOF RAIN ON THE MILLIMETERAND SUBMILLIMETERADIOWAVEDISTRIBUTION
I. Kh. Vakser,Yu. I. MalyshenkoandL. E. Kopilovich
Xnstituteof RadioPhysicsand Electronics
Academyof Sciences,USSR
Izv. Atmospheric and Oceanic l'hysics6, 956-959, No. 9, 1970
(Translated by J. Findlay)
In thispaperwe considerthe effectof rainon the attenuationof radio
waves in the millimeterand submilllmeterangesand give the resultsof
calculatingtheattenuationand backscatteringcoefficients.(Authors)
O
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VARDANYAN_ISKHAKOV,SOKOLOV,AND SUKHONIN O
!
MEASUREMENTSOF THE 980-1600MICROMETERATMOSPHERICABSORPTIONBY
RADIOASTRONOMICALMEANS
A. S. Vardanyan,I. A. Iskhakov,A. V. Sokolov,and Ye. V. Sukhonin
Instituteof Radio Engineeringand Electronics
Academyof the Sciencesof the USSR
Karl Marx Avenue18
Moscow,USSR
Radio Eng. and Electron.Phys. 18, No. 2, 163-165,February1973
The article describes measurementof the absorption of water vapor
between 980 and 1600 m!crometer_at sea level in various latitudes. The
absorptionis minimum (0.6dB/gm-_) in the transmissionwindowat 1260micro-
meters. The resultswere comparedwith theoriesand data presentedby other
researchers,as well as with resultsof radiosondemeasurements. (Authors)
EXTRACTS:
Total verticalabsorptionat 1.26mm (dailyaverages): i
14 Dec 1971 0.6 dB humidity- 1.04
20 Dec 1971 1.18 dB - 2.03
25 Dec 1971 0.91 dB - 1.5
Average total "specific"absorptionmeasuredwith the radioas_ronomlcal_ech-
nique at 1.26mm is 0.6 dB/gm-_
O
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VOGEL
o
SCATTERINGINTENSITYPLOTSAND TRANSMISSIONCOEFFICIENTSFORMILLIMETER-WAVE
PROPAGATION THROUGH RAIN
Wolfhard Vogel
M!lllmeter Wave Group
Electrical Engineering Research Laboratory
The University of Texas at Austin
Austin, TX 78705
Report No. AFAL-TR-71-345, December 1971
AD 890 408L
This report presents the results of computer calculations of the
scattering of millimeter radio waves by rain and hail. Polar plots of the
intensity of scattering are shown for frequencies of 30, I00, 150, and 300 GHz
impinging on single drops ranging in size from 0.5 -_ to 7.0 mm, ice spheres
from 1.0 mm to 7.0 mm, and on distributions of raindrop sizes associated with
rainfall rates from 0.25 mm/hr to 150 ,-,/hr.
In addition, tables are presented for these frequencies and these rainfall
rates of the attenuation from absorption from scattering and from their
combination. The fractions of energy backscattered and forward scattered per
unit solid angle are also tabulated for the rain rates studied. (Author)
0
O
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e
VOTE* '
TACTICALTARGET/CLUTTERSIGNATURESTUDIESAT Ku/Ka BAND
F. W. Vote
MIT LincolnLaboratory
Lexington,MA 02173
Proceedlngsof the EighthDARPA/Tri-ServlceMillimeterWave Conference
SystemPlanningCorporation(editor),1500WilsonBlvd.,Arlington,
VA 22209,p. 77-90,April 1979
(A8000206)
SECRET
This paper presentsresultsof a Ku/Ka band signatureof tacticaltargets
and field cluttermeasuredin the Concord-FortDevens area of Massachusetts.
Signaturecomparisonsare made at the two frequencies,and the implicationsas
far as CFAR performance for millimeter acquisition studies are shown.
(Author)
e
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O
WALLACE*
35-GHz _ADIOMETRIC SIGNATURES OF ARTILLERY PIECES AND THEIR APPLICATIONS TO
HOWL Y
B. B. Wallace
Ballistic R_sea_ch Laboratory
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21005
BRL Memorandum Report No. 2727 (Supersedes IM_ No. 445)
February 1977
AD C009 321 (A78 05338)
CONFIDENTIAL
This report is in responseto a request by Lincoln Laboratory of HIT for
radlometrlcsignaturedata of artillerypieces at 35 GHz. Temperaturepro-
files and cross sectionswere measuredusing a 35-GHzradiometerwith a 6-1nch
antenna. A survey was also made of other sources of radiometerartillery
signatures. Analysisof an RPV based scanningsystemwas made and it was con-
eluded that a scanningradiometerwould not be suitablefor the locationof
O the artillery pieces with the possible exception of the MI09, 155 mm S/PHowitzer. (Author)
_HOkg,S and HWLA Are acronyms for Hostile Weapons Locating Systems.
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O
WEST AND ASH_LL
PASSIVERADIOMETERPERFORMANCEIN FOULWEATHER
M. West, Jr. and J, R. Ashwell
MartinMariettaAerospace
Orlando,FL 32802
Proceedingsof the SixthDARPA!Tri-ServlceMilllmeterWave Conference
TacticalTechnologyOfficeDefenseAdvancedResearchProjectsAgency,
1400WilsonBlvd.,Arlington,VA 22209,p. 190-198,November1977
(A78 01438)
SECRET
A model is describedwhich predictsthe attenuationand backscatterpro-
perties of falling snow at millimeterwavelengths. Attenuationand back-
scatter coefficientsare calculatedfor wavelengthsof 8°6 and 3.2 mm for
varying snowfall intensities. Attenuationcoefficientsof weather constit-
uents along with standard weather models are used to calculatethe range
reductionof passiveradiometersoperatingin weather. (Authors)
o
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WILT*
O
94-GHzRADIOMETER
RobertL. Wilt
SperryMicrowaveElectronics
SperryRand Corporation
P.O. Box 4648
Clearwater,FL 33518
AFAL-TR-77-19,June 1977
ADB 020 739L (A7906628)
A 94-GHz microwaveradiometerwas designed,fabricated,and tested. A
temperaturemeasurementsensitivityof 3.5 K was achievedwith a 150-Hzoutput
bandwidth. Radiometernoise figureand IF bandwidthwere 12.5 dB and 230 MHz,
respectively. Government-furnishedIMPATT local oscillator and mixer
assemblieswere evaluatedand incorporatedinto the radiometer. The IMPATT
oscillator was seen to limit radiometer performance due to its noise
content. The radiometeris an AC coupledtotalpower radiometerwith periodic
calibrationand automaticgain stabilization(AGS). An IMPATTdiode operating
strictly as a noise generatorwas successfullyemployed as AGC reference
source with compensation for its environmental temperature sensitivity.
(Author)
O
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WXSLERANDHOLLINGER* O
--.\
ESTIMATION OF MARINE ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETERS USING MICROWAVE RADIOMETRIC
REMOTE SENSING SYSTEMS
MacmillanM. Wislerand James P. Holllnger
AdvancedSpace SensingApplicationsBranch
Space SciencesDivision
Naval ResearchLaboratory
Washington,DC 20375
NRL MemorandumReport3661,November1977
This is an interim report on an ongoingprogram to developa passive
microwave system for the remote all-weather measurement of sea surface
temperaturefrom a satelliteplatform. It presents a general method for
obtaining optimal llnear algorithms for the reduction of multl-frequency
radiometerdata to determinemarineenvironmentalvariables. The mean square
errors in determiningthe environmentalvariablesare also determined,thereby
enabling the evaluationof differentpassivemicrowaveradlometrlcsystems.
The method, called the "EnvironmentalTransfer Function",includes in its
analysis the error contributionsfrom three sources: errors in measuring
microwave brightness temperature, the statistical variances of the
.-environmentalparameters,and uncertaintiesin the equationsused to relate
the brightnesstemperatureto the environmentalparameters. The mathematical
formulation is first developedand then an exampleapplicationis given to
evaluate the remote sensing capability of selected radlometricsystems.
(Authors)
0
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O ' WRIXON
MEASUREMENTSOF ATMOSPHERICATTENUATIONON AN EARTH-SPACEPATH AT 90 GHz USING
A SUN TRACKER
GerardT. Wrlxon
Departmentof ElectricalEngineering
UniversityCollege,Cork, Ireland
Bell SystemTechnicalJournalS0, 103-114,January1971
Measurementsof 90 GHz attenuationthroughthe total atmospheredue to
absorption by cloudsj fog and rain are presented and compared with
simultaneousmeasurementsat 16 GHz. It is seen that rain is the most
importantcontributorto atmosphericextinctionat 90 GHz, light rain causing
greaterthan 25 dB attenuationon a numberof occasionsduringthe measurement
period. (Author)
EXTRACTS:
Reproduced here are summariesof cloud, rain, fog and heavy overcast
measurements.
Signal fluctuationis less rapid in heavy overcastconditions.
Averageattenuationdue to heavy fog (ambienttemperature= If°C) is 3.2
dB at 90 GHz.
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e
_IXON
TA3LE _--=_UMMARY OF l_Z_ A_AYION M]r,A_l_t'M_rl'5
¢,orrespondint Ratio
Date IX_.GHz 16-GHz 90-GH, Atten.
Type of Rai_ AttenuAtion Attent_tion 16-GHz Comments
12/10: I_ght rain ob_rved Min. _._ dB 0.2 dB dB Ratio varied Attouuation iocreas_ moon-
tram 1:30 P._L to 2:30 P.,_L Max. >26 diE3 0.0 d_ randomly between to,,;caUy both at 16 and 90 GHz
Betw_n 1:30 P.M. and 3 P.M., 25 _, 29 during th_ period.
• rainfall of 0.5 mm w_ mea-
lured by the Crawford HiLl Rain
Gauge.
12/14: Rain mixed with snow, Min. 7.00 dB 0.3 dB Ratio deermsed from "1"bemaximum 90-GHz
turning to rain observed from (end of rain) 0.54 dB 28 to about 17and •tteouation wu measured before
12:00P.M. to2 P.M. No r-;n Msz. 13.6dB increasedqain to23 theminimum ratioof_Ji15
|auge reading obtained u gauge GHz attenuation was attained
was fu/lof snow. Grouno
temperature, 3S* to 37"F.
1218: 16.5 dB 0.0 dB ,-,27 Attenuation remained tea-
(a) Stead)' rain observed from sonably constant at both
9 to 9:30 A.M. P_n gauge mea- fr_ueocies during th_ rain
surement -_.0.8 ram/hr. (_e Fig. 2).
(b) l_tween 10:15 A.M. and 15 dB 0.65 dB 23 Tbeee are the values of
noon,showerswereobserved 20 dB 0.75 dB 27 attenuationme_ured at the peak
Total amount of rain that fell 24 dB 0.9 dB 27 o( v&rious shower_ (_.e Fig. 2).
during this period (from rain >23 dB I dB >2,5
gauge) was ..-.0.5 ram.
o
€l.EAa WEATHERLEVEL
_ t m DYNAMIC Llkll? 0 I; eo-G_-_7. RECEIVER!_€lB
CLEA_ WEA'fME_LEVEL
5SGMZ
I'IME
I)&ka tOAka 11 AM lZ NOON 1 PM _PM )pka 4PM
J ] I I I J i J t ] I i I I J,
4.03 Z.II Z.33 _.Z 2.)3 Z.?8 4.03
patti4 t.ENG_r_ 'THNOt./GH ATMOSPt,IEItE (iN "fIRMS Of ZlrNl'lrl_ Iq_TH I..ENGTH)
Fig 3-.Lo|arithmi¢ record of 90-GHs a_d 16-G_s attenuation (or December 6, IM9,
@
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WRIXON
¢ ,,
TAzur I---Sv_M._RY or Cx_vv ATTENUATION_IEASURF.M'EW_
Nm_ber and Co_pond_ Ratio
Type of Cloud Ground Relative 90-GHz 16-GHz _ 90-GHz Atten,
Cover Temperature Humidity Atten. Atten. 16-GH'--'_ Comments
!
1. Individu=d Cumu- 9°C 415_ Maximum: Bee' text for note o
lous Clouds in an 3.7 dB 0.16 dB m_um attenuation.
otherwL_e clear _'pical : --22
sky 2.1 cLB 0.I d.B
2. Overcast sky 8"C &5% Maximum: 8ign_[ €ontinuousl.v fluc-
(no rain) 1.6dB 0.07d.B , -,,23 tuAt_ as cloud coy(
moves across sky, Typica
fluctuation "_1 dB I
90 GHz. No ftuctuatio
st 16 GHz.
3. Heavily overcLst 10*C 100% Maximum:
sky between "/.2 dE 0.3 dB
periods of rain Typical: " ,_24
(see Fig. 2) 5.2 dB 0.21 dB
4.Overe_._tsky on IeC Ik5% Maximum: Most of the time tber
mid day (no rain) 1.64 d.B 0.12 dB _,14 was Little atlenuatio
O (<0,5 dB at 90 GHz)due to this cloud covesad no oontinuous flu(
ttmtions were pre_ent 8
in No. 2 above.
O
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WRIXONANDMcMILLAN O
MEASUREMENTSOF EARTH-SPACEATTENUATIONAT 30 GHz
G. T. Wrlxon
Departmentof ElectrlcalEngineering
UniversityCollege,Cork, _reland
R. W. McMillan
EngineeringExperimentStation
GeorEia_nstituteof TechnoloEy
Atlanta,GA 30332
IEEE MTT-2__6,434-439,No. 6, June 1978
Measurementsof attenuationat 230 GHz throughthe total atmospheredue
to the presence of oxygen and water vapor molecules,clouds,and rain are
presentedand discussed. The measurementswere carriedout usinE a specially
designed superheterodynereceiver mounted on a sun tracker. Simultaneous
measurementswere also carriedout at 13 GHz. For a measurinEsite close to
sea level at Holmdel,N3, the "clear sky" zenithattenuationwas found to be
glven _y A (dB) - 0.35 O, where 0 was the measuredEroundwater vapor density
in g/m_. When the ground temperaturewas below about 7°C, most cloud and
overcastgave less than 0.5 dB attenuation,whereaswith a groundtemperature
greaterthan 15°C, cloud attenuationwas 8 - I0 times greater. Calculations B
of zenith attenuationin the 230-GHzatmosphericwindow were also made using
the Gross analytic line shape, Schulze-Tolbertempiricalline shape, and an
empiricallymodified Gross llne shape. These calculationswere based on
determinationsof water vapor densityand temperaturemade at the measurement
site, and on radiosondemeasurementsmade at a distance of 80 km away.
Measured and calculatedresults are Eraphlcallycompared. It is concluded
that either the modified Gross line shape or the Schulze-Tolbertllne shape
gives conservativeestimatesof zenithattenuationat 230 GHz for cleardays,
while the Gross llne shape gives fair agreement with measured results.
(Authors)
EXTRACTS:
Cloud attenuation at 230 GHz (5 days of measurements; first _ days: T -
3 - 7 °C;5thday: T = 13- 15 °C;sametypeof clouds on all 5 days):
230-GHzExcess% Attenuation(dB)
Cloud Type Cold Days Warm Day
dark cumulus 0.3- 0.5 1 - 2 (occasionally5 dB)
light overcast ~0 1.5
heavy overcast 0.5 (-twicean hour: 2-2.5dB)
The excessattenuationwas much greateron warmer days.
o
*Excess over attenuation of clear sky.
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O YAPLEE,HOLLINGER,AND TROY
MILLIMET_ WAVE MEASUR_I_TS OF TARGEESAND CLUTTER
B. S. Yaplee, J. P. Holllnger,and B. E. Troy
Naval Research Laboratory
Washington,D.C. 20390
Proceedingsof the EighthDARPA/Tri-ServiceMillimeterWave Conference
SystemPlanningCorporation(editor),1500WilsonBlvd.,Arlington,
VA 22209,p. 189-196,April 1979
(A8000206)
SECRET
Optimum passive detection of an object in a clutter background requires a
knowledge of the transfer characteristics of the object and of the
background. The millimeter wavelength characteristics of selected targets and
backgrounds measured at 90 GHz are described and target detection enhancement
is discussed. (Authors)
@
@
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ZABOLOTNIY,ISKHAKOV,SOKOLOV,AND SUKHONIN O
J
ATTENUATIONOF RADIATIONAT WAVELENGTHSOF 1.25AND 2.0 mm
V. F. Zabolotnly
State SternbergAstronomicalInstitute
UniversityAvenue 13, Moscow,USSR
I. A. Iskhakov,A. V. Sokolovand E. V. Sukhonln
Instituteof Radloenglneeringand Electronics
Academyof Sciences
Marx Avenue 18, Moscow 103907,USSR
InfraredPhysics18, 815-817,1978
The results of measurementsof radiationattenuationat wavelengthsof
1.25 and 2.0 mm in clouds,carriedout in the Crimea,using the RT-22 radio
telescopeare presented. This telescopehas an antennadiameterof 22 m and
is coupledto a Fabry-PerotInterferometerand a llquid-heliumcooled n_-type
InSb detector. (Authors)
EXTRACTS:
AverageZenithAttenuation(dB) O
Wavelength(mm): 0.45 0.73 1.2 2.0
Cloud Type:
Altocumulus 1.5 0.6 0.36 0.16
Cumulus 17.5 i0 1.6
Cumulus
Congested 51 20 19 9.0
The authors indicate that these are rough values only; unfortunately,
they do not indicatedispersionin the data.
O
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ZRAZHEV SKIY
METBODOF CALCULATINGTHEA_MOSPHERICWATERVAPORABSORPTIONOFMILLIMETERAND
SUBMILLIMETERWAVES
A. Yu. Zrazhevskiy
[Instltutional affiliatlounot given]
Radio Engineering and Electronic Physlcs 21, 31-36, No. 5, May 1976
An engineering method has been developed for calculating the molecular
absorption in water vapour. This method is obtained from the following
conditions: its results m,st agree trlththe experimentaldata for normal
conditionsin the atmosphereand the form of the dependencesof attenuationon
the humidity,pressure,and temperaturemust agreewith the relationshipsfrom
quantummechanicalformulas. The absorptioncoefficientis found as the sum
of two terms. One of these terms takes account of the attenuation
contributionof spectralllnes (transitionfrequencies< 36.6 cm-1);the other
is determinedfrom the seml-empirlcalrelationshipthat satisfiesthe above
stated conditions. The englneerlngcalculatlonmethod can be used to estimate
the absorptionvalues in the earth's atmosphereat wavelengthsgreater than
0.28 mm. (Author)
@
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C_NER
e
Sxtult•neous R•dioeetric Measurements
at 32 GHz and 90 GHz
X. CrOner
DeutscheForschungs-_mdVersuchsanstaltforlarft-undRaumfahrt
D 8031Oberpfaffenhofen,FederalRepublicof Germany
ABSTRACT
The paper gives an insight upon a part of the present experimental activities at DFVLR
in the area of mcrowave radiometry. A preliminary selection of measurements which were
madefrom a stationary platform 21 metres above ground is discussed.
1. IN'FRO_L'TION
This paper and the paper "Airborne Kicrowave Radiometric Measurements at DFVLR, Oberpfaffen-
hofen",are devisedto give an insightupon the presentexperimentalactivitiesat DFVLR in
the area of microwave radiometry.
e Since late last Fear, we have had a set of three operational radiometers in the at-mospheric window ranges at 11,32 and 90 _z. This equipment is being used the next Fearsfor intensive, siamltaneous measurements. The measurements are running urger two different
programs depending upon the platform used:
1. Fixed platform on top of a tower or vehScle
2. Airborne measurements.
The measurements were started fr_ a 21 at tower that is part of one of the DFVI_ out door
antenna test ranges, this spring.
The following goals have been and are being aimed at, with the towermeasurement_:
1. Reliabilitytests,
in fact, the 11 Qtz radiometer was defect after a short period of tim, although it had
been working w_thout fault since 1968. UrLforUmately the damage to the equipmentwas
such that it had to be taken down for the then running series of masurements.
2. Gathering of experiences concerning the preparation and execution of maltispectral
measur_nts.
5. Initiation and test of evaluation methods
and last but not least
4. Collection of further experiences in the area of thermal microwave radiation of our en-
viror_ent.
Up till now, we have gained the opinion fr_ our activities that we •re in this case
€_d_ronted with a lengthy process of learning, a process of learning to see in a spectra3
I_nge that yields in part totally di£ferent impressions of our environ_nt than we are used
to in the optical window. This philosophy is the basis of our work.
Measurevents from • fixed platform are advantegeo_ in various respect:
1. Simple reproducibility.
2. Improved T_peratur resolution due to longer integration ti_es.
3. Improved mlgular resolution due to larger antenna aperurres.
e 4. More indivich'altests per time span.S. Jess costs.
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Beforethe natureof measurementsis told thathavebeen conducteduntilnow, it_is..ne-
cessaryto go intoa littlemore detailconcerningtne presentequipmentt_g. 1..J._ne ,.m
ometer w_ll be L-_luded in _ following data. The receivers operate either oy using
GHz radi _ • " ........... "-- a t_.hniouethatuses a secondreferencesourcethe commonuicxe pr_nclple or eise =y _zs_
and thus allows a continous aut_calibration.
For the 11, 32 and 90 C_ radiometers, _he temperature resolution at ls in_gration time
comes out to be O.1, O.5, 1.$ K respectively. The microwave bandwidth is 1 GHz, t_o-times
300 MHz - both sidebandsare used - and Z _d:.The 3 d_-bandwidthsof the antennasare 1.8,
2.1 and 0.4 degrees(aprimaryfocusedparabololdfor 11 {_Iz,an excentricsectionof para-
boloid at 32 _ and a cassegrain anter_a at 90 GHz are used}.
For the first seriesof measurementsthat are reportedin this@aper, we wantedto have
one antennawith high angularresolutionwhereasthe othertwo antennaswere designedto
have approximatelyidenticalresolution.In the uprightpositionof the combinationthe 90 _z
radiometerreceivedthe verticallypolarized,the rest receivedthe horizontallypolarized
portiono£ the thermalmicrowaveradiation.In thisway, we can expectthe optiJ_nsignal
differentiationfor inclinedlookingangles,r_rtherwe expecta m_xiJ_nof qualitativinfor-
ration on the scattering properties of the object under observation.
The three radiometers are mounted together on a three axis platform. An automatic con-
trol unit that was developedfor the radiometricmeasurementsallowsline scanningof given
angularranges.Objectson the groundcan be observedunder anglesfrom zeroto fortyde-
greesbelow the horizon.
3. NA_J_ OF _S AND _SULTS
The followingmeasurementshave up to now beenconducted: O
1. Registrationof brightnesstemperaturesof man made and nauaralobjectson earth (buil-
dings,concreteroads, cars behindand in frontof trees,differentsoils}in dependen-
ce of _ather and vegetationand supplementedby registrationof razliometricsky tempera-
ture,air temperature,air moisture,soil temperatureand opticalbrightnessof the
objects.
2. Registrationof trafficin variousenvironment.
3. Happingo£ the environmentaroundthe tower (parkingareawith and withoutcars,buil-
dingswith and withouttrees in the foregro_xl,airfieldwith hangarsand so on).
Thesemeasuringprogramsyieldeda greatamountof data.The completeevaluationwill
takesomemore time.The followingfiguresrepresenta firstpreliminaryselection.
By brightnesstemperaturesantennatemperaturesare meant.A correctionto obtainthe
actualbrighmess temperaturesrequiresthe knowledgeof the spuriousradiationfromthe
closerand moredistantsurroundingsaroundthe object,dependingon the desireddegreeo£
accuracy,which is umlerrealisticenvironmentalconditionsveryoften impossible.
The conditionsof radiationespeciallyfor objectson the landarea are at timesex-
tremelycortex and subjectto so n_ny influencesthatin our mind only a statisticaleva-
luation could lead to more dependable results in these cases.
For instance let us consider the brightness te_erature of the sky, which to a lesser
or greater degree is part of the brightness temperature of an object under observation. As
shown in Fig. 2. fluctuations of 40 K at 90 GHz and 20 K at 32 _dz were accounted during the
measuring Period, although the measurements did not take place under extreme weather con-
ditions like rain showers.
With dat_ in the perZaining literature, we felt in past sometimes uneasy about the
fact that very often no additional information was given, concerning the weather parameters.
For this reason, the above mentioned physical quantities were and will be recorded in order
to find out, to what degree they are correlated with the brightness temperatures of the
objeCtSrealisticunderconditions.observation,and to get a feeling for brightness te_erature of objects under O
To give an idea o£ the kind of regis%ration in Fig. 3. t_#o examples for large area ob-
jects are shown.Six measurementseach for bothpolarizations,_t were made in the Period
betweenmarch and may were evaluated.These valuesmustbe um_lerstoodas the beginningo._a
statistic,which needsmeasurementsover a longPeriod.The sevenpairs of plotsbelow.the
brightnesstemperatureplots oft he objectsobservedare identicalfor beth objects,s_nce
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the measurenents took place within short tbae periods, so that _ environnental conditions
can be regarded identical. For the skytemperatures •t 32 and 90 GHz • sort of average over
elevation is plotted, since all the surface structures regarded rest be called rough. Sur-prisingly enough, the curves at 32 and 90 GJ: are very si_lar with the only difference _at
at 90 Qtz we observe a larger fluc_ation. As a rotter of fact one would expect a greater
correlation of _e skyteqperatures .with tbe.general.weather conditions. This does however
mt apply, at least when purely optacally di£fere_ta•.$ing properties _ 4_..n. The _eneral
weather conditaons are on the other hand correlated with the relative air moxsture, tt_s one
could do, without optically observing the weather. Air temperature which is plotted as a full
line, seems to be correlated with the sky $eMperattrres on the right hand side of the graphs.
If the sky temperatures could be estimated coarse in this simple way, our work would be made
easier. The plots on the left hand side don't however sho_ this correspondence. The measurin£
points 2 and 3 would have to be different.
A correlation of air pressure with any of the other curves cannot be fo_u_d. Changes in
air pressure of this order are to little to result in a visible influence on the brightness-
temperatures of the sky.
Let us now take a look at the brightness temperatures of the objects observed. In the
first instance (Fig. $(a)) we are dealing with a grassy surface, seen under an angle of
approximately 10 degrees. The curves obtained from the 32 and 90 GHz radiometers show' a very
similar tendency, although cross polarized radiations are compared. Since we have a great
correlation with the ground te_erature we can conclude a strongly absorbing effect of grass
at 32 and 90 Gtz. This absorption is not one hundred percent, because She brightness tempe-
ratures are in the range of 260 K, instead of about 280 1( at 100 percent absorption. Since
• measuring error in this order of quantit_can easily be excludedat the given conditions,
scatteringpropertiesm_st be concededto a grassysurface,_hic_ are at 90 _ more
stronglyvisible.
In the second instance (Fig. 3(b}) we have a concrete plane. At first view, we see some
lower bri&htness temperatures for 32 as well as 90 _h at horizontal polarization. This
leads to the conclusion that • distinct Brewster-angle exists for this material. The effect
is more pronounced at 32 GHz than at 90 _z. The temperatures corresponding with the ver-
tically polarizedradiatior_followthe tendencyof air and groundtes_erarures.The same
measurements at horizontal polarization do not show, on _ other hand, a correlation eitherwith the sky or air temperatures. We are in this case, undoubtedly _ted with a co_li-
cared behaviourin reflectionand scattering. Taking a closer look at our concrete plane, we
founda regularsurfacestrocture£n the form of surfacecorrugationsrunningacrossthe
concretesurfacenornml to our viewingdirection.The depthof corrugationwas in the order
of the 90 GHz wavelength.
In all cases the optical brighT.hess of the objects under observation was recorded. The
angular resolution of She light sensor was 0.9 degree. We expected to find a correlation
with the degree of cloud cover of She sky. After evaluating She measurements we found how-
ever,that sk)_en_raturescannotbe correlatedwith the optica_ brightnessof the objects.
Microwave images are an ideal means of speedingup theprocess of learning to see in
the microwaveregion. Two disadvantages have to be put up with un_ornumtely:.
1. A relatively poor angular resolution.
2. A long recordingt£me, if a receiverof commonqualityand a temper•rutresolutionof I
to 2 Kelvin is used.
That is why shor_term weather changes do not show in the images.
Point number two will no dolt lose in importm_e as advanced technology becomes avail-
able. r_anced resolutions can, however, c_ly be obtained by using larger anter_a apertures.
The disadvantage of relatively poor angular resolution, may partly be compensated for, if we
are able to displaythe many _itional in_ormatior_that • m_dtifrec_encf_nd polarization
rmdiometersystemcan yield at _he s_me t_ae. In this respect, o_ oourse, we have yet a long
my to _o.
The rest of the pictures showphotographs and the corresponding micrmeave images of
the following t_o sceneries:
I. Forest,group of trees, dirt-road,gravellysoil,and t_ cars (Fig.4.-6.).
2. Parking area with and without cars (Fig. 7.-9.).
_@ Becauseof the lesserresolutionst 32 CHz the correspondingi_ges st 32 and 90 GHz cannotImmidiatelybe compa ed.The _icro_ave pictur swe pr ducedby means of ordinaryli e
interof • computer,a quick lookequipmentsatisfying modernrequirementsis presently
ing developed in our laboratory. The text underneath the microwave pictures gives the
frequency (G_), the polarization and the temperature range (K) _ere the full grey scale
ia spread.
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In the case of sceneryI at 32 Q4z the'groupo£ trees,the dirt-road,the gravellysoil
and the forestare clearlydiscernable.The lorrycontrastsclearlywith it environment.At
90 CHz additionalthe passengercar,the roofand the hood of the lorrystickout clearly.
Even L'xiividual strucl_res my be seen in the area of the forest.
Our measurements yielded surprising results for scenery 2. In the cases (a) the parking
area was full of cars. In the cases Co) it was nearly empty. At first the results at 90 GHz.
Pig. g(a) sas taken during sun shine. The cars can be clearly discerned against the surroun-
dings, Fig. 8(b) was taken at 6.30 in the next morning. Very low sky temperatures were re-
cordedat the time, so the asphaltsurfaceof the parkingarea appearedcolderthan the cars
on the day before.
The same tendency can be observed at 32 (_tz and horizontal polarization. If we compare
9(a) with 9(b) it is not possible to decide whether the parking area is _11 or empty. In
order 1o come to a clear statement, the recorded ten_erature values would have to be
corrected for the difference in sky temperatures.
Other scenes were taken also, like for instance buildings behind leafless trees. We
were left wi_.h such poor contrast however, that improved data handling will be necessary to
achieve satisfactory results.
4. CONCLUSIO_
In fumre measurements, the 11Gtz radiometer will also be used again. Further we are
going for a standard antenna bean_dr_h for all frequencies for certain types o£ measurements.
In addition, a cont_nous recording of sky temperatures appears n_mdatory, in order to be able
to use it any time for a reference, further the registration o£ soil moisture seems to be
necessary. The measuring program will of course, be continuously be adapted to the
experiences gained and r_heparticular problems encountered. _,_
ql
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HOFERAND SCHANDA OEP_ISSIONPROPERTIESOF WATER,SURFACES
n, , ,
AT 5 MM WAVELENGTH
L
R. Hofer,E. Schanda
Instituteof ApplledPhysics
Universityof Berne
Switzerland
ABSTRACT
Antennatemperature-and forwardscatteringmea-
surementsat 94 GHz on watersurfacesin a temperature
range between7 and 43° C are comparedand discussed.
The angulardependenceof the considerablecontri-
butionof the atmospherein this frequencyregion
accordingto the secans-lawis verifiedand taken
intoaccountfor all measurements.An oil-polluted
watersurfaceand surfacewavesare studied.
I. INTRODUCTION
For a reliableinterpretationof remotelysensedfeaturesit is necessary
$o knowtheir emissiveproperties.With our smallscalemeasuringmethodwe
are ableto collectthe "groundtruth"and the data of two remotesensing
techniquesof the same sampleat exactlythe same time. In our controlledre-
produciblelaboratoryexperimentsthe mainlobeof the antennaliesat least
for non-grazingangleswithinthe well-specifiedsample.
After Eirchhoff'slaw and the principleof energy-conservationit is
possibleto determinethe emission-coefficiente of a samplefrom its albedo
a, i.e. the totalpower reflectedinto the upperhemisphere:
ei(e o, eo) : 1 - ai(eo, _o) (i)
where i : polarisationof the incidentwave, i.e. horizontalor
vertical
eo' _o : directionof the incidentwave
For homogeneousmaterials_omparedto the penetrationdepth)and smoo_h
surfaces(comparedto the wavelength),which is verywell fulfilledfor quiet
water,the albedoreducesto the Fresnel-reflectioncoefflcient,because scat-
teringbecomesspecularreflection.TherefoPethe totalof the reflectedpower
is easilymeasuredwith a forwardscatteringmethod,In our set-upthe looking
anglese of the transmitterand the receivercan be vaTiedindependentlyin
@ne plane between2o i.e. nearlyverticalIncidence,and 85°.
2. COMPARISONOF FORWARDSCATTERING-AND EMISSIONMEASUREMENTS
Althoughreflectlon-and emissionmeasurementsare in principleequiva-
lent {formula(I)},in practicethere are greatdifferences.The advantages
@f our active forwardsca_tering-method are:
1) Atmospheric effects are completely eliminate0 by the short distances
(about 1.2 m) of transmitter and receiver from the sample.
lO62) In our casethe detectablepoweris about times greaterthan that
of direct emission measurements.
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_) With modulation techniques it is possible to eliminate disturbing
e signals from external sources as radar stations etc.
4) It the relative permeability of the sample equals unity it is pos-
sible to ealcuXate the complex dielectric constant of the material
with the _d of the Fresnel-Formulae.
5) For £nhomogeneous materials or not completely smooth surfaces the
measurement o£ the beam-dispersion and -depolarisation &ires infor-
mation on the J.l-l_egulamities of the aample.[1]
°
On the other hand our radiometer-measurements _re a more realistic simula-
tion of a real remote aensing situation than the bistatic scattering method.
But even in the special geometry of our experiment the em_ssioncoefficient
Is at least masked by the atmospherical brightnesstemperature TS, which
chan_es dras_ically with zenithangle e and weathersituation due _o the total
watervapor-€ontent of the air:
Ti(O) : ei(0)T L + {i - ei(e)}Ts(e) (2)
where: Ti : measured antenna temperature for polarisation i
ei(e) : em_ssfoncoefficient } of the sample
TL : physical temperature
TS : briKhtnesstemperature of the atmosphere
For a horizontally assu_ed and homogeneous atmosphere it is possible to
calculate its brightnesstemperature from its physical temperature on the
earth TA and its senithopactty 0 Z after the secans-law [22:
.Ozsece
Ts(e) = TA(I- • ) (3)
e Fulde (personalco_nunlcatlon)calculatedthe watervapor-contentat
earth'ssurfacefromthe zenithopacitydueto variousatmosphericmodels.
_. RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
Figure 1 and 2 ahow measuring points for the reflection-coefficients as
a function of the incident nadirangle for horizontal and vertical polarisa-
tion. The plotted curves are best-fit Fresnel curves determined by a Gaussian
regression for the measuring points with vertical polarisation (lower points)
only _. The given complex per_ttivity is the result of this regression and
the parameter used in the calculation for both Fresnel curvesj i.e. for the
curves representing horizontal and vertical polarisation respectively.
The reflectioncoefficient of fresh water (figure 1) increases w_th in-
creasing water temperature over the whole angular range. The Brewster angle
on the other hand does not change significantly with water temperature. When
the water surface is covered by oil-blobs of approximately 0.15 nun thickness
and 3 om diameter which occupied rouKhly half of the water surface, the re-
flectivity (i.e. the reflectioncoefficient for vertical incidence) of the eur-
_at_c: ofis re_uced15.C (figurebYl0
compared to the unpolluted water at the same tempera-2 ). The undulations in the measuring points especially
l_eCoKnizable close to the Brewster minimum are caused by the inhomogenetties
of the surface and interference between the waves l_eflected at the water- and
the oil-surfaces respectively.
Table I shows a comparison between our results and results at 10 GHz ear-
lier obtained by M£tzler _3. For 9_ OHz also the permtttivity after Debye's
theory _5_ is given. At 10 GHz the emissivity (i.e. the en_ssioncoefficientfor @ = 0 ) reaches only about 60 S of the value at 9_ GHz and is independent
e of but at 94 GHz the en_ssivity increases with decreasingwatertemperature,
watel-temperature. The l_elated curve in the €'-€''-plane crosses the lines of
constant eudssivities almost perpendicular (_13, figure 1), i.e. the altera-
tion of the complex permittivity with temperature causes a maximum variation
ot the eudssivity. The dielectric constant of _he oilfiXm is a mean value for
the £nhon_geneous oil-water-system a8 described before.
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TABLE Z : Emissivities • and per_Ltttivities (€'/€") of _esh
waterat 9_ GHzandIO GHz.
94 GHz IO GHz
(€'/€")
Water- • . , ...... • (€'/€")
_emperatu_e .. measurement Debye
9 0.66 9.4 / 8.6 6.8 / 9.6 51 / 39
15 0.63 7.3 I 10.6 7.5 I 11.9 )0.38 56 / 36
20 0.62 8.0 I 13.0 60 / 33
23 0.60 8.0 / 13.2 9.6 / 16.5 64 / 26
0ilfilm 0.67 (2.5 I 7.6)
Figures 3 to 8 show the results of the passive radiometer measurements.
Antennatemperatures T are plotted versus nadirangle for horizontal and verti-
cal polarisation.The instrumentusedhas an overallnoi_efigurelessthan
17 dB i.e. the tem_eratureresolution is better than 0.3 _K at an integration-
time of 1 second. The antennatemperatures for the first ten degrees of zenith-
angle decrease steeply due to the decreasing reflections of the instrumental
setup into the mainlobe of the antenna. Therefore these parts of the curves
have no significance for the interpretation. The whole radiometersystem is R
calibrated before every measurement. Two referencetemperatures are determined:
t_h_which is identical with _he physlcal temperature T. of the air and RT2temperature of liquid nitrogen (77_K). Afterwards _he signal of the mea-"
sured temperatured!fference was magnified by a factor one, two or three (de-
pending on the sample) relative to.the third calibration mark (zero-level of
the system)at the T-axisof the diagrams,thus shiftingthe "77°K"mark RT2
to highervalues.The zenithbrightnesstemperatureTz is measuredfor every
diagramtoo.The valuesT, and Tv are usedto computethe zenlthopac!ty0z
afterthe secans-law{fo_ula (37}._R and €_ are the permittivitiescalcula-
ted from the reflectionmeasurements and due _o Debye's theory respectively.
After formulas(2)and (3)the expectedantennatemperatureis computedwi_h
the dielectricconstants,zenithopacltyand the physicaltemperaturesof the
sampleand the air as parametersand is plottedinto f_gures4, 5, 7 and 8.
The shapeof the mainlobeof the antennawas taken into account,for the com-
putation.
The accuracyof the secans-lawis demonstratedin figure3. For _lear
blue sky we measured zenithbrlghtness-temperatures between 40 and 80 "K corres-
pondlng to a wate_vapor content of the air on the earth's surface of between
8 and 27 gr H20/m for the model of the "AnnualTropicAtmosphere".
Curvesafter the secans-laware plottedaccordingto the two extreme
zenithbri_tness-temperatures.A third curv_is calculatedfor the highest
measured zenithbrightness-temperature: 210 _K for dark thunderstorm clouds.
Because our radiometer is viewing only downwards, the atmosphere is measured
over a reflecting metal plate. There are two reasons why this technique is
allowed:
i) There is no differenceto the 8inglecurvemeasuredwith the instru-
ment turned upwards.
2) No influenceof polarisation-dlrectioncouldbe measuredoverthe
reflecting plate.
The different measured curves vary due to changes of watervapor content within _
one day. From the two enveloppes we conclude that when we start the calcula-
tion with the real senithbrightnesstemperature the computed and measured
brightneestemperatures agree very well. Each measurement of the samples was
married out under a clear blue sky. Therefore the aecans-law is a good appro-
x_matlon of the real atmospheric brishtnesstemperature.
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O Filures "_ and 5 show results for water'6f two different temperatures. The
calculated curves fit the Deasured very well, i,e. rorwardscattering- and
anteru_atemperature-measuz_ements completely _ee. The di_ferences between the
I_lculations with the two per_tttivitie8 €, and t- and the measured curves
_e comparable to the absolute accuracy ofn_ 5 °KUof our system. For showing
the ln£1uenoe of the atmospheric brightnesstemperature in fijure 4 a third
curve is computed with a senithbrightness-temperature of 80 VK instead o£ the
real value. Especially for the horizontal polarisation (lower curves) the
shape changes drastically. At the Brewster angle the maximum of the antenna-
temperature is always:less than the physical watertemperature because of the
relatively high reflection-coefficient (compared to other suaterials _3_) and
the angle of the antennalobe, which is comparable to the width of the Brewster-
minimum.
Figure 6 represents the results of the two extreme watertemperatures mea-
sured at the same weathersttuation copied into a single diagram. For the anten-
natemperature measurements the high reflectioncoefficients o£ the horizontal
polarisation mask the physical temperatures of the samples. On the other hand
the difference of these temperatures is detectable at the minimum of the re-
flection at the Brewster angle. There s in addition the width of the maximum
of the antennatemperature denreases _lth increasing vate_emperature, because
the re£1ectivities' at the Brewster angle a:-e always less than 0.1.
In figure 7 the results of four oilfilm-thicknesses and the correspondin:,
covering by the oilblobs in percent of the total surface-area are presented.
For horizontal polarisation the antennatemperature increases nearly linearly
with the quantitiy of the oil. For vertical polartsatfon the angular depen-
dence is reduced with increasing oil-quantity. The Brewster-effect vanishes
€ompletely for an oilfilm thicker than 0.2 mm. At an incident angle of about
53 it iS impossibleto distinguishany oilfilmfromunpollutedwater at least
e up to a th!ckness of half a millimeter. The curves for fresh water and fora somewhat different oil-covering situation during the forwardscatterlng-
measurements are plotted. The surface-inhomogenetties cause the discrepancy
(especially for the vertical polarisation) between the two measuring-methods.
Figure 8 shows results for standing waterwaves. The length of the water-
waves (_ IO cm) _ smallerthanthe footprinto_ the antenna-mainlobe(_ 20cm
diameterfor the - 3 dB - pointsat verticalincidence)and their frequency
(_ 2 Hz) is higher than the integrationtime of I sec.Thereforethe angular
dependenceof the antennatemperatureis reducedcomparedto the smoothsur-
face,becausea fewwavelengthsarewithinthebeamanda mean-valueof seve-
ral "incidentangles"Is measured.For wavesperpendicularto the plane of in-
cidence (1) the wooden frame of the instrument-mounting Is reflected into the
antenna-beam over a wider region of incident angles than for w_ves parallel
( Jl ) to this plane. Therefore their antennatemperature is increased. On the
other hand forwardscatterins-measurements of an undulating surface as described
before are completely impossible without integrating of the output signal.
4.CONCSUSION3
For homogeneousmaterialsand smooth surfacesforwardscattering-and an-
tennatemperature-measurements are absolutely equivalent. Both methods have
their advantages for determ_ng the enLtssive properties of well specified
samples in laboratory experiments. For rough or inhomogeneous materials the
determ!nation of the e_ssioncoef£icients can only be achieved by radiometer-
techniques, but scattering measurements may give additional information on the
irregularities of the sample.
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FIGURE 1 FIGURE 2
Reflectfoncoefficients and Reflectioncoefficients versus
best-fit Yresnelcurves for nadiranglefor oil-blobsof
water of 53° and 9°C. approximately0.15nunthick-
ness and 3 cm diameter cover_nE
half of a watersurface of 15"C.
FIGURE3 FIGURE
Secans-lawand measuredatmo- Computedand measuredantenna-
spheric brightnesstemperatures temperatures v_rsus nadirangle lw
versus senithangle for diffe- for water o_ 7-C.
rent watercontents of the air
during clear blue sky.
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FIGURE 6
Copy ot measured antennatempera-
tures versus nadirangle for water
ot ~3 and 70 C into one diagram.
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FIGURE 5
Computed and measured antenna-
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Interest In the near-lllllmeter vrye (IDIHW) The dif.feremce increases vtth frequency, being
porttml of the 8pectrmt stems p:lncipally from mort than a factor of I:vo (dB/Im) at r.be upper
tho fact that in limited visibility situations end of the IQa4Wrakish. Belay 200 GBz, little
such radiation offers a €ouprouise baleen the difference erztsts betveen the various calculations.
ht_h-reaolu_ion capabilities of infrared and Effects at 0 and 20 C ate comparable.
lay-toes propasation characteristics of aLcro-
wove,. Since fob penetration is a ceotrLl concern. Second. understanding the practtc_ sL S-
numerous estimates have been made [1] in attempts n/ftcsnce of figures 2 and 3 requires some
to quantify NI_4Wattenuation effects in such comment on the types of fobs that ,.4$ht be of
environments. In this paper ve compare rations JLnterest.Note that both fis_res are nOnULlized
calculations of absorption effects based on l!n- shoo=prise, i.e., _t" 1 B/m • TypirJLlly, depend-
ltod theoretical and experJ_ental data for the _n& on the L'ype of fo_, Ol may rJmse [1] be-temperature and frequency depemJence of the IEq)6; tweeo O.1 and 0.$ B/U v_'th respective vlei-
d_electric constants of water, bllitles of approzls_tely 300 to 50 n.
Rozenber8 [21 end llo111nser [3] have reported Third, it 8honld be noted that £n pro-
extensive theoretical calculations of water di- _L_Lng total path attenuation, one s_tst also
electric constants uain8 the Debye [6] soda1, account for the of£ect.s of water viler. Under
Their predicted values of €' and t" at 0 and 20 C saturation €onditions, such as foqs. the J.nter-
are shovu In fisure 1. Since Nollinser'e anal- action of vapor and liquid ccsq_onents _s not
yale Is based on the .Sexton and Lane IS] values veil un4ers_:od. Usually the usmq_t.ton Ls made
for the relaxation ties, static dielectric son- that vapor and I/q_Ld effecl:s are s_ply additive.
stone, and optical dielectric constant, his curves There ks evidence, however, that _mder ast_ation
are lubeled "Sexton and Lane." €onditions, this usumptLon may be _n error. So-
called "anomalous" effects may be aign£££€_t [1].
Beccntly, Afser at al [6|, Blue [7]. and
Simpson et al [8] have reported measured values _eference s
of t' and c" throushout the _ reBion. Fisure
1 includes the Blue and Aflar results. Blue's [1| S. !(. Eulpa and E. A. Brown, _iear-)_ll_eter
massuretuents Yore made at 20 C, vharaas Afsar'8 gave TechnoloKy Base Study -- Vol l," Harry Dis-
measurements were made It A, 300 and 57 C. Eztra- mood I.aboratorias, EDL-SR-79-8, November 1979.
pol_tion of these latter results was used to [2| V. I. Ioae_bers, "Scattering and Attenuation
obtain values of €' and €" at 0 and 20 C. S4mp- of Electromagnetlc Radiation by At_ospherlc Part.-
son's neusurements at 25 C, thoush not shov_ Ln Lcles," Eydro_eteorolosical ?teas, Leered,
the fi&ure, aires veil with Afsar's results. USSR, 1972.
In typical fop, einct the particle size iS [3] J. P. HollLnser, _/_Lcrovsve Properties of a
small compared co the vavelen_th of concern, the Calm Sea," Naval Kesearch Laborator_ Keport No.
RnyleLgh approximation [1] is valid. Attenuation 7110-2, 15 august 1973.
by scattering nay be ne$1ected and the ebsorp- [_] P. Debye, "Polar Molecules," The Chemical
elan, n, due co the fob nay be trritten as Carols& Co., Inc., Nsv York, 1929.
[S] J. A. Sexton and J. A. Lane, "Electrical
Ci • 0.82C" Properties Of Sea Water," 1/1raises Ensineer , pp.
(€' + 2) 2 + (t") 2 _v (dB/kn), _69-275, October 1952.
[6] N. N. d_aar and J. |. Kilted, "SulmLllineter
tRtero ol is the fOl°e liquid voter content (l/m 3) Nave Nsasurmaente of Optical Camstlnts of Water
sad v Lo the frequency (GHz). st Various Temperatures," Infrared Physics, vol.
18, pp. 835-S_1, December 1978.
In flturte 2 sad 3 ve ohm, calculated ab-
sorptions for 0 and 20 C respectively based on 17] H. D. Blue, "Parn/ttivity of Sea Water at
€he dtelectr/€ constant data discussed abm_e. NlllLaeter I/svelensths," Georiia Institute of
Technolosy Z£S, FLnal Report, NASA Grant No.
Several factors ere _orthy of note. First, ESG-5082, 15 Hay 1978.
O above approximately 200 G}lz, the absorptions 18| D. A. B!mpson, I. L. Bean, and S. Perkovitz.• calculated from measured values of the dielectric "Far Infrared Optical Constants of L_Lquid Water
constants exceed those baled upon Eozenber|'s Nsuured vtth an Optl¢811y Pumped Laser," to be
and Hullinler'8 theoretical values for €' and €". published.
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SCATTERING,EMXSSIONA)IDPENETRATIONOF
THREEMILLIMETERWAVES IN SOIL
Erwin Schanda
Roland Hofer
Institute of Appl!ed Physics
University of Berne
Berne, Switzerland
ABSTRACT
Controlled experiments on the emission behaviour of
various natural and man-made types of soil at 3.2 nunwave-
length have been performed. Additional forward scatter
measurements on the same materials allow the elimination
of the atmospheric contributions and an approximate deter-
mination of the effective permittivities. By the use of
a metal plate underneath soil-layers of various thickness
the penetration depth of 3 mm waves in a few specific
soils has been determined. The effects of humidity and
polarization have been studied and a comparison to
earlier measured emissivities at 3 cm wavelength has been i
established. The investigated media are: humus, lawn, Era-
vel, fine grain sand, concrete, road asphalt cover;
board, eternit.
I. THE UTILITY OF THE FORWARD-SCATTER MEASUREMENTS
The atmosphere has a considerable effect on the performance of passive
sensing at millimeter waves. As outlined in an earlier publication [i], the
measurement of the forward scatter properties of a natural surface can elimi-
nate the atmospheric effect if the distance between receiver and transmitter
is sufficiently small. Besides other advantages of the forward scatter method
(see _] ), it allows the approximate determination of an effective complex
permittiv_ty by the use of the Fresnel-formula for specular reflection [7
This permittivity is only a representative value for a planely and homogene-
ously assumed surface layer causing exactly the same dependence of the reflec-
tions on polarization and on incident angle as the real surface layer does.
With this assumption and the condition of a layer thickness which is opaque
for the wavelengths used, the measured reflection coefficient can be used for
calculating the emission coefficient.
The complex wavenumber k = m . iB = i_u_'_oCwith the attenuation and phase
_oefflcients a and 8 respectively is determined by the permittivity
z = z_(z' - it'') with the real (€') and imaginary part (€'') of the relative
permi_tivity.For verticalincidencethe normalizedpenetrationdepth (in
numbers of wavelengthsin air) can therefore be taken as 6 = YmA.
Figure I is a diagram of the emissivlty (vertical incidence) and the pe-
netration depth as a functionof the real and imaginaryparts of the permit-
tlvity. The respective values of a number of materials are marked, which have
been determined _ standard laboratory measurements of the permittivity at
} cm wavelength and by forward scatter measurements at 3 m.m [3[• The pro- @
cedure to determine the permittivity _ the forward scatter data is describedearli r in [i]and in mor de a l in .
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FIGURE1
Emissivity(Nadirv_ewing)and penetrationdepthas functionsof the
complexpermittivity.Somematerialsmeasuredat 3 cm and 3 mm wavelengthare
marked. Loam and spruce for varying humidity (A = 3 cm) and fresh water for
varying temperature at both wavelengths.
2. THE MEASUREMENTOF THE EMISSIONCOEFFICIENTS
The instrumentalset-upfor the emissionmeasurementson soil is the
same as the one utilized for liquid media and is described in another contri-
bution to this meeting giving an a_count of that investigation [2] . The sur-
face of the samples is 1._ x .9_ m- in area and the thickness can be varied
up to several times the penetration depth of most of the investigated materials.
The distance of the receiver horn from the soil surface is approximately 1.2 m
and the footprint of the beam (5 db w_dth) is about 20 cm in diameter at
nadir position. The criterion d • 2 a_/A for the minimum distance d required
for the far-field approximation _cross-sectional dimension of the horn a = 28n_m,
wavelength I s 3.2 mm) yields d • 0.5 meter w_tch is fulfilled for the 3 db
beamwidth even at the oblique incidence of 85 from nadir. The effect of the
atmosphere is presented in [2] for all zenith opacities encountered during
this Investlgatlon and the equivalence of the reflexlon of _he sky brlghtness
on a metallic plate with the dlrec_ly measured sky temperature has been demon-
strafed for the largest part of the range of incldenee angles.
Figures 2 to 5, ? to I0 and 12 to 15 represent the measured brIEhtness
te_rpera_u_es as a function of the v_ewlng angle (from nadir) and for two pola-
risations of samples of almost all k_nds of roughness, of a wide range of per-
tlttlvi$ies and of a variety of heteroEenelties.
._L In the ease of a board of spruce (Fig. 2) the an_sotropy of the emission
Is clearly :'ecognizeable. The meaning of the marks _ and _is: fibres of the
wood parallel and perpendicular to the plane of incldenee; i.e. for the upper
two curves (vertlca_ polarlzation) of a set of four,.Lmeans: the electric
field Is perpendicular to the fibres, ]I: there Is a eo_onent of the electric
f_eld parallel to the flb_es; for the lower curves (horizontal polarization)
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FIGURE 2
Emission coefficient of a board cut of
spruce as a function of the viewing
angle (measured from nadir). Petmitti-
vity of dry board from forward scatter
measurement •
.;. 1·"·\-:
I .
FIGURE 3
~mlssion coefficient of eternit. cal-
culated curve (Fresnel formula) for
comparison.
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F1GURE 4
Emission coefficient of concre~e'
, • t
zen) th brlf:htness t er.-:rt'rat.l,lre T _ and
related opacity 0:, •
F'I nlJ l' r. ~.
Emi !:si or. of Asphal t reae -:'" '''~J'.
Efflfct of' polarization CII<I&I,(;";. (in
::>teps gf 10 dsgrees) 1'or vi,"~dl.t:" a"r-
1t·r. 5" t.o 70 on the WE';. Sin"',,::,·.
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however _ means: the electric field is parallel to the fibres_ U: the electric
field is perpendicular.to the f_bres. The effective permittiv_ty deduced fromthe forward scatter measurement (r) with the electric field perpendicular to
the fibres is given. The result of'the _et board is to be taken with some cau-
tion because of the rapid ehan_e due =o drying.The radiation temperatures at
nearly nadir viewing _up to I0 _) have no sianlflcance due to the reflectlon
of the measuring set-up on the sample. Eternit (Pig. _) is an asbestos cement
construction material with a very slight roughness (undula_ions) of a small
fraction of the wavelength. The thin smooth line along the measured curve
g_ves the emission coefficient calculated by the _resne] formula using the
permittivity (_.5 - i l.k) detercined by the forward scatter procedure and
Caking into account the atmospheric contribution. The zenith sky temperatures
T_ and the related zenith opacities O_ are g_ven for each measurement and
t_eir s_gn_f_cance on the result _an _e estimated according to [2] .
The roughness of the surface of concrete (Fig. k) has a scale of up to
about half the wavelength but the measured curve is _till approximated satis-
factory by a plane-surface Presnel curve with a slngle-valued permittlvity.
The asphalt road cover of a quality and construction as used typically
on Swiss roads (Fig. 5) yields a large discrepancy between the measured emis-
sivity and the calculated one by using the permittivity obtained from the
scatter experiment. But the considerable difference between vertical and
horizonta_ polarization leads to the conclusion that the surface can still
be represented by an effective plane. Also the effect or changing the pola-
rization in steps of i0 degrees within an important range of viewing angles
in the case of a wet surface (1 liter water per square meter) yields a smooth
transition between horizontal and vertical polarization.
3. THE PENETRATION DEPTH AND THE EFFECTS OF ROUGHNESS AND HETEROOENEITY
As soon as the scale of the surface roughness equals the wavelength thequestion arise w ther the scattering and emission of waves are dominated
by the surface structure and one of the roughness models has to be applied
or whether they are dominated by the heterogeneous texture of a thick (many
wavelengths)layer representableby an effectivedielectricof the mixture
(e.g. air/grains of sand).
The estimation of the penetration depth from the knowledge of the com-
plex permittivity of the medium becomes less accurate for an increasing de-
gree of roughness. A direct determination by the use of a perfectly reflec-
ting plate underneath layers of various thickness will certainly give more
realistic results•
Figure 6 is a schematic representation of the measurlng situation with
a soil layer of thickness t on a metallic plate. Due to the loss-less reflec-
tion the integrated equation of radiative transfer yields for the received
r=l2t
1 '4
FIOURE 6
Schematic representation of the determination of the penetration depth by
the use of a "metallic a.eflector.
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radiation temperature
T : Ts(1 - e) . • Ts exp<- • eTL - exp(- (1)
!
where the emissivity of an assumed infinitely thick layer is e, the (am_li-
tude) attenuation coefficient is a and T and T- are the total sky radiation "
temperature in the considered direction _nd theLphysical layer temperature
respectively.
Figure 7 represents the measured radiation temperatures for layers of
variousthicknessof a finegrainsand (meangrainsize approximately0.5 mm,
maximumabout1 mm) on a reflectingplate.Applying(1) to the emissivities
(extrapclated tc 6 : O) of the most reliable curves (t : i0 mm and t : 20 m_T.)
and takinga zenithair brightnesstemperatureof 60 K (relatedwater vapor
content near to the ground : _ 17 gramms per cubicmeter) the attenuation
coefficient can be determined as = = 0.285 + 0.015 Ycm and from this the pene-
tration depth follows as 3.5 + 0.2 cm which-is approximately eleven times the
wavelength in air. Figure 8 s_ows the radiation temperatures of a 5 cm
thick layer on a metal and on a strongly absorbing (see Figure 3)eternit
plate respectively. The deviations are negligible. The effect of changing po-
larization (by steps of I0 degrees) has been recorded in the same range of
•viewinganglesas for asphaltroadcoverand againa smoothchangeof the re-
sultingbrightness temperature has been found.
The effect of humidity of sand is demonstrated in Figure 9. The Fresnel
curves for dry sand and a humidity of .15 grams water per cubiccentimeter are
added. The permittivities used for this computation have been obtained from the
forward scatter experiments on the same sample of sand. The modest reliabili-
ty of the emissivity curvqs of wet sand is demonstrated by the bar crossing
the curveof the 0._ g/cmJ h_rizontallypolarizedvalues.The radiationtem-.
perature at a nadir angle 50 starts at the lower end of the bar for 0.4 g/cm_;
during the time of lO minutes the effects of seeping and drying cause an in-
creaseof the radiationtemperatureup to the top end of the bar.
A regular wavy structure of the sand surface (wavelength of the structure li
3 cm and peak-amplitudeI cm) causes a'measurable anisotropy(FigureI0).
The symbols _ andI mean: planeof incidenceparalleland perpendicularto
the structure. The plain surface measurement is repeated for comparison. The
physical temperature of the sample on the surface (0 cm) and at approximate
depths of I cm and 3 cm respectively are given.
The geometrical scale of the surface roughness of the sand samples is
approximatelyone thirdof the wavelengthin air but there is stilla signi-
ficantseparation of the curves for vertical and horizontal polarization(some 30 K around the nadir angle of 60 for dry sand) and there is still a
remarkable correspondence of the measured curves with the calculated ones
using a single valued permittivity in the Fresnel formula. It is well-known
that the effect of roughness on the scattering and emission behaviour of a
surface increases with increasing conductivity i.e. with decreasing penetra-
tion depth.
Figure lla is a schematic cross-section of a heterogeneous structure,
resulting in a rough surface; for the following consideration it can be re-
presented by some substituting homogeneous medium with the same emissive pro-
perties as the real material. The equation of radiative transfer allows to
divide the vertically emanating brightness temperature into two parts origi-
nating from below and above a certain depth x respectively
T = Tbexp(-2cx) + Ta [I- exp(-2cxS (2)
Figurellb givesthe respectivesharesof bothparts of the total apparent
temperature assuming the physical temperatures of both parts equal T_ = _b"
Rememberingthe definition of the penetrstiondepthas a6l = I resultingIn
exp(- 2) in the curves of Fig. lib. From this we may conclude that for a
penetration de_th equal or smaller than the scale of the roughness (61 _ R)
the radiation and scatteringbehavlour of that surfaceis dominated by the
surface roughness, while for 6A _ I0 R the behavioris dominated by the
subsurface material i.e. eventually by the heterogeneous texture with only
a minor effect due to surface roughness. Within the transition range in bet-
ween thes_etwo limiting cases R _ A6 % IO R the emission and scattering be-
havior is affected by both the surface roughness and the heterogeneity,
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FIGUREII
Roughsurfaceof a heterogeneoustructure;a)_hematic cross-section,
b) contributionsof a layerabove a depthx and of the mediumbelowx respec-
tively.
resulting it,a situation where the emission coefficients for vertical and ho-
rizonta_ polarization show still a measurable separation but a satisfying des-
criptionby _he Presnelformuladoesno longerexist.
Figure12 representsthe determinationof the penetrationdepthin humus.
Utilizing(i)as in the case of sandthe penetrationdepthof thatspecific
typeof humus is approximately7 to 8 millimetersat 3.2 mm wavelengthi.e.
6 = 2.2 to 2.5.Regardingthe surfaceroughnessof about 3 to _ millimeterin
our experimentwe may state thatthis surfacemay be classifiedas belonging
to the transitionrange,somewhatcloserto the roughnessdo_.inatedlimit
(seethe curvesfor I0 . 2 mm thicknessof the layer).By addingsomewater
not the increaseof con_uctlvityof the highestprotrudingpeaks of the surface
causesthe mos_ importantchangebut the formationof an effective,smoothing
layerof increasedwater contentis dominatingthe emissionbehavior.
Figure 15 shows the emission coefficient of lawn, a roughness dominated
surface. Just in the range of viewing angles, where the Presnel curves (per-
•ittivitydeterminedby the forwardscatterexperiment)are suggestingsome
separationof horizontaland verticalpolarization,there is absolutelyno
differencefor bothpolarizations.
A surface of coarse-grainedstonesof the mineralSerpentine(meansizeabout
2 to 3 cm) seemsto exhibita significantseparationof the emission€oeffi-
cientsfor the orthogonalpolarizations(Figure14).But the stone fragments
havepreferentialfractureplanesand are unavoidablyorderedto someextent
whenpoureddown on a plane,thus simulatinga Fresneltype characterof the
emission.
Finallyan artlf_clalrough surface(Figure15) with a roughnessscale
severalordersof magnitudehigher_hanthe penetrationdepthohasbeenmea-
suredand comparedwlth the planemetalplate.Up to about70 fromnadir
there is a veryefficientreflectionof the integralsky temperature(inclu-
ding someobjectsaroundthe measuringset-up)into the antenna.At about80°
the brightnesstemperaturedue to the metalturningsis lower thanthat of
the planereflectorbecauseof the contributionsfrom sky regionscloseto
the zenith.
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